
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST 
 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

Third Quarter 
 

July, August, & September 2013 
 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WLOX in order  
 
to serve the community to and act in the public service interest as set forth by the  
 
Federal Communications Commission: 
 
 
(Please see below the community issues that WLOX will have addressed in this report) 
 

1. Education     
2. Economy/Taxes 
3. Crime 
4. Health Care/Care for the Elderly/Child Care 
5. Environment 
6.  Drugs & Alcohol  
7. Housing Shortage Affordable Housing 
8. Roads/Traffic/Drainage 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST 
 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
(Listed below is WLOX local programming that contains community issues) 
 
PROGRAM                                                  DAYS                                       TIMES 
 
WLOX GMM                                  MONDAY - FRIDAY                4:30AM - 7:00 AM 
WLOX MIDDAY NEWS               MONDAY - FRIDAY                11:00-11:30AM 
WLOX 4 O’CLOCK NEWS          MONDAY - FRIDAY                4:00PM - 4:30PM 
WLOX NEWS @ 5 PM                  MONDAY - FRIDAY                 5:00PM - 5:30PM 
WLOX NEWS @ 6 PM                  MONDAY - FRIDAY                 6:00PM - 6:30PM 
WLOX-CBS NEWS @ 6:30 PM   MONDAY – FRIDAY      6:30PM – 7:00PM  
WLOX NEWS @ 10PM                 MONDAY - SATURDAY           10:00-10:30PM 
WLOX NEWS @ 10PM           SUNDAY                                      10:00-11:00PM 
WLOX NEWS THIS WEEK         SATURDAY                                   5:00-5:30PM                                         
  
     All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix 
of  news , weather, sports, and issue-related feature stories.  Issue-responsive 
program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
 
(WLOX airs a locally produced report that deals with community issues) 
 
Our Local View 
 
WLOX’s General Manager presents editorials on local  and  national stories of  
 
interest and personal observations. 
 
(WLOX broadcasts the following syndicated and ABC network programs on 13.1) 
 
Good Morning America       -     Monday - Friday     -      7:00-9:00 AM                           
Good Morning America       -     Saturday                  -      7:00 - 8:00 AM 
Good Morning America       -     Sunday                     -      7:00-  8:00 AM 
This program provides the latest in international and domestic news, weather,  
reports  and  interviews and newsmakers from the world of politics, business, media,  
entertainment and sports.  WLOX provides two local five minute news updates at  
7:25am  and  8:25am. 
20/20  -    Fridays   -  9:00-10:00 PM 
 
(WLOX broadcasts the following CBS Network programs on 13.2) 
Face the Nation  - Sundays - 9:30-13:00 AM 
60 Minutes 



  
 
  
 
America Now                      Monday - Friday      -         3:00-4:00 PM 
 
This news programs presents news that you can use. 
 
WLOX airs Public Service Announcements which we feel in good faith and 
judgment provide information and education that are directed to the issues 
that are listed in this cover sheet. 
 
Also, attached, is a description of the  Public Affairs  programming  from ABC and  
CBS  that aired over WLOX/ABC and WLOX/CBS 
 
 
 
  



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration
Children's Issues 7/4/2013 630pm News CBS MOST DANGEROUS HOLIDAY City officials have been planning for this holiday for several weeks now 

but they're not the only ones.  Emergency personnel all over the 
country have been preparing for what the National Safety Council has 
deemed "the most dangerous holiday of the year."

0:54

Children's Issues 7/4/2013 630pm News CBS ACADIAN PHONER Bennie French with Acadian Ambulance Service in Jackson County says 
this is a topic he feels very passionately about.      He joins us by 
phone now to discuss the importance of safety on this exciting but 
what can be a dangerous holiday.

2:00

Children's Issues 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS ACTIVE SHOOTER More than 250 officials gathered at Oak Grove Primary School todayfor 
the Mississippi Regional Institutes on School safety active shooter 
summit.  AFTER THE Sandy Hook shooting LAST DECEMBER, 
GOVERNOR PHIL BRYANT CALLED ON STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES 
TO DEVISE AN ACTION PLAN FOR MISSISSIPPI SCHOOL.

0:31

Children's Issues 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS OBAMA VISIT First lady Michelle Obama paid a visit to the Crescent city today.     
The reason to talk about childhood obesity in America.     The first lady 
spoke at a convention in New Orleans put on by the National Council of 
La Raza. 

0:24

Children's Issues 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM OBAMA VISIT 630 First lady Michele Obama is attacking the obesity issue, one state at a 
time.  Mrs. Obama was in New Orleans yesterday for talking about 
childhood obesity before one of the largest Latino advocacy and civil 
rights groups in the country, La Raza.  

0:22

Children's Issues 7/26/2013 6pm News WATER SAFETY Despite what you may have seen on TV or in the movies drowning 
deaths often happen suddenly and silently.  That was one of the facts 
a group of parents learned today during a free water safety course at 
the American Red Cross. 

0:20

Children's Issues 7/26/2013 630pm News CBS WATER SAFETY Water safety has long been a focus of the American Red Cross.      In 
fact... the Red Cross trains roughly 80 percent of the lifeguards in this 
country.   Today that organization shared important water safety 
instruction with parents and grand parents in Pascagoula.  

1:25

Children's Issues 7/26/2013 630pm News CBS CHILD CARE SCAN OR SCRAM!   THAT'S WHAT SOME CHILD CARE CENTER 
OWNERS ARE FEELING TONIGHT.   DHS RECENTLY ANNOUNCED THE 
STATEWIDE ROLL-OUT OF THE FINGER SCAN PROGRAM FOR PARENTS 
USING FEDERAL MONEY TO PAY FOR CHILD CARE.  But not everyone 
is excited about the plan.     COURTNEY ANN JACKSON explains.

1:48

Crime 7/2/2013 5pm News BSL STABBING Bay St. Louis Police are investigating a stabbing that happened early 
this morning.  Officials say 77-year-old Charles Daniels Sr. stabbed his 
grandson, Kendal Daniels Jr., in the chest.     Police say the two had an 
argument.

0:23

Crime 7/2/2013 6pm News CARRY RULING Despite the injunction at least two south Mississippi law enforcement 
agencies have allowed the Open Carry Law to go into effect.   Trang 
Pham-Bui has the latest on the controversy in tonight's top story.

1:52

Crime 7/2/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN TRIAL DELAY A new development in the Mississippi-linked Ricin case.   A federal 
public defender has asked a judge to delay the trial of James Everett 
Dutschke of Tupelo. The trial is currently scheduled for July 29th, but 
Attorney Greg Park says he needs more time to prepare.   

0:33



Crime 7/3/2013 5pm News COP INDICTED Following a four month long investigation, and testimony before a 
Jackson County grand jury, a Pascagoula police officer is now facing 
serious criminal charges.   Doug Walker tonight with the story.

1:19

Crime 7/3/2013 5pm News BANK ROBBERY Good Evening, we will get to those stories in a moment, but first, it 
was a chaotic seen this morning.  Four suspects believed to be 
involved in a bank robbery were caught this morning, not long after 
allegedly committing the crime.  Police say it happened just before 11 
this morning.

1:55

Crime 7/3/2013 6pm News BANK ROBBERY Mass hysteria.   That's how witnesses are describing the scene where 3 
men were captured by police after allegedly robbing Wells Fargo Bank 
on Courthouse Road in Gulfport.     Hannah Moseley joins us in studio 
with more.

1:30

Crime 7/3/2013 6pm News COP INDICTED A Pascagoula police officer tonight is charged in the death of a 
Kaytlynn Bran four months after the teenager was struck and killed 
along a Jackson County road.   Daniel Snyder is on leave from the 
department tonight charged with felony leaving the scene.

2:20

Crime 7/3/2013 630pm News CBS COP INDICTED A Pascagoula Police officer has been charged with a felony.     Daniel 
Snyder was indicted by a Jackson County Grand Jury in the death of 
Ocean Springs teenager Kaytlynn Brann.   Brann and a friend were 
walking on the pavement in Gulf Park Estates when Brann was hit on 
February 22nd.

0:26

Crime 7/3/2013 630pm News CBS BANK ROBBERY Four men are in custody tonight accused of robbing a Gulfport bank.  
Hannah moseley has been following this story all day and joins us in 
the studio now with the latest.  

1:30

Crime 7/3/2013 630pm News CBS SHERIFF IN JAIL A Louisiana sheriff on the wrong side of the law will spend four years 
in prison.  In addition to the jail time, former Plaquemines Parish 
Sheriff Irvin Jiff Hingle, must pay a 10-thousand dollar fine for taking 
bribes from a jail construction contractor.  

0:29

Crime 7/3/2013 10pm News BANK ROBBERY Employees and customers of Wells Fargo Bank on Courthouse Road in 
Gulfport Had the kind of day they will not soon forget.    3 masked and 
armed men reportedly walked into the bank just before 11 this 
morning, demanded and received an undisclosed amount of money.     
Hannah Moseley tonight with more.

1:38

Crime 7/3/2013 10pm News BRANN FAMILY A man who was sworn to uphold the law is now accused of breaking it.     
Pascagoula police officer Daniel Snyder was indicted today by a 
Jackson County grand jury on the felony charge of leaving the scene of 
an accident causing death.     

2:18

Crime 7/4/2013 430 GMM BRANN FAMILY 10 He was sworn to uphold the law,  But Pascagoula Police officer Daniel 
Snyder is now accused of breaking it.     Snyder was indicted by a 
Jackson County grand jury YESTERDAY on a felony charge of leaving 
the scene of an accident causing death.    

2:17

Crime 7/4/2013 5 00 am GMM BANK ROBBERY 10 When the Wells Fargo Bank reopens this morning in Gulfport, the 
employees and customers will have a lot to talk about.    The 
Courthouse Road branch was robbed yesterday morning by three 
masked gunmen.   Those gunman and their get-away driver are now in 
custody.   Hannah Moseley recaps what happened

1:37



Crime 7/4/2013 5 00 am GMM COP INDICTED 630 And following up on a story we first brought you four months ago, A 
Pascagoula Police officer will go on trial accused in the  death of a 
Jackson County teenager.   Daniel Snyder was indicted YESTERDAY by 
a Jackson County Grand Jury for death of Ocean Springs teenager 
Kaytlynn Brann.  

0:33

Crime 7/4/2013 6 00 GMM COP INDICTED 630 in a developing story we've been following for four months now.      A 
Pascagoula Police officer has been charged with a felony for his part in 
the death of a Jackson County Teenager.   Daniel Snyder was indicted 
YESTERDAY by a Jackson County Grand Jury in the death of an Ocean 
Springs teenager.

0:34

Crime 7/4/2013 6 00 GMM BANK ROBBERY 10 Employees and customers of Wells Fargo Bank on Courthouse Road in 
Gulfport Had the kind of day they will not soon forget.    3 masked and 
armed men reportedly walked into the bank just before 11 YESTERDAY 
morning, demanded and received an undisclosed amount of money.     
Hannah Moseley this morning.

1:38

Crime 7/4/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 4 in a developing story we've been following for four months now,   A 
Pascagoula Police officer has been charged with a felony for his part in 
the death of a Jackson County Teenager.     Daniel Snyder was 
indicted YESTERDAY by a Jackson County Grand Jury in the death of 
an Ocean Springs teenager.

0:34

Crime 7/5/2013 6pm News GPT SHOOTING Gulfport Police need your help finding a woman suspected of being 
involved in a shooting late last night.   Police say the shooting 
happened across from the Island View Casino.     Officials say a 
woman shot at a 34-year-old man twice during an argument. 

0:26

Crime 7/5/2013 630pm News CBS CARJACK KIDNAP A BATON ROUGE MOTHER HAD HER CAR STOLEN WITH HER YOUNG 
CHILDREN INSIDE.  WE'RE TOLD YESTERDAY MORNING, A MAN GOT 
IN A RUNNING VEHICLE IN THE PARKING LOT OF A convenience story.    
THE CAR'S OWNER WAS INSIDE THE STORE.

0:28

Crime 7/5/2013 630pm News CBS HUMAN TRAFFICKING Mississippi is trying to pull back the curtain on a business that survives 
in the shadows. We're talking about human trafficking.     The state 
changed its laws this year.

2:12

Crime 7/8/2013 6pm News FATAL SHOOTING The mother of Xavier Monroe says her son was simply... in the wrong 
place, at the wrong time.    Family and friends have been gathering at 
the Orange Grove home where the 25 year old shooting victim grew 
up.    Steve Phillips reports the Harrison Central graduate leaves 
behind a large an.

1:53

Crime 7/8/2013 6pm News OPEN CARRY Good evening and thanks for joining us it is what so many people 
around this state are talking about.   The law that allows a person to 
openly carry a gun in this state.    This very controversial law...was 
back in a courtroom today.    Hinds county judge Winston Kidd issued 
a temporary restraining order.

1:07

Crime 7/9/2013 430 GMM FATAL SHOOTING 6 Xavier Monroe's mother says her son was simply... in the wrong place, 
at the wrong time.   Family and friends have been gathering at the 
Orange Grove home where the 25 year old shooting victim grew up.  

1:53

Crime 7/10/2013 630pm News CBS SCHOOLS GUNS More than 14-hundred superintendents and certified school 
administrators are meeting in Biloxi this week.   School safety was one 
of the topics they focused on today.   We talked to several education 
leaders about the state's Open Carry Law.   As you know the law is still 
tied-up in court.  

0:27



Crime 7/10/2013 630pm News CBS INMATE Breaking news right now,  An inmate from the Harrison County 
Community work center is at large tonight.  Authorities say Robert X. 
Lumpkin was last seen at the County Workshop on Lorraine Road in 
Gulport just a couple of hours ago.   He was wearing an M-DOC state 
issued green and white stripes.

0:33

Crime 7/11/2013 5 00 am GMM SCHOOLS GUNS 630 More than 14-hundred school superintendents and certified school 
administrators are meeting in Biloxi this week.  School safety is one 
topic of focus.   We talked to several education leaders about the 
state's new Open Carry Law.  It's still tied-up in court.    

0:22

Crime 7/11/2013 6 00 GMM SCHOOLS GUNS 630 More than 14-hundred superintendents and certified school 
administrators are meeting in Biloxi this week.   School safety is just 
one of the topics they are focusing on.   We talked to several 
education leaders about the state's Open Carry Law.   As you know the 
law is still tied-up in court.  

0:27

Crime 7/11/2013 6pm News DMR BOATS Potential buyers today inspected two pleasure boats offered "for sale" 
by the Department of Marine Resources.     Those boats are linked to 
the investigation of former DMR director, Dr. Bill Walker.  

2:09

Crime 7/12/2013 430 GMM DMR BOATS 6 BUT FIRST THIS MORNING.   LOOKING FOR A BUYER.   THE CLOCK IS 
TICKING FOR ANYONE WANTING TO BID ON THE TWO FISHING 
BOATS BEING SOLD BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MARINE RESOURCES 
RIGHT NOW.   THE TWO ARE VALUED AT ABOUT 400-THOUSAND 
DOLLARS. 

2:03

Crime 7/17/2013 630pm News CBS GPT SUSPECTS We'll have more on those stories in a moment, but first. The Gulfport 
Police Department has launched a new tool in fighting crimes.     As 
Michelle Lady reports, in order for it to work officers need your help.  

1:50

Crime 7/17/2013 630pm News CBS MURDER SUSPECT A Louisiana man has admitted to killing a six-year-old girl who went 
missing.  According to authorities, MATTHEW FLUGENCE WAS 
CHARGED WITH the death of AHLITTIA NORTH.  After he was 
apprehended, Flugence was questioned for hours at the Jefferson 
Parish Detective Bureau.   

0:31

Crime 7/17/2013 10pm News CARRY REAX It's a seemingly ambiguous law that has yet to be resolved.     We're 
talking about the open carry gun law.   Today Attorney General Jim 
hood said he hopes to have an appeal filed Monday.   Hannah Moseley 
joins in studio with more on the most recent controversy surrounding 
the open carry law.

2:01

Crime 7/18/2013 430 GMM CARRY REAX 10 Tuning now to the heated debate over Mississippi's open carry law.   
Attorney General Jim Hood said he hopes to have an appeal filed 
Monday.    According to the AG  The Hinds County Judge does have 
the power to block a state law from taking effect because the seat of 
state government is in Hinds County.

1:55

Crime 7/18/2013 5 00 am GMM GPT SUSPECTS 630 WE BEGIN IN GULFPORT THIS MORNING, Where the police 
department is asking for your help.  Officers are working to solve 
several crimes, and they have a new way to go about it.     The 
department is using a new tool that will allow them to show suspects' 
faces To more people.  

1:55

Crime 7/18/2013 5 00 am GMM CARRY REAX 10 Some say it is an ambiguous law.   Others say it is their right.     The 
debate over the open carry law is still going strong in our state this 
morning.     Attorney General Jim hood said he hopes to have an 
appeal filed Monday.   He says a hinds county judge has the power to 
block a state law.

1:56



Crime 7/18/2013 5pm News HIT AND RUN SENTENCE Today a Gulfport man was sentenced to 17 years behind bars for his 
role in a deadly hit and run accident.     In January of 2012, Jermel 
Bogan hit his 15-year-old cousin  Elisha Skinner.. Then fled the scene.  
The teenager was walking home from a family member's house when 
she was struck.

0:25

Crime 7/18/2013 6pm News COUNTERFEIT This evening Bay St. Louis and Waveland authorities are on the lookout 
for this woman  30 year old Alicia Jenkins.  According to police she has 
been seen in several businesses trying to cash fake bills.   
Investigators told Michelle Lady counterfeit money has been seen a lot 
lately.

2:00

Crime 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS DAYCARE THREAT An Alabama woman accused of threatening children at a daycare is 
free on bond tonight.   Police in Scottsboro arrested MICHELYN 
MCNEAL AFTER THEY SAY SHE *THREATENED* CHILDREN AT KIDS 
KINGDOM DAYCARE.     SHE'S CHARGED WITH MAKING A TERRORIST 
THREAT AND MENACING.    

0:23

Crime 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS COUNTERFEIT Authorities in Waveland and Bay St. Louis are looking for this woman 
30 year old Alicia Jenkins.     Investigators say she has been in several 
stores trying to cash fake bills.  As Michelle Lady counterfeit money 
has been circulating throughout Hancock County lately.

1:32

Crime 7/19/2013 430 GMM COUNTERFEIT 630 Be on the lookout for counterfeit bills.   Authorities in Waveland and 
Bay St. Louis are looking for this woman, 30 year old Alicia Jenkins.   
Michelle Lady tells us more about the counterfeit money that is 
circulating and what to look for so you know how to spot a fake bill.

1:32

Crime 7/19/2013 5 00 am GMM HIT AND RUN SENTENCE It's seventeen years in jail for a Gulfport man convicted for his role in 
a fatal hit and run.  This is Jermel Bogan.    You may recall, while 
under the influence, he hit his 15-year-old cousin, Elisha Skinner, with 
his vehicle, then fled the scene.   

0:24

Crime 7/19/2013 6 00 GMM HIT AND RUN SENTENCE 17 years. That's how long a gulfport man will be behind bars for his 
role in a deadly hit and run.    In January of 2012, Jermel Bogan hit his 
15-year-old cousin, Elisha Skinner, Then fled the scene.     The 
teenager was walking home from a family member's house when she 
was sruck.

0:25

Crime 7/20/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

ZIMMERMAN We we begin with the not guilty verdict for George Zimmerman.
It has sparked many demands for other action, like the Justice 
Department pursuing civil rights violations against Zimmerman.
 One of the groups demanding something be done is the NAACP.    
Here to talk about that Biloxi NAACP President James Crowell.

10:24

Crime 7/23/2013 6pm News BYRD REAX A Jackson County sheriff's benefit fund that started in 1988 has come 
under fire in recent days for what some officials say is questionable 
spending.   Sheriff Mike Byrd. who took office in 2000, is defendng the 
fund, saying it has helped thousands of people through tough times.

2:59

Crime 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS BYRD REAX The Jackson County sheriff's benefit fund has come under scrutiny in 
recent days for what some say is questionable spending.  Doug Walker 
tonight with the story.

1:33

Crime 7/24/2013 6pm News SELF DEFENSE Still no arrest in the case of a man who attacked a female soccer coach 
in Bay St. Louis Monday.   Police say several people have reported 
seeing someone matching the man's description but those leads didn't 
pan out.   Meanwhile, they credit the victim's recent self-defense 
training for helping her.

2:02



Crime 7/24/2013 630pm News CBS RIOT INDICTMENTS Ten people have been indicted in connection with a 2012 riot at the 
Adams County Correctional Center.     During the riot last May, several 
correctional officers were held hostage.     Some were assaulted, 
resulting in the death of one correctional officer.     

0:42

Crime 7/25/2013 430 GMM SELF DEFENSE 6 Authorities are also still searching for a man who attacked a female 
soccer coach in Bay St. Louis this week.   Police say several people 
have reported seeing someone matching the man's description but 
those leads didn't pan out.  Meanwhile, they credit the victim's recent 
self-defense training for helping her.

2:05

Crime 7/25/2013 5 00 am GMM RIOT INDICTMENTS 630 Ten more indictments have been handed down connected to last years 
riot at the Adams County Federal Correctional Facility.     A corrections 
officer died in that riot.     Several others were injured.   

0:26

Crime 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS MANNING APPEAL Also in Mississippi death row inmate Willie Jerome Manning will have 
the chance to argue before a judge for a chance to show he's innocent.   
That's according to an order from the state supreme court.  Manning 
will push for D-N-A and fingerprint testing that he says will clear his 
name.   

0:30

Crime 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS PEARL ARREST A Mississippi man who punched his father during a family vacation is 
now charged with manslaughter after his father passed away last 
week.  21-year-old Taylor Harris was initially charged with aggravated 
battery and domestic violence.     Officials say he assaulted his 52-
year-old father.

0:30

Crime 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS HALLIBURTON We have some breaking news.Haliburton Energy services has agreed 
to plead guilty to destroying evidence in connections with the BP oil 
spill that according  to the department of justice..The D-O-J announced 
today that Halliburton had been charged with one count of destroying 
evidence.

0:38

Crime 7/26/2013 5 00 am GMM MANNING APPEAL 630 The state supreme court is giving Mississippi death row inmate, Willie 
Jerome Manning, another chance to prove he is innocent.     Manning's 
lawyers say they will push for DNA and fingerprint testing that will 
clear Manning in the 1992 slayings of two Mississippi State students.  

0:24

Crime 7/29/2013 6pm News JAXCO JAIL Today another obstacle in the Jackson County jail project that's been 
in the works for more than a decade.     Supervisors have voted to fire 
the architectural firm that designed the new jail and scrap all 
construction bids.     Michelle Lady has more.    Supervisors are being 
tight lipped.

2:34

Crime 7/29/2013 6pm News KIRKLAND A Jackson County judge has handed down a 40 year sentence to a 
man who killed his girlfriend and mother of his kids.  Marius Kirkland 
pleaded guilty to  second degree murder for the 2011 stabbing death 
of Amanda Perkins.

1:58

Crime 7/30/2013 5 00 am GMM JAXCO JAIL 6 Looks like Jackson county supervisors will have to start from scratch 
on the jail project, at least on some fronts.  The architects have been 
fired and all bids have been thrown out.      The only thing left are the 
designs.      As Michelle Lady reports, this is a major setback on a 
project.

2:26

Crime 7/30/2013 GMM PreTapes JAXCO JAIL 6 Today another obstacle in the Jackson County jail project that's been 
in the works for more than a decade.     Supervisors have voted to fire 
the architectural firm that designed the new jail and scrap all 
construction bids.     Michelle Lady has more.    Supervisors are being 
tight lipped about the change.

2:34



Crime 7/30/2013 GMM PreTapes KIRKLAND 6 A Jackson County judge has handed down a 40 year sentence to a 
man who killed his girlfriend and mother of his kids.  Marius Kirkland 
pleaded guilty to  second degree murder for the 2011 stabbing death 
of Amanda Perkins.

1:58

Crime 7/30/2013 GMM PRETAPES KIRKLAND 6 A Jackson County judge has handed down a 40 year sentence to a 
man who killed his girlfriend and mother of his kids.  Marius Kirkland 
pleaded guilty to  second degree murder for the 2011 stabbing death 
of Amanda Perkins. 

1:58

Crime 7/31/2013 630pm News CBS DUI  ARREST Police in Scottsboro, Alabama  say they made a pretty easy D-U-I 
arrest. What was so easy about it?      The woman drove herself to the 
jail.     Officials say they have no clue what she was thinking.

0:11

Economy/Taxes 7/1/2013 5pm News GOULA SWEAR Now to Pascagoula where for the first time in 40 years  an entirely new 
and diverse council was sworn in today.      Patrice Clark  was at the 
inauguration ceremony as the council pledge to reinvigorate 
Pascagoula.

1:59

Economy/Taxes 7/2/2013 5pm News LB SWEARING The city of Long Beach is holding its swearing in ceremonies right now. 
You are looking live at City Hall,   Where Mayor Billy Skellie  and 7 
alderman are taking the oath of office.     The mayor and 5 of the 
alderman are incumbents.

0:17

Economy/Taxes 7/2/2013 6pm News JAXCO TOURISM A new era in tourism promotion on the gulf coast begins this week.  
The newly formed Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Convention and 
Visitors Bureau is now tasked with promoting the three coastal 
counties as a single destination for potential visitors. 

1:57

Economy/Taxes 7/2/2013 6pm News BLX COUNCIL Some Biloxi firefighters say uncertainty over who is at the helm of the 
department is affecting morale.      The fire chief job has been vacant 
since David Roberts retired back in early May.      As Danielle Thomas 
reports, today the Council voted down the Mayor's choice.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 7/2/2013 630pm News CBS JAXCO TOURISM The Mississippi gulf coast is now a single tourist destination.  Doug 
Walker joins us to explain why.

1:03

Economy/Taxes 7/2/2013 630pm News CBS CAT ISLAND we begin tonight with a significant purchase made by the state of 
Mississippi.   Thanks to federal and grant funding, the state was able 
to acquire another portion of Cat Island.    

0:34

Economy/Taxes 7/3/2013 430 GMM JAXCO TOURISM 630 The Mississippi gulf coast is now a single tourist destination.  Doug 
Walker joins us to explain why.

1:03

Economy/Taxes 7/3/2013 430 GMM CAT ISLAND 630 the state of Mississippi has made a significant purchase...     Thanks to 
federal and other grant funding the state was able to acquire another 
portion of Cat Island. Mississippi Secretary of State Delbert Hosemann 
says the state closed on 117 acres of the island last week.  

0:24

Economy/Taxes 7/3/2013 6 00 GMM CAT ISLAND 630 the state of Mississippi has made a significant purchase...     Thanks to 
federal and other grant funding the state was able to acquire another 
portion of Cat Island.   Mississippi Secretary of State Delbert 
Hosemann says the state closed on 117 acres of the island last week.   

0:24

Economy/Taxes 7/5/2013 630pm News CBS UNEMPLOYMENT The June jobs numbers are out and analysts say the report is better 
than expected.  Danielle Nottingham reports from Washington.

1:39

Economy/Taxes 7/6/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

WOOD PELLETS A HUGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH MISSISSIPPI -   A  115 
MILLION DOLLAR WOOD PELLET MILL PLANT IS COMING TO THE 
GEORGE COUNTY INDUSTRIAL PARK.   THE "GREEN CIRCLE BIO-
ENERGY" FACILITY IS EXPECTED TO CREATE MORE THAN 100 JOBS.   
JOINING US WITH DETAILS GEORGE COUNTY SUPERVISOR HENRY 
COCHRAN.

6:57



Economy/Taxes 7/8/2013 5pm News TOURISM Some might call it the perfect storm.   A long July 4th holiday weekend 
drowned out by heavy rains for three of the four days.     For tourism 
businesses that rely on good weather, this was a weekend they would 
soon like to forget.     Doug Walker tonight with the story.

1:52

Economy/Taxes 7/8/2013 6pm News FURLOUGHS Federal spending cuts stemming from the March sequestration have 
impacted agencies and departments across the country.  The 
sequestration calls for furloughing some employees. This week the cuts 
hit the Defense Department, with civilian workers facing furloughs.

1:37

Economy/Taxes 7/9/2013 5pm News VET JOBS Thousands of men and women who fight the global war on terror face 
another challenge when they return home finding a job.      According 
to the U.S. Department of Labor the unemployment rate for veterans 
who've served in Iraq and Afghanistan is nine-point-nine percent.  

2:12

Economy/Taxes 7/10/2013 6pm News LT GOV INGALLS Mississippi's largest private employer has thousands of jobs openings.  
And today, a pledge from the state to help train more skilled workers.  
Patrice Clark with the story.

1:46

Economy/Taxes 7/10/2013 630pm News CBS EUROCHEM Two hundred new jobs are coming to Louisiana.     Governor Bobby 
Jindal announced today plans for a 1-point-5 billion dollar fertilizer 
plant and distribution center.   Louisiana will kick in six million dollars 
to help  the Russian company EuroChem build there.   

0:31

Economy/Taxes 7/10/2013 630pm News CBS FEMA GRANTS Rescue training isn't the only way the state is preparing for hurricane 
season.     Thanks to a newly approved FEMA grant, south Mississippi 
can move forward with plans for disaster mitigation programs.     This 
week, more than 18.3 million dollars in federal funding was approved 
for such programs.

0:39

Economy/Taxes 7/11/2013 430 GMM FEMA GRANTS 630 Rescue training isn't the only way the state is preparing for hurricane 
season.     Thanks to a recently approved FEMA grant, south 
Mississippi can now move forward with plans for disaster mitigation 
programs.     This week, more than 18-point-3 million dollars in federal 
funding was approved.

0:34

Economy/Taxes 7/13/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BP HEARING The battle over BP oil spill pay outs to businesses took center stage 
this week in a New Orleans Federal Appeals courtroom.     At issue B-
P's challenge of billions of dollars in settlement payouts to businesses 
that claimed they lost money after the BP Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico 
in 2010.

8:00

Economy/Taxes 7/13/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

MORAN Ocean Springs is looking for more business.   That was the message 
from Mayor Connie Moran in the progress report she unveiled this 
week.    Mayor Moran joins us now to outline her plan to bring more 
business to her city.

7:48

Economy/Taxes 7/15/2013 6pm News MUNICIPALITY Elected officials from throughout the state are spending the next few 
days in Biloxi learning about various aspects of how to run a city or 
county.     As Michelle Lady reports with so many newly elected 
officials this year's training is even more vital.

1:57

Economy/Taxes 7/16/2013 430 GMM MUNICIPALITY 6 There are a lot of first time elected officials in our state this year.    
Many of them are in Biloxi this week to learn more about what it takes 
to run a city, or county.    As Michelle Lady reports this year's training 
is even more vital

1:57



Economy/Taxes 7/16/2013 5pm News EDGEWATER DEVELOPMENT Good Evening and thanks for joining us.     The development 
momentum seems to be building in Biloxi this time on the west end of 
town.     Retail stores, strip malls, even hotels are just some of the 
projects planned for areas around Edgewater Mall and Edgewater 
Village.   

2:18

Economy/Taxes 7/16/2013 10pm News BASEBALL TSR Rawhide and stitches in minor league form is on its way to the 
Mississippi  coast.  Like a fly bal discussions of which team will relocate 
to Biloxi are still up in the air.  Tyler Bouldin joins us now to take us 
through what it might be like as a fan  of Biloxi's newest baseball 
team.

3:54

Economy/Taxes 7/17/2013 630pm News CBS OKC CORNETT Mississippi cities learned how Oklahoma City is solving some of its 
social problems by growing its job market.      Oklahoma City mayor 
Mick Cornett was the guest speaker at the Mississippi Municipal 
League's Award luncheon.     

:45

Economy/Taxes 7/18/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL Planned changes in the National Flood Insurance program have many 
people wondering if they can stay in their homes because they can't 
afford the cost of the insurance.  The idea is to make the flood 
insurance program solvent.    We support that idea.    But it seems to 
us they are moving too quickly.

1:17

Economy/Taxes 7/18/2013 6pm News GAUTIER TAX Next month.. voters in Gautier will head to the polls to vote for or 
against a 2-percent sales tax on prepared food and lodging.     The city 
wants the tax revenue to help upgrade the parks and recreational 
facilities around town.     As Patrice Clark reports.. a group of citizens 
hit the streets to.

2:01

Economy/Taxes 7/18/2013 6pm News CONDO SELLING You've probably seen the signs along the coast:  Luxury condos for 
sale.      The high rise condominium market on the Mississippi coast 
has seen a lot in the past decade going from boom to bust.      Steve 
Phillips takes a look at current sales trends and prices for the high rise 
units.

1:58

Economy/Taxes 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS INSURANCE  The days of police depending on only an insurance card to see if you 
are driving legally are soon to be gone.   

2:07

Economy/Taxes 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS CONDO SELLING First a boom.. then a bust.. then a recovery.     The high rise 
condominium market along the Mississippi coast has certainly 
fluctuated greatly over the past decade.     So, what's the current state 
of high rise condo sales?     Steve Phillips takes a look....

1:22

Economy/Taxes 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS GAUTIER TAX Gautier is hoping to improve its parks and recreation facilities with 
revenue from a proposed  two percent prepared food and lodging tax.     
The referendum will go on the August 27th ballot for voters to decide..      
As Patrice Clark reports some supporters of the tax are now traveling 
around.

1:28

Economy/Taxes 7/19/2013 5 00 am GMM CONDO SELLING 630 The coast condo market hasn't been a sure thing in real estate for 
years.     It goes up and down constantly.     Right now, it's down, way 
down.     Steve Phillips found out why.

1:17

Economy/Taxes 7/19/2013 5 00 am GMM GAUTIER TAX 6 Soon, Gautier voters will head to the polls.    Residents will decide 
whether they want to pay an extra two percent in taxes on prepared 
food.     It's also a two percent tax on lodging.    And as Patrice Clark 
reports, one group is out pushing for the tax increase.

2:00

Economy/Taxes 7/19/2013 6 00 GMM CONDO SELLING 630 A real estate survey out this week shows sales of new condos and 
townhomes remains very slow.    But those in the condo selling 
business say they're seeing postive signs this summer.     Steve 
Phillips with a closer look for us this morning.

1:21



Economy/Taxes 7/19/2013 4pm Show TOURISM MEETING A newly formed three county tourism group has hit the ground 
running.      The Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Tourism Commission 
met on Tuesday for the first time in Biloxi.      Commissioners say they 
have a lot on their plate and they're happy about it.      Executive 
Director Beth Carriere is here.

0:18

Economy/Taxes 7/20/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

ELEUTERIUS D'Iberville has a new city manager.   It's Bobby Eleuterius who for 
many years was a Harrison County Supervisor.    He joins us now to 
talk about his new role in South Mississippi…

8:00

Economy/Taxes 7/20/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BILOXI There is a lot happening in the city of Biloxi  from the new council to 
an audit that came out this week.    Here to talk about all that, Biloxi 
Public Affairs Manager Vincent Creel.

6:40

Economy/Taxes 7/21/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL Good news on the South Mississippi economic front.  The confidence 
level of CEOs and Business owners is improving.   They give the 
economy a score of 61 on a scale where a 50 means flat. 

1:12

Economy/Taxes 7/21/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Here in mid July, we're going to take a look at the group in charge of 
tourism. The new Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Tourism Commission 
held it's first meeting. The 15 member commission represents the 3 
coast counties. The group's goal is to market the coast, attract visitors 
and work on strength...

5:12

Economy/Taxes 7/21/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL Good news on the South Mississippi economic front.  The confidence 
level of CEOs and Business owners is improving.   They give the 
economy a score of 61 on a scale where a 50 means flat. They are 
even more optimistic about recent economic improvements giving us 
the best economic improvement score.

1:12

Economy/Taxes 7/22/2013 Midday EDITORIAL Good news on the South Mississippi economic front.  The confidence 
level of CEOs and Business owners is improving.   They give the 
economy a score of 61 on a scale where a 50 means flat.They are 
even more optimistic about recent economic improvements giving us 
the best economic improvement score .

1:12

Economy/Taxes 7/23/2013 6pm News BILOXI Millions of dollars went into building it, but now the Casino Magic Biloxi 
building has been deemed worthless.  Biloxi officials say the city hasn't 
collected a dime on the building in years.      That's because Harrison 
county's assessed value of the building is zero.  Danielle Thomas has 
the story...

1:59

Economy/Taxes 7/23/2013 10pm News GPT BUDGET Gulfport's budget has slowly but surely been taking a turn for the 
better.     Just five years ago they were had about 8-million dollars in 
debt.     The current budget shows they now have less than a two 
million dollar deficit.    Caray Grace joins us with more...    

1:39

Economy/Taxes 7/24/2013 430 GMM GPT BUDGET 10 Six Million Dollars in five years.  That's how much the city of Gulfport 
has shaved off its debt.  City officials say, they have done a wonderful 
job of cutting costs and spending but there is more work to be done.    

1:30

Economy/Taxes 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM GPT BUDGET 10 Six Million Dollars in five years.   That is how much the city of Gulfport 
has shaved off its debt.     City officials say they've done a good job of 
cutting costs and spending, but they know there is much more work to 
be done. 

1:29

Economy/Taxes 7/24/2013 6pm News 403RD CUTS Hurricane Hunters are tracking Tropical Storm Dorian.. while also 
keeping a watchful eye on the bottom line.     Military officials say with 
sequestration and furloughs the 53rd Weather Reconnaissance 
Squadron is facing some tough choices as to which storms they fly into 
and how often.      

2:03



Economy/Taxes 7/24/2013 6pm News GUARD TOWER Mississippi is the first national guard unit in the country to receive the 
Army's new mobile air traffic control system.    Soldiers from 
Southaven are busy training with the new gear at Camp Shelby.    
Steve Phillips explains how this equipment could also be helpful after a 
hurricane.

1:53

Economy/Taxes 7/24/2013 630pm News CBS 403RD CUTS Military officials say budget cuts could mean we will get less accurate 
information about storms that threaten our community.        The 
403rd Wing Commander says with sequestration and furloughs it will 
be impossible for Hurricane Hunters to track three storms at a time.  

0:30

Economy/Taxes 7/25/2013 430 GMM 403RD CUTS 630 Right now, Tropical Storm Dorian is building in the Atlantic.    And soon 
Hurricane Hunters may not have the man power to track storms as 
they usually do.    Military officials say budget cuts could mean we will 
get less accurate information about storms that threaten our 
community. 

0:40

Economy/Taxes 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS FLOOD PHONER  and Biloxi leadership are in Washington tonight, fighting for affordable 
flood insurance.     Recent proposals to increase flood insurance rates 
could be detrimental to the development .

0:32

Economy/Taxes 7/26/2013 6pm News TAX FREE Some families say back to school shopping is a more harmonious  
thanks to tax free weekend..  Today and tomorrow Mississippi will not 
charge sales tax on clothes and shoes. 

2:02

Economy/Taxes 7/26/2013 6pm News BSL BEST If you flip through the pages of the latest edition of Mississippi 
Magazine.. you might be surprised at what you'll see.  The state wide 
magazine has named the best places to do business in Mississippi And 
Bay St. Louis had several businesses at the top of their list.

2:07

Economy/Taxes 7/26/2013 630pm News CBS CLERK FEES How should certain elected officials in the state be paid?  That's a 
question being discussed in Jackson county this month.  Doug Walker 
tonight with the story.

1:08

Economy/Taxes 7/26/2013 630pm News CBS OS SIDEWALK Many shoppers in Ocean Springs took advantage of the state sales tax 
break that happens to fall on a special weekend sales event.   Trang 
Pham-Bui tonight has more.

1:16

Economy/Taxes 7/26/2013 630pm News CBS TAX FREE Tax Free Weekend is underway.      Today and tomorrow Mississippi 
shoppers can enjoying buying clothes and shoes without paying sales 
tax.      That's if the item is priced at below one hundred dollars.        
Shoppers we talked to say what is even better is that many stores 
offer steep discounts.

0:22

Economy/Taxes 7/29/2013 6pm News SUMMER TOURISM Two of the three big holiday tourism weekends on the coast are now in 
the books, meaning the season is about two thirds over.  So how does 
this year stack up so far with past years when it comes to business..  
Doug Walker talked with those who make a living in the industry to 
find out.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 7/30/2013 4pm Show BACK TO SCHOOL FAIR School starts back in just a few weeks and one organization is helping 
parents and students get ready.     Here today from Singing River 
Rehabilitation and Nursing Center is Nicole Etheridge to tell us about 
their upcoming back to school carnival.

2:05

Economy/Taxes 7/30/2013 GMM PreTapes SUMMER TOURISM 6 Two of the three big holiday tourism weekends on the coast are now in 
the books, meaning the season is about two thirds over.  So how does 
this year stack up so far with past years when it comes to business..  
Doug Walker talked with those who make a living in the industry to 
find out....

1:50



Economy/Taxes 7/30/2013 GMM PRETAPES SUMMER TOURISM 6 Two of the three big holiday tourism weekends on the coast are now in 
the books, meaning the season is about two thirds over.  So how does 
this year stack up so far with past years when it comes to business..  
Doug Walker talked with those who make a living in the industry to 
find out.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 7/31/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL Thousands of WLOX viewers could be losing WLOX on Dish Network 
tonight at midnight.    If you are a dish subscriber, you should know 
our parent company, Raycom Media, has been trying diligently to 
reach an agreement with dish for months. 

1:22

Economy/Taxes 7/31/2013 6pm News EDITORIAL Thousands of WLOX viewers could be losing WLOX on Dish Network 
tonight at midnight.    If you are a dish subscriber, you should know 
our parent company, Raycom Media, has been trying diligently to 
reach an agreement with dish for months.    Our contract expires 
tonight at midnight and inspite of our.

1:22

Economy/Taxes 7/31/2013 630pm News CBS LB BUSINESS The street at the heart of Long Beach.. is slowly starting to come back.  
Hurricane Katrina destroyed much of what was on Jeff Davis Avenue.   
But since May.. The chamber of commerce says about half a dozen 
businesses have opened near Jeff Davis.       Danielle Thomas talked 
with owners.

1:56

Economy/Taxes 7/31/2013 630pm News CBS FIRE BUDGET Gulfport city leaders have been tasked with cutting budgets without 
any furloughs or layoffs.  It's been a tough task for all department 
heads, but as Michelle Lady reports especially for the fire chief because 
93 percent of his budget is personnel cost.

1:15

Education 7/10/2013 5pm News PRINCIPAL  OF YEAR A Pass Christian Middle School principal is in the running for a 
prestigious national honor.   Joe Nelson is one of three finalists in the 
"MetLife/N-A-S-S-P Middle School Principal of the Year Award".   
Nelson was chosen because of his ability to inspire teachers.  

0:56

Education 7/10/2013 6pm News SCHOOLS GUNS How Mississippi educators are handling the state's new Open Carry 
Law. While they say schools are exempt from the law there's concern 
that some people may not realize that.    Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has the story.

2:24

Education 7/11/2013 5 00 am GMM PRINCIPAL  OF YEAR A Pass Christian Middle School principal is in the running for a 
prestigious national honor.   Joe Nelson is one of three finalists in the 
"MetLife/N-A-S-S-P Middle School Principal of the Year Award".   
Nelson was chosen because of his ability to inspire teachers.  

0:56

Education 7/11/2013 6 00 GMM PRINCIPAL  OF YEAR A Pass Christian Middle School principal is in the running for a 
prestigious national honor.   Joe Nelson is one of three finalists in the 
"MetLife/N-A-S-S-P Middle School Principal of the Year Award".  Nelson 
was chosen because of his ability to inspire teachers. 

0:56

Education 7/11/2013 6pm News CHEMISTRY CAMP More than a dozen kids from across the coast are getting their hands 
dirty learning about chemical reactions, elements and even fire.  
Patrice Clark reports it's all part of First Chemical Corporation and Gulf 
Coast Community College annual Chemistry Camp.

1:48

Education 7/15/2013 6pm News COMMON CORE Ready or not more rigorous Common Core State Standards are coming 
to Mississippi classrooms.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang 
Pham-Bui is in our studio tonight to show us what some teachers are 
doing now to prepare your child for tougher courses and tests. 

2:12



Education 7/18/2013 630pm News CBS NEW AD REAX There's a new athletics director at Southern Miss.      University 
President Dr. Rodney Bennett announced that Bill McGillis is replacing 
Jeff Hammond, whose contract expired on June 30th.     McGillis has 
been at the University of South Florida since 2007

0:50

Education 7/19/2013 5 00 am GMM NEW AD REAX 630 There's a new athletics director at Southern Miss.      University 
President Dr. Rodney Bennett has announced that Bill McGillis is 
replacing Jeff Hammond, whose contract expired on June 30th.     
McGillis has been at the University of South Florida since 2007.

0:22

Education 7/19/2013 6 00 GMM NEW AD REAX 630 just in time for football season,  there's a new athletics director at 
Southern Miss. University President Dr. Rodney Bennett announced 
that Bill McGillis is replacing Jeff Hammond, whose contract expired on 
June 30th.     McGillis has been at the University of South Florida since 
2007 

0:24

Education 7/19/2013 630pm News CBS WCU BUSINESS William Carey University's Hattiesburg campus is getting a new look.     
Administration, faculty, and supporters gathered this morning to break 
ground for a new building.     The two-point-nine million dollar project 
will be part of the school of business.    

0:29

Education 7/22/2013 6pm News BAY SCHOOLS It's just a matter of time before the Bay-Waveland School District gets 
a new Central office and an Alternative School.Both the Alternative 
school and central office have operated out of temporary trailers since 
hurricane Katrina..   Tonight as Al Showers Reports that's about to 
change.

1:44

Education 7/23/2013 430 GMM BAY SCHOOLS 6 The Bay-Waveland School district, is about to get a facelift.     The 
district will soon have a new central office and Alternative school to 
replace the trailers they have been working out of since Hurricane 
Katrina.   Al Showers this morning with the story.

1:42

Education 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS STUDENT LOANS Promising news for some college students today the Obama 
administration is calling on congress to pass a bipartisan compromise 
to keep student loan interest rates low this year.     The compromise 
would cut rates on all new loans.

0:33

Education 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS COMMON CORE Student standards are more than just the old school reading, writing 
and arithmetic.   Common core standards are being adopted in 48 
states across the country.   It's not federally mandated.    But as 
Courtney Ann Jackson reports some conservative leaders in Mississippi 
aren't ready to give a passing grade.

2:02

Education 7/23/2013 10pm News CADET SHOW It was a summer musical party in Ocean Springs tonight.     Eight of 
the top marching bands from across the country competed against 
each other for the "best band in the land" title.    Patrice Clark tonight 
with the musical showdown.

1:54

Education 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM CADET SHOW 10 It's the major leagues for marching bands...  A battle to be the best on 
the field.  Eight of the top marching bands in the country competed 
last night at the Mississippi Sound Spectacular.    This morning, Patrice 
Clark brings us some of those spectacular sights and sounds.

1:57

Education 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM COMMON CORE 630 Education advocates want to raise the bar when it comes to lessons in 
the classroom.  Common core standards are being adopted in 48 
states across the country.   It's not federally mandated.   

2:01



Education 7/24/2013 630pm News CBS FINGER SCAN Finger Print scans will replace signatures for check-ins at daycares this 
fall.  It's for parents receiving federal money to help pay for child care.  
But there's been finger pointing over the program for more than a year 
now.    

2:08

Education 7/25/2013 5 00 am GMM FINGER SCAN 630 Finger Print scans will replace signatures for check-ins at daycares this 
fall.  It's part of a new requirement for parents receiving federal 
money to help pay for child care.     But there's been a lot of 
controversy over the scanners For more than a year now.  

2:08

Education 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS ENERGY CAMP They get to play Frisbee with a robot build their own race car and 
watch foam rise from a bubbling liquid.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui takes us to a new summer camp in Jackson 
County..

1:17

Education 7/26/2013 430 GMM ENERGY CAMP 630 A new summer camp in Jackson County is teaching kids the 
importance of energy.     The camp allows children to play Frisbee with 
a robot build their own race car and watch foam rise from a bubbling 
liquid.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:20

Environment 7/1/2013 5pm News DMR FEDS 5 The Inspector General's report doesn't mince words about the 
misspending of CIAP money finding issue with 57 of the 100 
expenditures it reviewed.   Problems like "widespread conflicts of 
interest,""improper land appraisals,"  "circumvention of 
regulations,""various accounting, payroll.

0:58

Environment 7/1/2013 6pm News CLEANUP We now know what caused thousands of dead fish to wash-up along 
the beaches of South Mississippi today.   Early this morning, WLOX 
viewers started sending us pictures of the fish kill in Harrison County, 
Hancock County, and Cat Island.   

2:19

Environment 7/2/2013 5 00 am GMM DMR FEDS 5 There's an FBI probe still pending and an investigation ongoing by the 
State Auditor's office, but the latest federal inspection of spending at 
the Department of Marine Resources points to millions of dollars in mis-
spent funds.   A 79 page report from the Office of Inspector General 
uncovered many problems.

0:51

Environment 7/2/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 3 There's an FBI probe still pending and an investigation ongoing by the 
State Auditor's office, but the latest federal inspection of spending at 
the Department of Marine Resources points to millions of dollars in mis-
spent funds.   A 79 page report from the Office of Inspector General 
uncovered many problems.

0:51

Environment 7/2/2013 4 o'clock show BOATING SAFETY It's almost the fourth of July, and as we look out across the Mississippi 
Sound it's easy to see why so many people are drawn to the water.     
In a few days, there will be more boat traffic than normal.

2:08

Environment 7/2/2013 6pm News POND SURVEY "McGill's Lake" in Harrison County got a thumbs-up from a survey 
team today.  That private lake is one of tens of thousands throughout 
the state of Mississippi.     But some property owners may not realize 
they can receive a "free" assessment of their pond or small lake.     
Steve Phillips has details.

1:59

Environment 7/2/2013 630pm News CBS MANATEE Two men touring the coast got a big surprise when they looked out at 
the water in Waveland.  Check out these photos.     You can see a 
Manatee by the sea wall.   He was spotted yesterday west of the 
Buccaneer Bay Water Park.  The WLOX viewer who took these photos 
says he was amazed.

0:24



Environment 7/2/2013 630pm News CBS OIL SPILL New Developments tonight in the BP oil spill trial.     A federal judge 
has appointed former FBI Director Louis Freehto conduct an 
independent investigation of alleged misconduct by a lawyer who 
worked for the administrator of BP's multibillion-dollar settlement.

0:28

Environment 7/2/2013 630pm News CBS WEST NILE DEATH The State Health Department is reporting the first West Nile virus 
death in our state this year, along with two new human cases.       The 
death was in Montgomery County, and the new reported cases are in 
Forrest and Wayne counties.      

0:29

Environment 7/3/2013 5 00 am GMM OIL SPILL 630 New developments in the BP oil spill trial.     A federal judge has 
appointed former FBI Director Louis Freehto conduct an independent 
investigation of alleged misconduct by a lawyer who worked for the 
administrator of B-P's multibillion-dollar settlement.     

0:24

Environment 7/3/2013 5 00 am GMM MANATEE 630 Two men, touring the coast, got a big surprise while in Waveland.   
Check out these photos.    Yes, That's a Manatee you see  by the sea 
wall.   He was spotted yesterday west of the Buccaneer Bay Water 
Park.   The WLOX viewer who took these photos says he was amazed 
when he looked down.

0:24

Environment 7/3/2013 6 00 GMM OIL SPILL 630 New developments in the BP oil spill trial.     A federal judge has 
appointed former FBI Director Louis Freehto conduct an independent 
investigation of alleged misconduct by a lawyer who worked for the 
administrator of B-P's multibillion-dollar settlement.  

0:24

Environment 7/3/2013 4pm Show LEAST TERNS With the Fourth of July coming up tomorrow, people will be busy 
setting off fireworks. The beach is a popular spot to do that.The 
National Audubon Society and the Pascagoula River Audubon Center 
are working together to protect the Least Tern colonies on the beach 
from people and fireworks.

3:14

Environment 7/3/2013 6pm News BEACHES Harrison County beach vendors call it bad timing.  Typically the 
beaches are packed on the Fourth of July.  But, with lots of dead fish 
continuing to wash up..  vendors worry the stench might keep people 
away.  Danielle Thomas has the story.

1:48

Environment 7/3/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING REPORT Despite the dead fish washing up on the beach this week, the DMR 
expects fishing along the immediate beachfront in South Mississippi to 
return to normal heading into the July 4th Weekend.     Al Jones has 
more in tonight's Fish and Game Report.

1:51

Environment 7/3/2013 10pm News LEAST TERNS With the Fourth of July coming up tomorrow, people will be busy 
setting off fireworks. The beach is a popular spot to do that.The 
National Audubon Society and the Pascagoula River Audubon Center 
are working together to protect the Least Tern colonies on the beach 
from people and fireworks.

3:14

Environment 7/4/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING REPORT Despite the big fish kill this week on the coast, the DMR expects 
fishing along the immediate beach front to return to normal as we 
head into the July 4th weekend.    And don't forget, TODAY is "free 
saltwater sport-fishing day" in Mississippi.    Al Jones has a breakdown 
of where some of the good spots are.

1:58

Environment 7/5/2013 6pm News BOIL WATER Good Evening and thanks for joining us.   There's a long list of "boil 
water" notices on The City of Gulfport's  web site.     But so many calls 
and e-mails to our newsroom about water shut offs and "brown-smelly 
water" sent us out to Bayou View today Where most of the complaints 
seem to be coming from.

1:54



Environment 7/5/2013 6pm News SPILL IMPACT Scientists studying the impact of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill invited 
the media aboard their research vessels during a stop at the Port of 
Gulfport today.   Much of their research has focused on the oil spill's 
impact on coral reefs in the gulf.       Steve Phillips is here with details.

2:14

Environment 7/5/2013 630pm News CBS BEACH TRASH Is holiday trash on the beach Making visitors think twice about coming 
back to the Coast? That's what some tourism leaders are wondering. 
The Gulf Coast Regional Tourism Partnership had organized a clean up 
had to stop early because of the heavy rain.  

0:25

Environment 7/5/2013 630pm News CBS SPILL IMPACT Two research vessels and a team of scientists studying the impact of 
the BP oil spill visited Gulfport today.    The research teams met with 
media representatives today to discuss their ongoing work.        One 
big portion of the study involves looking at the impact of the oil spill on 
coral reef.

0:38

Environment 7/6/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DMR  We begin with the Office of the Inspector General report that found 
questionable spending and other problems at the Department of 
Marine Resources

11:25

Environment 7/7/2013 10pm Sunday CAT ISLAND A South Mississippi photographer hopes images of his beloved Cat 
Island will inspire more people to explore its beauty.  Dr. Eric Wyble's 
photography exhibit.. Cat Island By Kayak is on display right now at 
the University Of Southern Mississippi library.  Wyble talked to Danielle 
Thomas today.

2:18

Environment 7/8/2013 5 00 am GMM CAT ISLAND 10 A South Mississippi photographer hopes images of his beloved Cat 
Island. will inspire more people to explore its beauty.      Dr. Eric 
Wyble's photography exhibit.. Cat Island By Kayak is on display right 
now at the University Of Southern Mississippi library.      Wyble talked 
to Danielle Thomas.

2:18

Environment 7/8/2013 6 00 GMM CAT ISLAND 10 A South Mississippi photographer hopes images of his beloved Cat 
Island will inspire more people to explore its beauty.      Dr. Eric 
Wyble's photography exhibit.. Cat Island By Kayak is on display right 
now at the University Of Southern Mississippi library.   

2:19

Environment 7/10/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING REPORT Inshore fishing in South Mississippi faced two major obstacles last 
week with the fish kill and heavy rainfall.    Things are slowly getting 
back to normal heading into the weekend.    Here's Al Jones with this 
weeks fish and game report....

2:10

Environment 7/11/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING REPORT Inshore fishing in South Mississippi faced two major obstacles last 
week with the fish kill and heavy rainfall.    Things are slowly getting 
back to normal heading into the weekend.    Here's Al Jones with this 
week's fish and game report.

2:11

Environment 7/16/2013 10pm News GOULA BEACH If you have been to Pascagoula's front beach lately, you have probably 
noticed some of the  major improvements in the area.      The city is 
the process of building a 1-point-2-million dollar new beach 
promenade.     Patrice Clark tonight with an update on the project.

1:46

Environment 7/17/2013 5 00 am GMM GOULA BEACH 10 Pascagoula officials are hoping improvements to front beach will help 
lure more tourists.   The city is in the process of building a 1-point-2-
million dollar new beach promenade.     Patrice Clark This morning, 
with an update on the project.

1:45

Environment 7/17/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING REPORT Anglers across South Mississippi could be in store for an excellent 
weekend, including those who crab and flounder.   Al Jones explains.

1:54



Environment 7/18/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING REPORT 630 All you anglers in South Mississippi could be in store for an excellent 
fishing weekend, even those of you who crab and flounder.     Al Jones 
explains in this week's fish and game report.

1:56

Environment 7/23/2013 6pm News TREE LADY The woman known as "The Tree Lady" of Ocean Springs has died.    
Ethelyn Connor was 97 years old.  As Steve Phillips reports her legacy 
will long endure in the many trees and flowers she helped plant and 
preserve.

1:58

Environment 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS TREE LADY An Ocean Springs woman who dedicated much of her life to planting 
trees and flowers in her community has died.      Ethelyn Connor was 
well known for her beautification efforts and civic involvement.      As 
Steve Phillips reports her legacy lives on through countless live oak 
trees and landscaping.

1:32

Environment 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS RIG BLOWOUT 47 workers have been evacuated after a rig blowout off the Louisiana 
coast.   The Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement said it 
happened this morning about 55 miles offshore.   No injuries were 
reported.  The bureau says gas is flowing uncontrollably from the well. 

0:26

Environment 7/23/2013 10pm News ROAMING 1 SEEMS ALMOST EVERY WEEK FOR THE PAST YEAR, WLOX HAS 
RECEIVED PHONE CALLS, EMAILS, AND FACEBOOK POSTS FROM 
VIEWERS ABOUT WILD ANIMALS.  WE'VE RECEIVED SO MANY 
REPORTS, RHONDA WEIDNER DECIDED TO FIND OUT WHAT'S GOING 
ON. TONIGHT, SHE JOINS US WITH A SPECIAL 2-PART REPORT 
CALLED "ROAMING WILD".

3:42

Environment 7/24/2013 430 GMM RIG BLOWOUT 630 A gas rig in the gulf is burning right now.  Crews are on the scene 
working to contain the blaze.   Thankfully the rig had already been 
evacuated due to a blowout yesterday afternoon.   So all 44 
employees  are safe.  

0:26

Environment 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM RIG BLOWOUT A gas rig in the gulf is burning right now near Grand Isle.   Crews are 
on the scene working to contain the blaze.   Thankfully, the rig had 
already been evacuated due to a blowout yesterday afternoon, so all 
44 employees are safe.  

0:23

Environment 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM RIG BLOWOUT 630 We begin with that breaking news we've been following through the 
night.  A gas rig in the gulf continues to burn at this hour.   Crews are 
on the scene working to contain the blaze.   Thankfully The rig had 
already been evacuated due to a blowout yesterday afternoon.   

0:29

Environment 7/24/2013 5 00 am GMM ROAMING 1 10 There are hundreds of animal species native to Mississippi.    The 
animals aren't anything new, what is new, are all of the sightings and 
encounters.     So, I set out to find out why.    Here's the first of two 
special reports I didabout the animals we see "ROAMING WILD IN 
MISSISSIPPI".

3:41

Environment 7/24/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 1 A gas rig in the gulf is burning right now.  Crews are on the scene 
working to contain the blaze.   The rig had already been evacuated due 
to a blowout yesterday afternoon.   So all 44 employees are safe.  

0:26

Environment 7/24/2013 630pm News CBS RIG FIRE We begin tonight with the latest developments on the oil rig blowout in 
the Gulf of Mexico.     Fire has caused the drill floor to collapse on the 
Hercules 265 rig.     Authorities say the fire is fueled.

0:33

Environment 7/24/2013 630pm News CBS FISH REPORT A month ago, red snapper anglers were disappointed when the season 
ended early.  Those anglers will soon be smiling again.     Al Jones 
explains in this week's fish and game report.

1:55



Environment 7/25/2013 430 GMM RIG FIRE 630 Now to the latest developments on the gas rig blowout in the Gulf of 
Mexico still spilling and burning out of control this morning.   In a press 
release from the bureau of safety and environmental enforcement, 
officials say coordinated efforts to secure the natural gas well and 
extinguish the fire.

0:40

Environment 7/25/2013 5 00 am GMM RIG FIRE 630 Now to the latest developments on the gas rig blowout in the Gulf of 
Mexico.    It is still spewing and still burning out of control.       In a 
news release from the bureau of safety and environmental 
enforcement, officials say coordinated efforts to secure the natural gas 
well, and put out the flames.

0:38

Environment 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS OIL RIG LATEST The drilling rig that caught fire about 55 miles of the coast of Louisiana 
is stable again.     An official with the company that owns the rig says 
the fire is out and as of right now there is no sign of an oil sheen on 
the water.     Officials say the well became plugged with sand and 
sediment.

0:29

Environment 7/26/2013 430 GMM GAS RIG IMPACT he focus in the gulf this morning Is assessing the damage from the 
most recent natural gas leak off the Louisiana coast..   The well has 
finally been plugged.   Officials with rig owner Hercules Offshore Inc. 
say the potential impact is minimal.

0:37

Environment 7/26/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 The focus this morning though shifts to the most recent natural gas 
leak in the Gulf.   Now that the well off Louisiana's coast has been 
plugged, it's time to assess the damage.   Rig owner Hercules Offshore 
Inc. Says the potential impact is minimal.    

0:33

Environment 7/31/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING REPORT The month of August has arrived for South Mississippi anglers.      
What does that mean for the Mississippi Sound?      Al Jones has the 
answers.. in tonight's Fish and Game Report.

2:05

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/1/2013 4pm Show DR. TRAVNICEK He has looked out for the health and welfare of South Mississippians 
and been a friend to WLOX for twenty four years.   Now, Dr. Bob 
Travnicek from the state department of health is retiring and he joins 
us today to talk about his career milestones.

3:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/1/2013 4pm Show VET WORKSHOPS Our veterans must adapt to many changes  adjusting to military life, 
and then adjusting to life again after the military.     Tulane 
University's Mississippi Coast Campus is trying to help make the 
transition back to normal life a little easier by providing veteran 
workshops.  Dr. Karen Lucas is here with details  

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/1/2013 6pm News DR. TRAVNICEK For 24 years, Dr. Bob Travnicek has served South Mississippi through 
his work at the state department of health.    Today marked his last 
day at work.  Karen Abernathy went to his retirement luncheon and 
joins us now with our healthwatch report.   

1:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/2/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS New research shows there are two things you can do to cut your risk 
of heart disease in half.      Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch 
Report.

1:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/2/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTHCARE This just in... The Obama administration is delaying a major provision 
of healthcare reform law many people refer to as Obama care.   The 
provision being delayed is the part that requires employers to offer 
health coverage.  

0:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/2/2013 10pm News HIGH HEEL HEADACHES As you reach the end of your day stretched out on the couch how do 
your feet feel?     If you were wearing the latest high heeled fashion 
probably not so good.  Elizabeth Vowell takes a look at the high heel 
headaches.

1:48



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/3/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Researchers say moms are sharing more health information with their 
kids and long-term benefits to a good night's sleep.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/3/2013 630pm News CBS FATAL BACTERIA FOR SO MANY PEOPLE THE FOURTH OF JULY HOLIDAY MEANS MAKING 
PLANS TO HIT THE WATER.      LOUISIANA HEALTH OFFICIALS ARE 
WARNING RESIDENTS.       FLOATING AROUND IN SOME LOUISIANA 
WATERS IS A POTENTIALLY DEADLY BACTERIA.      

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/4/2013 4pm Show WATER LENS The first of its kind contact lens has a surface of nearly 100 percent  
water Tranforming the way it feels on the eye.     Raycom News 
Network's Britney Glaser finds out what's behind the lens makeover 
and whose eyes will benefit the most.

1:55

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/4/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Scientists move closer to creating new organs for humans.      Plus 
researchers find a new way to tell which kidney transplant recipients 
will have problems.      Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch 
Report.

1:39

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/5/2013 4pm Show KIDNEY HEALTH FAIR Our kidneys perform many important bodily functions, and its 
important to keep them healthy.     Here to tell us about how to take 
care of your kidneys...and about a Kidney Health Fair being offered is 
Deborah Colby from Gulf Coast Health Educators.

3:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/5/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A virus that's similar to SARS has claimed the life of another victim.      
Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/5/2013 630pm News CBS BOIL WATER Many people who live in the Bayou View area of Gulfport are pretty 
upset tonight.  They say no one told them about water shut offs or the 
boil water notices until after the fact.  Some even say the brown water 
they had for just a day made them extremely ill with vomiting, 
diarrhea and fatigue.

0:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/6/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DR TRAVNICEK This week our state's Medical expert for South Mississippi said 
goodbye.   The State Health Department's Dr. Robert Travnicek has 
retired after 24 years of service.   We have turned to him numerous 
time on this show for his medical insight.    We welcome our friend, Dr. 
Robert Travnicek.

7:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/8/2013 6pm News HEALTH KNEE If you have serious knee problems and don't like the thought of a total 
knee replacement; there may be a less invasive robotic surgery 
alternative for you.     The procedure has made a huge difference in 
one coast man's life.     Karen Abernathy has more on tonight's 
healthwatch report.   

2:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/9/2013 5 00 am GMM HEALTH KNEE 6 If you have serious knee problems and don't like the thought of a total 
knee replacement; there may be a less invasive robotic surgery 
alternative for you.     Knee replacement surgery is the best option for 
many patients.     But others may be good candidates for a partial 
knee replacement.

2:37

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/10/2013 630pm News CBS PRESCRIPTIONS NINE OUT OF TEN OVERDOSE DEATHS IN OUR STATE are A RESULT 
OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.       THIS GROWING PROBLEM HAS 
FORCED GOVERNOR BRYANT AND OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES TO LAUNCH A NEW INITIATIVE.      It's a story that's new 
at 6:30.   

0:38

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/10/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Researchers find a connection between pre-eclampsia and cerebral 
palsyAnd why a breath of fresh air is more important than you 
thought.     Wendy Gillette has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:27



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/11/2013 430 GMM PRESCRIPTIONS 630 According to officials NINE OUT OF TEN OVERDOSE DEATHS IN OUR 
STATE are A RESULT OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.       THIS GROWING 
PROBLEM HAS FORCED GOVERNOR PHIL BRYANT AND OTHER LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES TO LAUNCH A NEW INITIATIVE.      

0:38

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/11/2013 5 00 am GMM PRESCRIPTIONS 630 Prescription pills can kill.   According to officials NINE OUT OF TEN 
OVERDOSE DEATHS IN OUR STATE are A RESULT OF PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS.   It's a growing problem that's prompted the Governor to 
launch a new initiative.  

0:38

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/11/2013 6 00 GMM PRESCRIPTIONS 630 Prescription pills can kill.   According to officials...NINE OUT OF TEN 
OVERDOSE DEATHS IN OUR STATE are A RESULT OF PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS.   It's a growing problem that's prompted the Governor to 
launch a new initiative..    

0:44

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/15/2013 6pm News UMBILICAL CORD A new look tonight at a practice that's as old as human beings cutting 
a baby's umbilical cord.     It's usually done right after a child is born 
But new research says delaying this process is good for a baby's 
health.     Karen Abernathy with more in  tonight's healthwatch.     

0:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/16/2013 5 00 am GMM UMBILICAL CORD 6 Cutting a baby's umbilical cord is a practice that's been around forever  
It's usually cut right after a child is born.  But researchers are now 
saying delaying this process is good for a baby's health.     Karen 
Abernathy explains, in this morning's healthwatch.

0:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/17/2013 630pm News CBS OBAMACARE DELAY THE REPUBLICAN-CONTROLLED HOUSE IS VOTING TODAY ON 
WHETHER OR NOT TO DELAY KEY PROVISIONS OF PRESIDENT 
OBAMA'S SWEEPING HEALTHCARE REFORM BILL.     THIS COMES ON 
THE HEELS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT SAYING IT WAS 
DELAYING PART OF THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT.    

0:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/17/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Researchers find a link between long term obesity and heart disease.  
Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/18/2013 430 GMM OBAMACARE DELAY 630 Business owners have received a reprieve from the U-S house of 
representatives.    The republican controlled house voted to delay 
certain key provisions in President Obama's healthcare reform bill.     
THIS COMES ON THE HEELS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT SAYING 
IT WAS DELAYING PART OF THE AFFORDA.

0:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/18/2013 5 00 am GMM OBAMACARE DELAY 630 In other news  Business owners have received a reprieve from the U-S 
house of representatives.    The republican controlled house voted to 
delay certain key provisions in President Obama's healthcare reform 
bill.     THIS COMES ON THE HEELS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
SAYING IT WAS DELAYI...

0:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/18/2013 6 00 GMM OBAMACARE DELAY 630 We've got reaction this morning to the latest move in Congress to 
delay another part of federal healthcare reform.    Congressman Steve 
Palazzo says it's only fair to give families the same break from 
ObamaCare businesses recently received. 

0:40

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/18/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A common chemical may be linked to thyroid disease.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/18/2013 630pm News CBS COMBAT OBESITY For the first time ever, Mississippi has received funding to help combat 
obesity and chronic disease.     That's according to a press release sent 
out today by the state department of health.     Mississippi will receive 
approximately eight-point-five million dollars over the next five years.

0:29



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/18/2013 630pm News CBS EXERCISING IN HEAT MUCH OF THE COUNTRY IS dealing with SWELTERING 
TEMPERATURES.     JUST WALKING AROUND IN THAT KIND OF HEAT 
CAN GET YOU INTO TROUBLE.     BUT WHAT ABOUT EXERCISE? 

2:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/19/2013 5 00 am GMM COMBAT OBESITY 630 Some help from the CDC in Mississippi's fight against obesity and 
chronic diseases.    The CDC has announced it will give  Mississippi's 
health department about eight-point-five million dollars over the next 
five years to help promote healthy living.    State officials say the 
money will fund project.

0:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/19/2013 6 00 GMM COMBAT OBESITY 630 Over 8 million dollars is heading our way.   That's how much 
Mississippi will receive to help combat obesity and chronic disease.     
That's according to a press release sent out by the state department of 
health.     Mississippi will receive approximately eight-point-five million 
dollars over.

0:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/19/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS New research suggests thousands of women are not getting life-saving 
Estrogen therapy.      And recommended calorie information on menus 
may *not* help consumers make healthier choices.      Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:43

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/19/2013 630pm News CBS BLUE CROSS Ten hospitals throughout the state have received letters of termination 
from Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Mississippi...including Biloxi Regional 
Medical Center.     The letters were sent approximately 10 days after a 
breach of contract lawsuit was filed against the company.  

0:28

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/22/2013 4pm Show RED CROSS SWIMMING Tragically, in recent months there's been an increase in water-related 
fatalities.   The American Red Cross is working to help prevent future 
tragedies by offering a water safety course.     Here today is Jay 
Huffstatler with the South Mississippi Chapter of the Red Cross.

0:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/22/2013 6pm News EXERCISE We are more than half way through 2013; and since many of you 
made New Year's resolutions to live healthier lives, this is a good time 
to see how far you've come.  Unfortunately, it's estimated that fewer 
than a third of those who make plans to live healthier lives, are 
actually sticking with their.

2:23

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/23/2013 5 00 am GMM EXERCISE 6 We're already on the flip side of 2013.   Have you kept you new year's 
resolution?   For many, getting healthy tops the list.   But most never 
get past the planning stage.   As Karen Abernathy tells us in this 
mornings  health watch it's never too late to regain that motivation.

1:47

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/23/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS WHY LIVING IN A CITY COULD BE THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE….     
Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/24/2013 630pm News CBS BLOOD CENTER There is a new blood  center in Gautier that is working to help save 
lives.     The donor facility is located off of Highway 90.     Today, 
officials held a ribbon cutting to celebrate the new move.     There 
were centers in Ocean Springs and Pascagoula, but officials say they 
closed those facilities.

0:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/24/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A new study finds black women are dying of breast cancer at a higher 
rate than white women…and concerns about menthol cigarettes.      
Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:40

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/25/2013 430 GMM BLOOD CENTER 630 A new blood  center in Gautier is working to help save lives in south 
Mississippi.   This new donor center off Highway 90 Actually replaces 2 
centers in jackson County.  Officials decided to consolidate their 
facilities in Pascagoula and Ocean Springs  into this more centralized 
location

0:22



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/25/2013 5 00 am GMM BLOOD CENTER 630 If you've ever thought about giving the gift of life, there's a new blood 
donation center in Gautier.   A ribbon cutting was held at the Highway 
90 facility yesterday.   There were centers in Ocean Springs and 
Pascagoula, but officials have consolidated those facilities to this more 
centralized.

0:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/25/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 A new blood  center in Gautier is working to help save lives in south 
Mississippi.   This new donor center off Highway 90 Actually replaces 2 
centers in jackson County.  Officials decided to consolidate their 
facilities in Pascagoula and Ocean Springs  into this more centralized 
location.  

0:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/25/2013 4pm Show MDOT HURRICANE BLITZES It's better to be overly-prepared for a hurricane than under-prepared.     
Joining us now is Kelly Castleberry from MDOT to tell us about a 
partnership with MEMA designed to help get you ready for any storm 
that heads our way.

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/26/2013 630pm News CBS MEMA CULTURE  We're heading into the peak of hurricane season, and according to the 
Mississippi Emergency Management Agency...we're not as prepared as 
we should be.     Government organizations have made significa...

0:35

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/29/2013 6pm News STINGRAYS Everyone was reminded about the dangers of stingrays with the tragic 
death of Steve Irwin, known as the "Crocodile Hunter" in 2006.       
And while deaths are rare, serious injuries are not that unusual, 
especially during the summer months.   

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/30/2013 5 00 am GMM STINGRAYS 6 Now that the kids are heading back to school soon, some of you may 
be heading out for one last summer vacation.    So, this morning, 
we're taking a look at sting rays.    The dangers associated with sting 
rays came to the forefront with the tragic death of "Crocodile Hunter" 
Steve Irwin in 2006.

0:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/30/2013 GMM PreTapes STINGRAYS 6 Everyone was reminded about the dangers of stingrays with the tragic 
death of Steve Irwin, known as the "Crocodile Hunter" in 2006.       
And while deaths are rare, serious injuries are not that unusual, 
especially during the summer months.        Karen Abernathy has more 
on tonight's healthwatch.

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/31/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Another concern for diabetics and a new way to predict a woman's 
chances of getting cancer.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's 
Healthwatch Report.

1:46

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

7/31/2013 630pm News CBS BLX REGIONAL Biloxi regional medical center released a statement today in response 
to their parent company potentially being merged with Community 
Health Systems.     The hospital's chief executive officer says he does 
not expect the hospital's operations to be affected in any way.   

0:26

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

7/3/2013 6pm News SANDERSON VILLAGE Most of the elderly residents living at the Sanderson Village housing 
community in Gulfport have moved out.     The South Mississippi 
Housing and Development Corporation informed the residents they had 
to leave because the units were going to be demolished and rebuilt.     

3:52

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

7/4/2013 5 00 am GMM SANDERSON VILLAGE 6 Most of the elderly residents living in the Sanderson Village housing 
community in Gulfport have moved out.    The "South Mississippi 
Housing and Development Corporation" informed the residents they 
had to leave because the units are going to be demolished and rebuilt.   

3:50



Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

7/25/2013 630pm News CBS FAIR HOUSING No potential renter or home-buyer enjoys having the door slammed in 
their face especially because of their race, gender, or age.     That's 
why Pascagoula leaders are sponsoring a fair housing program.     
Patrice Clark has the story.

1:16

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

7/26/2013 Midday FAIR HOUSING Housing discrimination affects every age, race and gender.     People 
with disabilities are also discriminated against when trying to rent or 
buy a home.    Know your rights.    The city of Pascagoula is hosting a 
"fair housing" workshop tomorrow.   

0:34

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/8/2013 6pm News SPEEDING Some Saint Martin Residents say they are fed up the speeding through 
their neighborhood.  They live along Big Ridge Road  which is patrolled 
by the sheriff's department, but since deputies cannot use radar, 
residents say it's easy for drivers to ignore the speed limit signs.  

2:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/9/2013 5pm News ROSE DRIVE Imagine every time a hard rain falls, you worry if your house will flood.     
People who live on Rose Drive in Moss Point don't have to imagine that 
scenario.     It's a reality they've lived with several times a year, for 
more than 30 years.  

1:49

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/10/2013 6pm News FLYOVER Tina Francisco works at a dry cleaners on Sangani Boulevard. She 
hears more about traffic than shirts and suits.Tina Francisco   People 
just complain all the time about the traffic and how bad it is. Bumper 
to bumper.

1:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/10/2013 6pm News FLYOVER Drivers ready for a bit of relief to traffic congestion in D'Iberville will 
have to wait a little bit longer than planned.   The Sangani Boulevard 
flyover was originally scheduled to open next week.   However that's 
changed.  Danielle Thomas joins us now to explain why.

2:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/10/2013 630pm News CBS FLYOVER As a project intended to ease traffic congestion in D'Iberville winds 
down.. others are about to get underway.  Danielle Thomas joins us in 
the studio with more.

1:15

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/15/2013 6pm News DVILLE PROJECT The City of D'Iberville wants public input on some proposed waterfront 
improvement projects.    Steve Phillips joins us from the D'iberville 
marina beneath the I-110 with details.     

1:51

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/15/2013 6pm News HWY 57 BIDS A congested highway in Jackson County that has caused countless 
traffic woes and accidents is getting a facelift.  County supervisors 
opened bids today for the Highway 57 extension project.   The road is 
located near Ocean Springs High School.  Patrice Clark has details in 
tonight's top story.

2:03

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/16/2013 5pm News I10 ACCIDENT Traffic was backed up on 1-10 in Gulfport this afternoon between the 
Lorraine-Cowan Road exit and Highway 49.     Officials say three 
separate accidents are to blame for the traffic conjestion. One car 
hydroplaned, and landed upside down.

0:26

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/18/2013 5pm News HWY 607 After talking about it for years.. work will soon begin on building a 
alternative evacuation route to get Hancock County residents out of 
town in the event of a hurricane. Right now there is only one 
designated evacuation route to take drivers North of the County.     Al 
Showers shows you how.

1:54

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/22/2013 6pm News LIABILITY  During a recent Harrison County clean-up project a weed trimmer 
flung a rock and broke a windshield.  Such accidents happen more 
often than you might imagine.    But if you think the county is liable for 
the damage, think again.

1:59



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS LA SINK HOLE Sinkholes like the one we just showed you can be quite a headache for 
Mississippi residents but check out what our neighbors right across the 
state line are dealing with.     We've told you about the growing 
sinkhole in Assumption parish, Louisiana well, it's getting even bigger.   

0:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/23/2013 630pm News CBS SINK HOLE Some gulfport residents say they are sick and tired of being given the 
"run-around" by the city.   For months now, they have been asking the 
city to fix what the residents call "sink-holes" in several yards.   They 
live on Hickory Circle and Birch Circle, in Orange Grove.  

1:47

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/24/2013 430 GMM SINK HOLE 630 Now for a follow up on the growing problem of sinkholes in the Orange 
Grove community.    We first told you about the issue on Hickory and 
birch circles in April.   Residents there feel like their requests for help 
have been ignored by the city. Jeff Lawson returned to that 
neighborhood.

1:42

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/24/2013 630pm News CBS DIB TRAFFIC One of the most heavily congested traffic areas on the entire coast will 
finally be getting some relief.  Doug Walker tonight with the story.

1:07

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/25/2013 630pm News CBS DIB TRAFFIC THE LONG AWAITED SANGANI BOULEVARD FLYOVER IS NOW OPEN IN 
D'IBERVILLE.    THE WORK TOOK MORE THAN A YEAR..AND COST 
SEVEN-POINT-THREE MILLION DOLLARS..BUT A LOT OF DRIVERS ARE 
VERY HAPPY IT IS NOW OPEN TO TRAFFIC.    JEFF LAWSON IS THERE 
FOR US TONIGHT.

2:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/29/2013 6pm News LORRAINE The Lorraine Road bridge that connects Biloxi to D'iberville has been 
closed indefinitely.     Just today, several barricades were put up in 
both Biloxi and D'iberville to keep people off.     Caray Grace has more 
on why no one should expect that bridge to re-open any time soon.

1:16

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/30/2013 GMM PreTapes LORRAINE 6 The Lorraine Road bridge that connects Biloxi to D'iberville has been 
closed indefinitely.     Just today, several barricades were put up in 
both Biloxi and D'iberville to keep people off.     Caray Grace has more 
on why no one should expect that bridge to re-open any time soon.

1:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 7/30/2013 GMM PRETAPES LORRAINE 6 The Lorraine Road bridge that connects Biloxi to D'iberville has been 
closed indefinitely.    Just today, several barricades were put up in 
both Biloxi and D'iberville to keep people off.     Caray Grace has more 
on why no one should expect that bridge to re-open any time soon.

1:00



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration
Children's Issues 8/6/2013 630pm News CBS RESOURCE COP The Jackson County School District and the sheriff's department have 

tried for years to find funding to hire school resource officers.   This 
year, armed officers are on duty thanks to a new state grant.  
Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight has more.

1:22

Children's Issues 8/8/2013 4pm Show MAKE A WISH BENEFIT The Make-A-Wish foundation of Mississippi is dedicated to making 
wishes come true.     This weekend they are holding a fundraiser 
called Get Your Wish On to help make these special children's wishes 
come true.     Here today are Laney Jones and "wish kid" Justin 
Maples...to tell us what this program

0:18

Children's Issues 8/9/2013 630pm News CBS JAXCO CASA An organization that gives foster children a voice.. says it wouldn't be 
possible without the overwhelming support of volunteers.   Today 
Jackson County Court Appointed Special Advocates, or CASA, held an 
open house at its new office in Pascagoula.   

2:06

Children's Issues 8/23/2013 630pm News CBS PLAYGROUND An organization that champions the causes of people with special 
needs realized a dream today.     After years of hard work and 
searching for funds the Non-Profit group "Disability Connection" 
dedicated a new "all inclusive" playground  the first of it's kind in 
South Mississippi.  

2:06

Crime 8/1/2013 6pm News PIC CONTRACTOR 6 Last August, Hurricane Isaac flooded hundreds of homes in Pearl 
River County.   And for one family the nightmare continues.   So, they 
contacted Action Reporter A-J Giardina.

2:42

Crime 8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes DUI  ARREST 630 Police in Scottsboro, Alabama  say they made a pretty easy D-U-I 
arrest.   What was so easy about it?  The woman drove herself to the 
jail.  Officials say they have no clue what she was thinking.

0:11

Crime 8/2/2013 5 00 am GMM PIC CONTRACTOR 6 You'll recall, in August, Hurricane Isaac flooded hundreds of homes in 
Pearl River County.   And for one family the nightmare continues.   
So, they contacted Action Reporter A-J Giardina.

2:43

Crime 8/2/2013 630pm News CBS PUBLIC SAFETY   THE PROBLEMS ARE PILING ON AT MISSISSIPPI PRISONS.      AND 
A RECENT BUREAU OF JUSTICE STUDY RANKS THE STATE SECOND 
IN THE NATION FOR THE MOST INCARCERATED RESIDENTS.      
COURTNEY ANN JACKSON EXPLAINs.

1:56

Crime 8/2/2013 630pm News CBS BR MANHUNT A man is in custody tonight after a nearly three hour manhunt in 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.   Police say 33-year-old Norman Gibson, who 
goes by the name of "junior," was accused of abducting his ex-
girlfriend and shooting her current boyfriend earlier today.   

0:31

Crime 8/2/2013 630pm News CBS INVASION MURDER A Hattiesburg man is dead after what witnesses are calling a home 
invasion.     Police say they discovered the body of 26-year-old 
Robert Franklin Williams in a bedroom after responding to an 
emergency call last night.     One of three witnesses said the 
residents heard a knock on the door.  

0:36

Crime 8/2/2013 630pm News CBS TRENDING ON WEB Let's take a look at what's making a buzz on the web this evening.   
Getting a lot of clicks on wlox dot com.      A gulfport couple is behind 
bars facing felony child abuse charges after investigators say they 
found evidence of a meth lab explosion in the home on Parker Mckay 
Road. 

1:00



Crime 8/4/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL Five years ago, the citizens of Jackson County were told they had to 
have a new jail immediately.  So here we are five years later in 2013 
still using the old jail and not the first shovel of dirt has been turned 
to build a new jail. 

1:11

Crime 8/4/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL Five years ago, the citizens of Jackson County were told they had to 
have a new jail immediately.  So here we are five years later in 2013 
still using the old jail-- and not the first shovel of dirt has been turned 
to build a new jail. 

1:11

Crime 8/5/2013 6pm News CHURCH VANDAL Persimmon Hill Church members spent today buying supplies to board 
up the church after someone broke in and vandalized it.     Michelle 
Lady talked with a church member to find out what happened....

1:47

Crime 8/5/2013 630pm News CBS TRENDING ON WEB The Shed's premier is actually our most shared story on Facebook 
right now.     Also, getting a lot of clicks on WLOX dot com..     a 
Gulfport man walked into Memorial Hospital's emergency room 
overnight with stab wounds.     Police say the investigation is 
somewhat convoluted.      Investigators sa...

0:37

Crime 8/5/2013 630pm News CBS CHURCH VANDAL Vandals left a mess at Persimmon Hill Baptist Church in Saucier and 
today the congregation began     boarding up the broken windows.     
The burglars only took an i-pod and a few small things but left behind 
a lot of damage.     They cut a hole in the office wall, wrote a curse 
word in the nursery,...

0:26

Crime 8/6/2013 630pm News CBS MURDER SUSPECT A Hattiesburg man has been charged with murder.     Police say 22-
year-old David Fairley turned himself in just after lunch today in 
connection with a home invasion murder we reported last week.     
Officers discovered 26-year-old Robert Williams dead in a bedroom 
after responding to an emergency ca...

0:32

Crime 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS MP MURDER Moss Point police are following several leads tonight... Hoping to catch 
those responsible for stabbing a man who later died.     Michelle Lady 
takes us to the horrific crime scene....

1:25

Crime 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS PERRY COUNTY Perry County AUTHORITIES ARE INVESTIGATING AN UNEXPLAINED 
DEATH this evening.     THE SHERRIFF'S DEPARTMENT IS AWAITING 
AUTOPSY results TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF DEATH OF A MAN 
WHOSE BODY WAS FOUND FLOATING IN BLACK CREEK yesterday.      
According to officials, the man was reported missing to Pascag...

0:39

Crime 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS DIBERVILLE CARS D'Iberville police are on the look-out this evening for two suspects 
connected with a string of break-ins in one neighborhood..     Jeff 
Lawson joins us in the studio with the latest....

0:10

Crime 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS INVASION MURDER An arrest warrant has been issued for a Petal man who is the last 
remaining suspect in the investigation of a Hattiesburg murder.     19-
year-old Daylon Carl Waldrop is wanted in connection with Thursday's 
shooting death of 26-year-old Robert Franklin Williams.     Police say 
Williams was shot follo...

0:32

Crime 8/8/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL Jackson County is securing its schools this year with armed officers.   
Some may view this as unnecessary exposure of students to deadly 
weapons.   But we would disagree with that assessment.    We need 
to provide the security to protect our young people.  These officers 
not only can provide protect...

1:00



Crime 8/8/2013 10pm News EDITORIAL Jackson County is securing its schools this year with armed officers.   
Some may view this as unnecessary exposure of students to deadly 
weapons.   But we would disagree with that assessment.    We need 
to provide the security to protect our young people.  These officers 
not only can provide protect...

1:00

Crime 8/9/2013 630pm News CBS MP MURDER Good evening.      I'm Jeff Lawson in for Rebecca Powers.     More on 
those stories in a moment, but we begin tonight in Moss Point with 
new developments in an ongoing murder investigation.     It's 
tonight's top story.     We told you Wednesday about a teenager who 
came across a dead body on her fr...

0:29

Crime 8/9/2013 630pm News CBS STEALING NURSE In Columbia, Mississippi, a home health nurse is behind barsafter 
police say she stole from patients.     According to authorities, 23-
year-old Lillianna Penton was arrested for stealing about 10-thousand 
dollars... in cash and jewelry.     The property was taken from two 
elderly women...one is 89 y...

0:27

Crime 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS HIV SENTENCE A Meridian man has been sentenced to ten years in prison for 
intentionally...exposing a...vulnerable adult...to H-I-V.   That's  the 
maximum sentence according to Attorney General Jim Hood who 
announced the sentence today for Laderrick Rencher.    Rencher 
pleaded guilty to the charge in.... May....

0:25

Crime 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS MYSTERY DEATH Good evening. I'm Rebecca Powers.     We'll have more on those 
stories in a moment, but we begin this evening with a murder 
investigation.         Biloxi Police are trying to piece together a 
shooting that left one man dead.     Michelle Lady has been following 
the investigation...     It's tonight'...

0:59

Crime 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS PUBLIC DEFENDER A Jones County public defender has been arrested and charged with 
felony possesion of marijuana.     Officials say Michael Duane Mitchell 
was arrested at a safety checkpoint in Moss Point on Friday.     
According to authorities, the public defender out of Laurel had a 
felony amount of marijuana as w...

0:29

Crime 8/13/2013 6pm News MURDER FOLO Good evening.     I'm Rebecca Powers.     His family, his country and 
carnival games... Those were some of Don Morris's favorite things.     
Morris was shot in the head Sunday night in Biloxi.      Police first 
thought Morris died from injuries received when his car wrecked car 
at Elmer and Division...

2:04

Crime 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes PUBLIC DEFENDER 630 A Jones County public defender has been arrested and charged with 
felony possesion of marijuana.     Officials say Michael Duane Mitchell 
was arrested at a safety checkpoint in Moss Point on Friday.     
According to authorities, the public defender out of Laurel had a 
felony amount of marijuana as w...

0:29

Crime 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes HIV SENTENCE 630 A Meridian man has been sentenced to ten years in prison for 
intentionally...exposing a...vulnerable adult...to H-I-V.   That's  the 
maximum sentence according to Attorney General Jim Hood who 
announced the sentence today for Laderrick Rencher.    Rencher 
pleaded guilty to the charge in.... May....

0:25



Crime 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes MYSTERY DEATH 630 Good evening. I'm Rebecca Powers.     We'll have more on those 
stories in a moment, but we begin this evening with a murder 
investigation.         Biloxi Police are trying to piece together a 
shooting that left one man dead.     Michelle Lady has been following 
the investigation...     It's tonight'...

0:59

Crime 8/14/2013 4pm Show HACKED DEVICES You don't have to be a T-V anchor to be surrounded by cameras these 
days.     They're on the streets, in stores, we even put them in our 
homes.     So what happens when the devices we use for our safety 
get hacked?     Laurie Segall shows us the frightening results....

2:40

Crime 8/14/2013 GMM PreTapes MURDER FOLO 6 Good evening.     I'm Rebecca Powers.     His family, his country and 
carnival games... Those were some of Don Morris's favorite things.     
Morris was shot in the head Sunday night in Biloxi.      Police first 
thought Morris died from injuries received when his car wrecked car 
at Elmer and Division...

2:04

Crime 8/15/2013 630pm News CBS HOSTAGE UPDATE A follow-up tonight, on the hostage situation out of St. Joseph, 
Louisiana.      A second hostage has died.     Ledean McDaniel passed 
away this morning at an area hospital.     He was one of the three 
Tensas State Bank employees taken captive on Tuesday, by 20-year-
old Fuaed Abdo Ahmed.    Authorit...

0:29

Crime 8/15/2013 630pm News CBS SLIDELL ARSONIST A search is underway in St. Tammany Parish to find the person or 
persons who burned down a 127-year-old church.     Officials say 
Slidell Light of the World Church was set ablaze late last night.     
Three more fires were set off within a four-block radius.     A 
spokesmen with the fire department s...

0:30

Crime 8/16/2013 6pm News HEARING Good evening and thanks for joining us.   The family of a woman 
missing for 20 years pleaded with a Hancock County judge today to 
have a body exhumed... hoping desperately to find out if it is their 
loved one.   In 1993, Nelda Hardwick left a note saying she went to 
the store and would return shortl...

2:27

Crime 8/16/2013 GMM PreTapes SLIDELL ARSONIST 630 A search is underway in St. Tammany Parish to find the person or 
persons who burned down a 127-year-old church.     Officials say 
Slidell Light of the World Church was set ablaze late last night.     
Three more fires were set off within a four-block radius.     A 
spokesmen with the fire department s...

0:30

Crime 8/16/2013 GMM PreTapes HOSTAGE UPDATE 630 A follow-up tonight, on the hostage situation out of St. Joseph, 
Louisiana.      A second hostage has died.     Ledean McDaniel passed 
away this morning at an area hospital.     He was one of the three 
Tensas State Bank employees taken captive on Tuesday, by 20-year-
old Fuaed Abdo Ahmed.    Authorit...

0:29

Crime 8/19/2013 630pm News CBS GONZALES ROBBERY In Ascension parish Louisiana, an accused armed robber is in the 
hospital tonight after being shot by police.      Authorities SAY THIS 
GUY...DANIEL WEST...TOOK OFFICERS ON... A WILD CHASE.     THEY 
SAY HE ROBBED A DELIVERY DRIVER.... IN a DOMINO'S PIZZA 
PARKING LOT...AND THEN.... STOLE HIS CAR....

0:40

Crime 8/20/2013 630pm News CBS BUSINESS ALERT A warning tonight from the Better Business Bureau in Mississippi 
about a company that claims to be operating right here in South 
Mississippi...   It's a company the B-B-B says is making false claims 
and convincing consumers to send in money....    In the end, the... B-
B-B... says customers get... ab...

0:50



Crime 8/20/2013 GMM PreTapes GONZALES ROBBERY 630 In Ascension parish Louisiana, an accused armed robber is in the 
hospital tonight after being shot by police.      Authorities SAY THIS 
GUY...DANIEL WEST...TOOK OFFICERS ON... A WILD CHASE.     THEY 
SAY HE ROBBED A DELIVERY DRIVER.... IN a DOMINO'S PIZZA 
PARKING LOT...AND THEN.... STOLE HIS CAR....

0:40

Crime 8/20/2013 10pm News MURDER TRIAL Some damaging testimony today in the capital murder trial of 
Timothy Evans.  Evans is accused of robbing then strangling to death 
his 70-year-old landlord.. Wenda Holling.  As Al Showers reports.. 
prosecuting attorneys say Evans left a money trial..... with his victim's 
cash....

0:16

Crime 8/21/2013 5 00 am GMM BUSINESS ALERT 630 The Better Business Bureau in Mississippi has a warning for you about 
a company that claims to be operating right here in South 
Mississippi...   It's a company the B-B-B says is making false claims 
and convincing consumers to send in money....    In the end, 
customers get absolutely nothing.    The...

0:48

Crime 8/21/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 3 The Better Business Bureau in Mississippi has a warning for you about 
a company that claims to be operating right here in South 
Mississippi...   It's a company the B-B-B says is making false claims 
and convincing consumers to send in money....    In the end, 
customers get absolutely nothing.    The...

0:48

Crime 8/21/2013 6pm News NFIP CHANGES Congressman Palazzo also held a meeting today with several coast 
mayors, supervisors and city leaders to discuss those flood insurance 
concerns.     He says the House has approved a measure that would 
"delay" many of the rate hikes for another year... while Congress 
looks at the issue.     A similar...

0:19

Crime 8/21/2013 630pm News CBS HBURG SHOOTING A developing story out of Hattiesburg...A man is dead after a late 
night shooting.     Police are investigating the death of 35-year-old 
Donald Haynes.     Few details have been released...but.... according 
to authorities....Haynes was shot multiple times last night.... outside 
his home near the Hat...

0:32

Crime 8/21/2013 630pm News CBS KIDNAPPING SEARCH A small (Ark-A-La-Tex) Arklatex town is buzzing this evening after an 
officer was taken into custody.     Police say 34-year-old ROBERT (Bar-
tella-Me) BARTHELEMY was arrested early this morning..after a high 
speed chase and stand-off.     The two year veteran of the... 
Natchitoches Police department...

0:42

Crime 8/21/2013 630pm News CBS POT FIELDS In Vernon Parish, Louisiana...the sheriff's department is investigating 
a pot bust...with a price tag of 60-million dollars.     Officials say... 
since June.... they've discovered thousands of marijuana plants... in a 
few different fields.     The sheriff says fingerprints have helped 
identify... a...

0:31

Crime 8/22/2013 5 00 am GMM NFIP CHANGES 6 Congressman Palazzo also held a meeting with several coast mayors, 
supervisors and city leaders to discuss those flood insurance 
concerns.     He says the House has approved a measure that would 
"delay" many of the rate hikes for another year... while Congress 
looks at the issue.     A similar measu...

0:19

Crime 8/22/2013 630pm News CBS HARRELL TRIAL Todd Harrell appeared in court this afternoon in D'Iberville.     The 
former Three Doors Down bassist is accused of driving under the 
influence of prescription drugs, after police say he ran a flashing red-
light and rammed into a truck last July.     Prosecutors were not 
allowed to admit evidence fr...

0:29



Crime 8/22/2013 630pm News CBS KIDNAPPING FOLO In Louisiana, officials say accused kidnapper Robert Barthelemy is no 
longer cooperating with the investigation into the disappearance of 
Tony Procell.     Procell has been missing now for more than 48 hours 
since police say he was forced from his home by Barthelemy at 
gunpoint on Tuesday morning....

0:40

Crime 8/22/2013 GMM PreTapes POT FIELDS 630 In Vernon Parish, Louisiana...the sheriff's department is investigating 
a pot bust...with a price tag of 60-million dollars.     Officials say... 
since June.... they've discovered thousands of marijuana plants... in a 
few different fields.     The sheriff says fingerprints have helped 
identify... a...

0:31

Crime 8/22/2013 GMM PreTapes HBURG SHOOTING 630 A developing story out of Hattiesburg...A man is dead after a late 
night shooting.     Police are investigating the death of 35-year-old 
Donald Haynes.     Few details have been released...but.... according 
to authorities....Haynes was shot multiple times last night.... outside 
his home near the Hat...

0:32

Crime 8/22/2013 GMM PreTapes KIDNAPPING SEARCH 630 A small (Ark-A-La-Tex) Arklatex town is buzzing this evening after an 
officer was taken into custody.     Police say 34-year-old ROBERT (Bar-
tella-Me) BARTHELEMY was arrested early this morning..after a high 
speed chase and stand-off.     The two year veteran of the... 
Natchitoches Police department...

0:42

Crime 8/23/2013 430 GMM HARRELL TRIAL 630 Meanwhile...Todd Harrell appeared in a D'Iberville court YESTERDAY...     
The Three Doors Down bassist is accused of driving under the 
influence of prescription drugs, after police say he ran a flashing red-
light and rammed into a truck last July.     Prosecutors were not 
allowed to admit evidence f...

0:30

Crime 8/23/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 4 Meanwhile...Todd Harrell appeared in a D'Iberville court YESTERDAY...     
The Three Doors Down bassist is accused of driving under the 
influence of prescription drugs, after police say he ran a flashing red-
light and rammed into a truck last July.     Prosecutors were not 
allowed to admit evidence f...

0:30

Crime 8/23/2013 6pm News EVANS Death by lethal injection is the fate that awaits Timothy Evans.   The 
jury that found him guilty yesterday of robbing and killing his 70 year 
old landlord, today sentenced him to death for the 2010 crime.   For 
the loved ones of his victim, Wenda Holling, it was the decision they 
wanted to hear....

1:56

Crime 8/23/2013 630pm News CBS MP STABBING Meanwhile... No arrests have been made in the stabbing of David 
Drinkard in Moss Point.     On August 7th... Drinkard was found dead 
on the porch of a home on McCall Street.     Evidence has lead 
investigators to believe Drinkard was stabbed near the house where 
he was found.     Investigators do th...

0:27

Crime 8/23/2013 630pm News CBS 8YO SHOOTING Officers in Louisiana are investigating a shooting of an elderly woman.      
The suspect...an 8-year-old boy.     Investigators say they found a 90-
year-old Marie Smothers with a gunshot wound to the head at a home 
in East Feliciana Parish last night.     She was pronounced dead at the 
scene.     Ac...

0:40

Crime 8/23/2013 630pm News CBS MCCOMB OFFICER Authorities say a Brookhaven police officer has been fired by his 
departmentafter he was arrested in connection with a Pike County 
murder.     According to officials, Pittman was arrested in the murder 
of 53-year-old Kenneth Thompson.     Thompson's body was found in 
a shallow grave on the suspect's...

0:31



Crime 8/23/2013 GMM PreTapes KIDNAPPING FOLO 630 In Louisiana, officials say accused kidnapper Robert Barthelemy is no 
longer cooperating with the investigation into the disappearance of 
Tony Procell.     Procell has been missing now for more than 48 hours 
since police say he was forced from his home by Barthelemy at 
gunpoint on Tuesday morning....

0:40

Crime 8/25/2013 5 30 Wkd News COUPLE FIGHTING Good evening and thanks for joining us.     I'm Christina Garcia.     
Folks who live in Cotita Apartments in Pascagoula got the scare of 
their life yesterday when a man drove his vehicle into the building.     
Police say the driver...20 year old Austin Kilpatrick... was arrested 
after the accident.....

0:30

Crime 8/26/2013 430 GMM COUPLE FIGHTING BUT FIRST THIS MORNING...     Investigators in Pascagoula are trying 
to determine the cause of a crash over the weekend... Which may 
have stemmed from a domestic dispute.     Police say the driver...20 
year old Austin Kilpatrick... was arrested after he drove into a building 
at the Cotita Apartment...

0:27

Crime 8/26/2013 5 00 am GMM COUPLE FIGHTING BUT FIRST THIS MORNING...     Investigators in Pascagoula are still 
trying to determine the cause of a weekend crash... Which may have 
stemmed from a domestic dispute.     Police say 20 year old Austin 
Kilpatrick drove right into the  Cotita Apartment complex Saturday.     
Investigators want to know...

0:23

Crime 8/26/2013 6pm News CHURCH BREAKIN Burglars broke into a Gulfport church and made off with a safe and 
hundreds of dollars in cash.     This is the second South Mississippi 
church targeted in just three weeks.     Like the last break in... the 
thieves also enjoyed snacks while they were there.     Michelle Lady 
takes us to the church...

2:01

Crime 8/26/2013 6pm News BOMB THREAT Good evening.     I'm Rebecca Powers.     Jeff is off tonight.     Court 
appearance, trials and other business... at Harrison County's two 
courthouses were put on hold not once, but twice after bomb threats 
today.     The phoned in threats didn't specify either the courthouse in 
Biloxi or Gulfport.....

1:57

Crime 8/26/2013 630pm News CBS DOG FIGHTING #VALUE! 0:00
Crime 8/26/2013 630pm News CBS CHURCH BREAK IN A second South Mississippi Church has been broken into in just three 

weeks.     This time it's a Gulfport church.     Mcihelle Lady takes us 
to New Birth Full Gospel Baptist Church on Three Rivers Road....

1:03

Crime 8/26/2013 630pm News CBS TRENDING ON WEB Time now to take a look at what's trending on the web this evening.     
Harrison county courthouses were evacuated not once..but twice 
today after bomb threats were called in.        Threats were made to 
courthouses in Gulfport and Biloxi...one this morning and one this 
afternoon.     Workers were a...

0:34

Crime 8/27/2013 5 00 am GMM BOMB THREAT 6 We begin this morning, in Harrison County...     Where courthouse 
employees are hoping for a less eventful day today...     Harrison 
County's two courthouses were forced to evacuate after bomb threats 
were called in YESTERDAY.     The phone threats didn't specify which 
courthouse, so the buildings i...

1:56

Crime 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS MOM ARRESTED A New Orleans mother has been arrested...accused of going too far to 
defend her child.     Sayra... Smith... says.... her fifth grade daughter 
was bullied last week... on a Plaquemines Parish school bus.     When 
the bus driver did nothing about it,... Smith says.... she got on the 
bus and told the...

0:40



Crime 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS FAULKNER SHOOTING Shots were fired at... Faulkner University... today.     Authorities say 
a suspect has been apprehended.... and arrested in the Montgomery 
school shooting.     Police believe it was a domestic situation.     The 
victim,... who was the wife of the suspect,... suffered life-threatening 
injuries.     A...

0:32

Crime 8/27/2013 GMM PreTapes CHURCH BREAK IN 630 A second South Mississippi Church has been broken into in just three 
weeks.     This time it's a Gulfport church.     Mcihelle Lady takes us 
to New Birth Full Gospel Baptist Church on Three Rivers Road....

1:03

Crime 8/27/2013 GMM PreTapes CHURCH BREAKIN 6 Burglars broke into a Gulfport church and made off with a safe and 
hundreds of dollars in cash.     This is the second South Mississippi 
church targeted in just three weeks.     Like the last break in... the 
thieves also enjoyed snacks while they were there.     Michelle Lady 
takes us to the church...

2:01

Crime 8/28/2013 5 00 am GMM MOM ARRESTED 630 A Louisiana mom confronts her childs bully and is now facing charges.     
Sayra Smith says her fifth grade daughter was bullied last week on a 
Plaquemines Parish school bus.     Smith says the bus driver did 
nothing about it.    So, she got on the bus and told the student if she 
touched her child ag...

0:32

Crime 8/28/2013 5 00 am GMM FAULKNER SHOOTING 630 Right now, an investigation is underway into a shooting at Faulkner 
University in Alabama.    Montgomery police say the shooting was a 
domestic violence incident and no students were involved.     The 
victim is the wife of the suspect.     She has life-threatening injuries.     
The woman's husband i...

0:20

Crime 8/28/2013 10pm News HOME INVASIONS The Hancock County Sheriff's Department is asking for your help 
tonight in identifying a man they say maybe involved in several home 
invasion-burglaries in Hancock County's Bayside Park community.  In 
one of the cases... Investigators say the suspect invaded a home and 
took merchandise from an elder...

2:14

Crime 8/29/2013 5 00 am GMM HOME INVASIONS 10 The Hancock County Sheriff's Department is asking for your help this 
morning in identifying a man they say... may be involved in several 
home invasion-burglaries in Hancock County's Bayside Park 
community.    In one case, investigators say the suspect invaded a 
home and took merchandise from an elde...

2:13

Drugs & Alcohol 8/23/2013 630pm News CBS HARRELL Good evening. I'm Rebecca Powers.     More on those stories in a 
moment, but first..     Former 3 Doors Down Band Member Todd 
Harrell was sentenced today to MASEP DUI Intervention Class and a 
Victims Impact Panel.     This after a judge found him guilty of D-U-I 
for the 2011 accident where he ran a...

0:33

Drugs & Alcohol 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS MP ROUNDUP Good evening. I'm Rebecca Powers.     More on those stories in a 
moment, but first...   18 suspected drug dealers in Jackson County 
are behind bars tonight because of Operation First Strike.  Members 
of the Metro Enforcement Team were in Moss Point early this morning 
conducting the drug roundup. The...

0:41

Drugs & Alcohol 8/28/2013 GMM PreTapes MP ROUNDUP 630 It was called Operation First Strike.  Following a months long 
undercover investigation, members of the recently formed Metro 
Enforcement Team hit the streets of Moss Point this morning, 
targeting suspected drug dealers.  The operation began last week in 
Pascagoula and Gautier.  By the end of the mo...

0:23



Drugs & Alcohol 8/29/2013 6 00 GMM ALL MEMORIALS In just a few hours...South Mississippians will continue mark the 8th 
anniversary with two other memorial services.     The first is in Biloxi 
at the Town Green.     That service begins at 8 in the shadow of the 
Katrina memorial wall.     The remembrance and reflection will include 
a reading of the...

0:30

Economy/Taxes 7/31/2013 10pm News EDITORIAL ... 0:00
Economy/Taxes 8/1/2013 5 00 am GMM FIRE BUDGET 6 First this morning, a look at Gulfport's budget.     It's in bad shape.     

And in order to avoid layoffs, and furloughs, every department in the 
city of Gulfport must make sacrifices.     City leaders hope that by the 
end of this fiscal year... they can eliminate the nearly two million 
dollar defic...

2:06

Economy/Taxes 8/1/2013 630pm News CBS STUDENT LOANS A bill is on the president's desk this evening that could impact millions 
of college students and their parents.          If the President signs the 
legislation, interest rates on student loans will drop to half the current 
rate.     Michelle Lady explains in a story      that's new tonight at 
6:30....

2:03

Economy/Taxes 8/1/2013 630pm News CBS HANCOCK LAYOFFS Another economic hit this week for Hancock County.     Hancock 
Medical Center is cutting back and that means some people have lost 
their jobs.     A hospital spokesperson told WLOX eight people have 
been laid off and other employees have had their hours cut.      
Medical Center Interim C-E-O Craig C...

0:28

Economy/Taxes 8/1/2013 630pm News CBS SINGING RIVER PHONER Big changes on the way for Singing River Mall.     According to 
Gautier officials, several tenants received lease termination notices 
this week, telling them to move out soon.     As we reported earlier 
this year, the mall was getting a 90-million dollar makeover.     Here 
to tell us more about the...

0:20

Economy/Taxes 8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes LB BUSINESS 630 The street at the heart of Long Beach.. is slowly starting to come 
back.      Hurricane Katrina destroyed much of what was on Jeff Davis 
Avenue.     But since May.. The chamber of commerce says about half 
a dozen businesses have opened near Jeff Davis.        Danielle 
Thomas talked with owners about...

1:56

Economy/Taxes 8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes FIRE BUDGET 630 Gulfport city leaders have been tasked with cutting budgets without 
any furloughs or layoffs.     It's been a tough task for all department 
heads, but as Michelle Lady reports especially for the fire chief 
because 93 percent of his budget is personnel cost....

1:15

Economy/Taxes 8/2/2013 630pm News CBS UNEMPLOYMENT Mixed signals coming from the latest jobs report.     The 
unemployment rate is dropping.. but so is the rate at which people 
are being hired.     According to the Labor Department, 162-thousand 
jobs were added in July...and hiring in May and June was weaker than 
first thought.     Even so, the modes...

0:28

Economy/Taxes 8/3/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

SIERRA CLUB The most outspoken group against Mississippi Power's Kemper County 
Plant has been the Sierra Club.    Last week we had the new head of 
Mississippi Power... Ed Holland on our show.    This week the Sierra 
Club's attorney Robert Wiygul joins us....

9:14

Economy/Taxes 8/4/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Let's go down to highway 90. Katrina wiped away homes and 
businesses, leaving slabs and empty lots along the highway.Many of 
the lots are neglected and have become eyesores. Cities struggle with 
how far they can go in terms of ordering property owners to maintain 
the lots. Many people are taking car...

4:55



Economy/Taxes 8/5/2013 430 GMM SN EXTRA Its been almost 8 years since hurricane katrina swept through south 
mississippi...     David elliot joins us now... To take a look at the 
coast's comeback... Let's go down to highway 90. Katrina wiped away 
homes and businesses, leaving slabs and empty lots along the 
highway.Many of the lots are negl...

5:04

Economy/Taxes 8/5/2013 5pm News GEORGE BUDGET Good evening and thanks for joining us.     The war of words... 
between two George County leaders over budget woes... may soon 
be coming to an end.     Sheriff Dean Howell went over budget this 
fiscal year.     After several warnings.. County supervisors put strict 
limits on overtime.     That is wh...

2:13

Economy/Taxes 8/5/2013 5pm News SAFE GAMBLE The American Gaming Association is sponsoring responsible gaming 
education week today through August 9th. The idea is to recognize 
people with a gambling problem and make sure casinos do everything 
they can to help. This morning Boomtown Casino in Biloxi unveiled its 
plans for dealing with this seri...

1:48

Economy/Taxes 8/5/2013 630pm News CBS VET GRANTS Good evening.      I'm Rebecca Powers.     We'll have those stories in 
a moment, but first...     OUR NATION'S HEROES NEED OUR HELP.      
VETERANS MAKE UP A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE COUNTRY'S 
HOMELESS POPULATION.      COURTNEY ANN JACKSON HAS DETAILS 
ABOUT A NEW FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAM THAT COULD POSSI...

1:56

Economy/Taxes 8/5/2013 630pm News CBS WOOD PELLET PLANT George County officials took another step in securing a 115-million 
dollar deal to produce wood pellets... and jobs.     Back in June... the 
county announced that Green Circle Bio Energy was coming to George 
County.     Today, George County signed for two loans totaling 1-
point-3 million dollars.....

0:38

Economy/Taxes 8/6/2013 5 00 am GMM SAFE GAMBLE Living in south Mississippi, we've all had ample opportunity to try our 
luck at a casino..    But sometimes playing your last lucky hand... can 
go too far.     That's why for the next 3 days.... the American Gaming 
Association is sponsoring a responsible gaming education seminar...  
The idea is to r...

1:58

Economy/Taxes 8/6/2013 5 00 am GMM WOOD PELLET PLANT 630 Attention George county residents... we've got great news for future 
employment opportunities...      officials in the county took another 
step in securing a 115-million dollar deal to produce wood pellets... 
and jobs.    In June... the county announced that Green Circle Bio 
Energy was coming to Geo...

0:44

Economy/Taxes 8/6/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 Attention George county residents... we've got great news for future 
employment opportunities...      officials in the county took another 
step in securing a 115-million dollar deal to produce wood pellets... 
and jobs.    In June... the county announced that Green Circle Bio 
Energy was coming to Geo...

0:44

Economy/Taxes 8/6/2013 630pm News CBS JOBS FAIR THE JOB SEARCH CAN BE A LONG AND TOUGH PROCESS.     BUT 
TODAY THE STATE STEPPED IN WITH A RESOURCE KNOWN AS THE 
GOVERNOR'S JOB FAIR.     COURTNEY ANN JACKSON HAS THE 
LATESTIN A STORY THAT'S NEW AT 6:30....

1:34



Economy/Taxes 8/6/2013 630pm News CBS FURLOUGHS CUT Good evening. I'm Rebecca Powers.     We'll have those stories in a 
moment, but we begin tonight with good news for civilian defense 
workers.     The Department of Defense announced today that 
mandatory furloughs have been nearly cut in half.     Employees 
being hit with 11 unpaid days off will now...

0:39

Economy/Taxes 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS MDOT THERE ARE ROADBLOCKS IN HIGHWAY FUNDING THAT A SENATE 
TASK FORCE IS TRYING TO CLEAR.      THE COMMITTEE MET AT THE 
CAPITOL TODAY TO HEAR FROM BUSINESS LEADERS.      COURTNEY 
ANN JACKSON explainsin a story that's new at 6:30....

1:43

Economy/Taxes 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS STONE DEVELOPMENT Wiggins leaders say the area needs to bring in more jobs to get more 
of its young people to stay.       Crews have started turning dirt for a 
new strip mall on Highway 49 across from Walmart.   The developer 
of the strip mall says he has also sold a parcel to a company that will 
build next year....

0:25

Economy/Taxes 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS MILITARY MEETING Good evening. I'm Rebecca powers.     More on those stories in a 
moment, but first...     It's apparently time to rally the troops and 
protect Mississippi's military bases.       The words 'base closure talks' 
can be heard at the Pentagon.       And that has every leader in 
Mississippi on the defens...

3:03

Economy/Taxes 8/8/2013 5 00 am GMM STONE DEVELOPMENT 630 Officials in Wiggins say they need more opportunities for young 
people.... to entice them to stay in the community.  This may help...      
Crews have started turning dirt for a new strip mall on Highway 49 
across from Walmart.   The developer of the strip mall says he has 
also sold a parcel of land...

0:24

Economy/Taxes 8/8/2013 5pm News BRAC NEWSER The future of Mississippi's military bases was on the agenda in the 
capitol city of Jackson today.      President Obama wants congress to 
appropriate millions of dollars... to form another committee to look at 
closing or consolidating military bases.      As you might imagine, 
state leaders do not l...

0:33

Economy/Taxes 8/9/2013 5pm News PC PIER Good evening.   I'm Karen Abernathy.   David has the night off.   
Dozens of shrimp boats are docked once again... at what's considered 
the most popular commercial pier in Pass Christian.(**turn to 
monitor**)   The "C-2 pier" re-opened at the Pass Christian Harbor 
this week.   It replaces the 40-year...

2:14

Economy/Taxes 8/10/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

JAXCO ECO DEVELOPMENT There have been several big economic stories out of Jackson County 
recently.  The old international paper site which was going to be home 
to a gasification site, but we learned recently that fell through... 
controversy about the pipeline from Semmes, Alabama to the 
Chevron Plant Pascagoula... and Si...

8:23

Economy/Taxes 8/10/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

GAMING Hello... I'm Jeff Lawson...   And I'm Rebecca Powers...  David Elliott 
and Doug Walker are off this weekend.    Welcome To WLOX News 
This Week   On the show this weekend...  the latest on what's driving 
Jackson County's economy.   Plus, students are going back to school 
across South Mississippi....

8:47



Economy/Taxes 8/11/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL There's a dispute between the city of Biloxi and the Harrison County 
tax assessor over the values being assigned too many vacant and 
abandoned buildings.     In particular, it's the empty buildings given a 
value of zero.    That means no property taxes are paid or owed on 
those buildings.     The ta...

1:05

Economy/Taxes 8/11/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL There's a dispute between the city of Biloxi and the Harrison County 
tax assessor over the values being assigned too many vacant and 
abandoned buildings.     In particular, it's the empty buildings given a 
value of zero.    That means no property taxes are paid or owed on 
those buildings.     The ta...

1:05

Economy/Taxes 8/12/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL As most of you know, July 31st WLOX was removed from the DISH 
Network Lineup when Raycom Media, who owns WLOX and DISH 
corporate did not reach an agreement.     Now an agreement is in 
place.  WLOX was returned to the DISH lineup Friday night.    

0:00

Economy/Taxes 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS JAXCO JAIL Supervisors in Jackson County seem optimistic about breaking ground 
on a new jail by the end of the year.   The project has hit one 
problem after another, including the county firing two architects.   as 
Patrice Clark found out today... hiring a third architect is just one of 
the next steps....

1:09

Economy/Taxes 8/12/2013 10pm News EDITORIAL As most of you know, July 31st WLOX was removed from the DISH 
Network Lineup when Raycom Media, who owns WLOX and DISH 
corporate did not reach an agreement.     Now an agreement is in 
place.  WLOX was returned to the DISH lineup Friday night.    There 
was inconvenience and plenty of frustration for.

0:00

Economy/Taxes 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes JAXCO JAIL 630 Supervisors in Jackson County seem optimistic about breaking ground 
on a new jail by the end of the year.   The project has hit one 
problem after another, including the county firing two architects.   as 
Patrice Clark found out today hiring a third architect is just one of the 
next steps.

1:09

Economy/Taxes 8/13/2013 10pm News GAS TAX When you put gas in your car, you're paying 18 cents per gallon in 
taxes to the state.  That's the same amount you've paid since 1987. 
Now some lawmakers and one transportation commissioner want to 
increase the tax by at least a dime, with the additional 220 million 
dollars in annual.

2:12

Economy/Taxes 8/13/2013 10pm News LOCAL SHRIMP Mississippi Lawmakers were in Washington today advocating for the 
gulf coast shrimping industry.     According to the Department of 
Commerce several foreign countries were selling shrimp to the U.S. 
for much better prices than buyers could get it here.

1:57

Economy/Taxes 8/14/2013 430 GMM LOCAL SHRIMP 10 As we first told you yesterday on GMM.  Lawmakers from our state 
are fighting for our local shrimpers. In our nation's capitol.     
According to the Department of Commerce  several foreign countries 
were selling shrimp to the U.S. for much better prices than buyers 
could get here locally.

1:55

Economy/Taxes 8/14/2013 5 00 am GMM GAS TAX 10 When you fill up your tank, did you know that  you're paying 18-cents 
per gallon in taxes to the state?   It's the same amount you've paid 
since 1987.   Some state lawmakers and one transportation 
commissioner want to increase that tax by a  least a dime.   

2:12



Economy/Taxes 8/20/2013 630pm News CBS ELEC SUPPORT FUND Thanks to a new legislation, Mississippi counties will receive additional 
funding to help pay for elections.     Total the state will receive more 
than one million dollars as part of the Elections Support Fund.  

0:51

Economy/Taxes 8/20/2013 10pm News GALLERIA Plans for  a 750 thousand square foot mall in D'iberville are slowly but 
surely..coming together.  D'iberville City Council met tonight and 
discussed a key proponent of that plan that would  allow builders to 
move one step closer to ground breaking.     Caray Grace has more.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 8/21/2013 6pm News SHED CLOSED It was a shock for regular customers and  employees.    The Shed 
barbeque restaurant in Mobileclosed without notice.    Michelle Lady 
spoke with the Orrison family to find out why.

2:11

Economy/Taxes 8/21/2013 630pm News CBS NFIP CHANGES South Mississippi Congressman Steven Palazzo... says premium 
increases in the National Flood Insurance program could have 
"disastrous" consequences for home owners and communities.    

1:35

Economy/Taxes 8/21/2013 GMM PreTapes GALLERIA 10 Plans for  a 750 thousand square foot mall in D'iberville are slowly but 
surely coming together.     D'iberville City Council met tonight and 
discussed a key proponent of that plan that would  allow builders to 
move one step closer to ground breaking.     Caray Grace has more.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 8/22/2013 430 GMM SHED CLOSED 6 Shed Heads Still in shock about the Mobile barbecue joint closing up 
shop.   Even employees didn't know it was coming.   Michelle Lady 
talked with the Orrison family to find out why they were forced to 
close in Mobile.

1:59

Economy/Taxes 8/22/2013 5 00 am GMM SHED CLOSED 6 It was a shock for regular customers and  employees.    The Shed 
barbeque restaurant in Mobileclosed without notice.    Michelle Lady 
spoke with the Orrison family to find out why.

1:57

Economy/Taxes 8/22/2013 630pm News CBS SHIPBUILDING Mississippi Lt. Governor told shipbuilders today educating the 
workforce is just as important as creating jobs.  He spoke to 
shipbuilders from throughout the Gulf Coast during their summer 
meeting.   Michelle Lady was thereand has a story that's new tonight 
at 6:30.

1:51

Economy/Taxes 8/22/2013 GMM PreTapes NFIP CHANGES 630 South Mississippi Congressman Steven Palazzo... says premium 
increases in the National Flood Insurance program could have 
"disastrous" consequences for home owners and communities.    

1:35

Economy/Taxes 8/23/2013 430 GMM SHIPBUILDING 630 Mississippi Lt. Governor Tate Reeves wants to stress. Educating our 
workforce, is just as important as creating jobs.     He spoke to 
shipbuilders from across the Gulf Coast during their summer meeting 
yesterday.   Michelle Lady was there.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 8/23/2013 5 00 am GMM SHIPBUILDING 630 Mississippi Lt. Governor Tate Reeves wants to stress Educating our 
workforce, is just as important as creating jobs.     He spoke to 
shipbuilders from across the Gulf Coast during their summer meeting 
yesterday. 

1:50

Economy/Taxes 8/24/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BILOXI BASEBALL Build it and they will come.  That is the gist of the findings from an 
economic study of building a minor league baseball stadium in Biloxi.   
Here to talk about those findings Overtime Sports Executive Director 
Tim Bennett.  Bennett is working with Biloxi leaders on the baseball 
deal.

9:41

Economy/Taxes 8/26/2013 6pm News GAUTIER TAX In less than 24 hours.. Gautier voters will head to the polls to vote 
yes or no on the 'pennies for parks' referendum.  It is a two-percent 
sales tax on restaurant food and motel, hotel rooms to help improve 
recreation in the city.    As Patrice Clark residents have mixed 
emotions.

2:03



Economy/Taxes 8/26/2013 6pm News HARCO BUDGET Harrison County supervisors all agree they'd like to give county 
employees a pay hike.  Those workers haven't had a raise in seven 
years.      But finances remain tight.  As Steve Phillips reports those 
issues divided the supervisors today.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 8/26/2013 630pm News CBS HARCO BUDGET A proposal to give pay raises to Harrison County employees sparked 
some disagreement among county supervisors today.      The issue 
was raised during a board meeting to discuss the new budget.      
Steve Phillips has the story.

1:17

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 5 00 am GMM GAUTIER TAX 6 Today, Gautier voters head to the polls to decide whether they want 
to add a two percent tax on restaurant and lodging to pay for 
recreation improvements.   It's called the 'pennies for parks' 
referendum.   As Patrice Clark reports, residents have mixed 
reactions.

2:01

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 6pm News TAX HEARING  Questions about property values and concerns about lack of 
communication.   Both were addressed in a three hour tax protest 
hearing today involving the City of Biloxi.  

0:42

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS TAX HEARING The City of Biloxi challenged the tax assessments of more than a 
dozen properties today.     The city's community development 
director, Jerry Creel, spoke on behalf of the city at a tax protest 
hearing before Harrison County supervisors.  

0:33

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS CASINO MAGIC Former employees of the Casino Magic will get together and talk 
about the good old days at a reunion this week.    One of the people 
there will Casino Magic founder Marlin Torguson..     Today Torguson 
shared his thoughts with Danielle Thomas on what has become of the 
Biloxi property.

1:58

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS CITY BUILDINGS The Biloxi council is taking a look at energy costs in hopes of saving 
money.     Michelle Lady explains

1:23

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 GMM PreTapes HARCO BUDGET 630 A proposal to give pay raises to Harrison County employees sparked 
some disagreement among county supervisors today.      The issue 
was raised during a board meeting to discuss the new budget.      
Steve Phillips has the story.

1:17

Economy/Taxes 8/27/2013 GMM PreTapes HARCO BUDGET 6 Harrison County supervisors all agree they'd like to give county 
employees a pay hike.      Those workers haven't had a raise in seven 
years.      But finances remain tight   As Steve Phillips reports those 
issues divided the supervisors today.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 8/28/2013 430 GMM TAX HEARING 630 The City of Biloxi has challenged the tax assessments of more than a 
dozen properties.     Community development director, Jerry Creel, 
spoke on behalf of the city at a tax protest hearing before Harrison 
County supervisors.  

0:33

Economy/Taxes 8/28/2013 5 00 am GMM TAX HEARING 6 Questions about property values and concerns about lack of 
communication.     Both were addressed during a three hour tax 
protest hearing involving the City of Biloxi.    City leaders challenged 
more than a dozen property assessments.    Some had been given 
"zero" value.

0:20

Economy/Taxes 8/28/2013 GMM PreTapes CITY BUILDINGS 630 The Biloxi council is taking a look at energy costs in hopes of saving 
money.     Michelle Lady explains how.

1:23

Economy/Taxes 8/28/2013 GMM PreTapes CASINO MAGIC 630 Former employees of the Casino Magic will get together and talk 
about the good old days at a reunion this week. One of the people 
there will Casino Magic founder Marlin Torguson.     Today Torguson 
shared his thoughts with Danielle Thomas on what has become of the 
Biloxi property.

1:58



Economy/Taxes 8/28/2013 10pm News TOURISM "Further investment in tourism is a winner for the gulf coast 
economy."Those words today from John Hairston of the Regional 
Tourism Partnership.Hannah Moseley joins us with more tonight in our 
top story. 

2:15

Economy/Taxes 8/29/2013 430 GMM TOURISM 10 "Further investment in tourism is a winner for the gulf coast 
economy."     Those were the words from John Hairston of the 
Regional Tourism Partnership.     Hannah Moseley reports on the 
latest research about who is coming to the coast and why.

1:58

Economy/Taxes 8/29/2013 5 00 am GMM TOURISM 10 "Further investment in tourism is a winner for the gulf coast 
economy."   Those are the words from John Hairston of the Regional 
Tourism Partnership.    Hannah Moseley reports on the latest research 
about who'scoming to the coast, and why.

1:57

Economy/Taxes 8/30/2013 5pm News BLX GRANTS The Biloxi Chamber wants to fill up vacant buildings.   So it's offering 
a financial incentive to encourage small business owners to locate in 
Biloxi. Today, the Chamber presented its first check to a new 
downtown tenant.   Trang Pham-Bui takes us there.

1:56

Education 7/31/2013 10pm News TARGET SHOP Ready or not... school is about to be in session.     That means back-
to-school shopping for students... something that's a headache for 
parents.     Today, two organizations came together to make that 
process a little easier for 20 students... Giving them a shopping 
spree.     Hannah Moseley was at...

1:58

Education 8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes TARGET SHOP 10 Ready or not school is about to be in session.     That means back-to-
school shopping for students something that's a headache for 
parents.     Today, two organizations came together to make that 
process a little easier for 20 students Giving them a shopping spree.   

1:58

Education 8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes BACK TO SCHOOL 6 As young people across the coast prepare to head back to school 
soon parents are spending quite a bit of money on school supplies.  
Today, Singing River Rehabilitation and Nursing Center in Moss Point 
helped take the load off of parents by providing free supplies to kids.   

1:59

Education 8/2/2013 630pm News CBS MP MATHSCIENCE A national education foundation called "AIMS" came to Moss Point 
today, to introduce a program to help boost students' knowledge of 
Math and Science.   It could also help raise their test scores.   
Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:17

Education 8/6/2013 630pm News CBS TUTORS Though the unbearable heat continues, the end of summer vacation 
has come for some Gulf Coast students.  And of course that means 
students are hitting the books once again.     Beginning this week, 
students in Biloxi and the surrounding areas will have the opportunity 
to get free after-school tutoring

0:36

Education 8/7/2013 5 00 am GMM TUTORS 630 For the most, summer vacation is over.   Most kids in South 
Mississippi head back to school this week.   Others will soon follow.     
No student wants to get off to a bumpy start.   They don't have to   

0:20

Education 8/7/2013 6pm News GEORGE SCHOOLS It was back to class for more than 4 thousand students and teachers 
in the George County school district.  Soon the staff and students will  
see both major and minor changes at every county school.  The 
district passed a 7 million dollar 20 year bond earlier this year to pay 
for upgrades. 

2:08



Education 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS GEORGE SCHOOLS Upgrades are coming to the George County School District.  A 7-
million dollar bond issue was passed earlier this year to improve all 
eight schools in the district.     Patrice Clark talked with students and 
teachers on their first day of school about the makeover.

1:12

Education 8/8/2013 5pm News HARCO BUSES Next Monday, Volkert Engineering is expected to conduct a full 
assessment of the Lorraine Road Bridge over the Biloxi River.   
Gulfport Councilman R-Lee Flowers told us the company will inspect 
the deck, pilings, and the substructure under water. 

2:17

Education 8/10/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

GULFPORT SCHOOLS Across South Mississippi students are going back to school, but class 
doesn't start in the Gulfport School district until August 19th.    That 
school district went ahead and put into effect a measure set to take 
effect next year, that state lawmakers passed about the start of the 
school year.

8:54

Education 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS MS TEXTBOOKS The state auditor says some public schools in the state are breaking 
the law by not sending textbooks home with students.     The law 
states that the school must issue a textbook to each student to take 
home.  

0:33

Education 8/13/2013 430 GMM MS TEXTBOOKS 630 Most kids in Mississippi are back in school right now.   State auditor 
Stacy Pickering says some our states public schools are breaking the 
law by not sending textbooks home with their students.    The law 
states that schools must issue a textbook to each student to take 
home.   

0:36

Education 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes MS TEXTBOOKS 630 The state auditor says some public schools in the state are breaking 
the law by not sending textbooks home with students.     The law 
states that the school must issue a textbook to each student to take 
home.     But according to State Auditor Stacey Pickering, some 
districts only have books available.

0:33

Education 8/19/2013 630pm News CBS GPT SCHOOLS Summer vacation officially ended today for about 58-hundred 
Gulfport students.   They headed back to school a little later than 
other students across south Mississippi.    Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight tell us why.

1:25

Education 8/20/2013 4pm Show DR. THOMAS LIPSCOMB Students who want to attend the University of Southern Mississippi 
and study to be a teacher may be able to get some new help reaching 
that goal.     Dr. Thomas Lipscomb is the associate dean of the 
college of education and psychology at USM..and is here to tell us the 
role this new program plays.

0:19

Education 8/20/2013 GMM PreTapes GPT SCHOOLS 630 Summer vacation officially ended today for about 58-hundred 
Gulfport students.   They headed back to school a little later than 
other students across south Mississippi.     Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight tells us why.

1:25

Education 8/22/2013 5pm News Thursday Editorial As public schools opened their doors to students this year, it was the 
last time they can start before the third Monday in August.  The move 
toward an early August start a few decades ago seemed to be tied to 
expected improvement on standardized tests and expected 
improvement on end of semester test.

1:37

Education 8/22/2013 630pm News CBS SHORELINE A new class at Gulfport High will teach teens to help other young 
people recover from disasters.    Gulfport High is working with 
Columbia University and Colorado State University to offer an elective 
called "SHOREline".    

0:30



Education 8/22/2013 10pm News EDITORIAL As public schools opened their doors to students this year, it was the 
last time they can start before the third Monday in August.  The move 
toward an early August start a few decades ago seemed to be tied to 
expected improvement on standardized tests and expected 
improvement on end of semester test.

1:37

Education 8/23/2013 GMM PreTapes SHORELINE 630 A new class at Gulfport High will teach teens to help other young 
people recover from disasters.    Gulfport High is working with 
Columbia University and Colorado State University... to offer an 
elective called "SHOREline".   

0:30

Education 8/24/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

TEST SCORES The test scores are in and several local districts consistently landed in 
the top ten in the state.   They include... Pass Christian, Biloxi, Ocean 
Springs, Long Beach, Bay-Waveland, Petal, and Pearl River County.   
Joining us to talk about their high scoring schools Pass Christian 
Schools Superinte...

7:33

Education 8/27/2013 6pm News TEACHERS If you want to become a teacher a new state program can help you 
go to college for free.   Students can receive up to 15-thousand 
dollars a year to attend a four-year institution in Mississippi.  

2:13

Education 8/27/2013 630pm News CBS TEACHERS If you're interested in a teaching career in Mississippi listen to this. 
Time is running out if you want to apply for a new state program that 
offers to pay your college tuition and more.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has the details.

1:23

Education 8/28/2013 430 GMM TEACHERS 6 If you want to become a teacher a new state program can help you 
go to college for free.  You may recall our story Saying students can 
receive up to 15-thousand dollars a year to attend a four-year 
institution in Mississippi.   But those who apply must first make the 
grade.   

2:15

Education 8/28/2013 6pm News ELIZABETH HALL We begin tonight with a significant ceremony on the eve of the eighth 
anniversary of Katrina.   USM leaders celebrated the completion of 
the fifth and final Katrina reconstruction project on the Long Beach 
campus.  

2:20

Education 8/28/2013 GMM PreTapes TEACHERS 630 If you're interested in a teaching career in Mississippi listen to this.   
Time is running out if you want to apply for a new state program that 
offers to pay your college tuition and more.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has the details.

1:23

Education 8/28/2013 GMM PreTapes TEACHERS 6 If you want to become a teacher a new state program can help you 
go to college for free.   Students can receive up to 15-thousand 
dollars a year to attend a four-year institution in Mississippi.   But 
those who apply must first make the grade.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui

2:13

Education 8/29/2013 5 00 am GMM ELIZABETH HALL 6 As we continue to reflect on the 8th Anniversary of Hurricane Katrina.     
We want to take you to a significant ceremony Held in Long Beach 
LAST NIGHT.   USM leaders celebrated the completion of the fifth and 
final Katrina reconstruction project on the Long Beach campus.   

2:21

Environment 8/1/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING REPORT The month of August has arrived.     What does that mean for the 
Mississippi Sound and South Mississippi anglers?      Al Jones has the 
answers in this morning's Fish and Game Report.

2:05



Environment 8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes HABITAT 6 Building your home stronger is not only smart, it's also a way to save 
a lot of money on insurance.  A good example of that can be found on 
12th Street in Pascagoula, where Habitat for Humanity is constructing 
a fortified home.  An informational open house was held this morning 
and Doug Walker was there

1:55

Environment 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING REPORT South Mississippi anglers may be looking at a tough fishing weekend.      
But there's still hope for a successful trip.     Al jones explains.

2:03

Environment 8/8/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING REPORT 630 South Mississippi anglers may be looking at a tough fishing weekend 
But there's still hope for a successful trip.     Al jones explains.

2:04

Environment 8/8/2013 4pm Show NOAA NOAA just revised its 2013 hurricane forecast.   NOAA still thinks up 
to 19 named storms will churn through the Caribbean, the Atlantic, 
and the Gulf.    Mike Reader joins us now with the latest and really 
the new numbers are pretty close to the original predictions right 
Mike?

0:16

Environment 8/9/2013 630pm News CBS GARDENS Herbs and vegetables are springing up in Gulfport, at the city's 
newest co-op garden.     Located behind "shanti Yoga and 
Counseling," on Pass Road, this "urban Zen garden" is the first of its 
kind in South Mississippi.  

0:27

Environment 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS WATERS CLOSED People who went swimming along one Jackson County beach this 
weekend got a rude awakening.  Much to their surprise, the waters 
were off limits because of high bacteria levels.  Doug Walker has the 
story.

1:18

Environment 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS STINGRAYS A stingray invasion has Alabama beach-goers on full alert this 
evening.      Officials say a large number of stingrays have been 
spotted along the Alabama coast.     More than 20 people claim to 
have come in contact with them, including several who were stung.    

0:27

Environment 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS LA SHRIMP SEASON White shrimp season opened in Louisiana waters today.   But some 
shrimpers are less than optimistic because    the Louisiana 
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries is already reporting low 
numbers. 

0:33

Environment 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS CHEMICAL LEAK Authorities say a lightning strike is to blame for a chemical leak at a 
Louisiana plant this afternoon.     The Intercontinental Terminal 
Company in Port Allen was evacuated and nearby roads shut down 
after a Butadiene leak.   

0:29

Environment 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes STINGRAYS 630 A stingray invasion has Alabama beach-goers on full alert this 
evening.      Officials say a large number of stingrays have been 
spotted along the Alabama coast.     More than 20 people claim to 
have come in contact with them, including several who were stung.   

0:27

Environment 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes CHEMICAL LEAK 630 Authorities say a lightning strike is to blame for a chemical leak at a 
Louisiana plant this afternoon.     The Intercontinental Terminal 
Company in Port Allen was evacuated and nearby roads shut down 
after a Butadiene leak.     

0:29

Environment 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes LA SHRIMP SEASON 630 White shrimp season opened in Louisiana waters today.   But some 
shrimpers are less than optimistic because  the Louisiana Department 
of Wildlife and Fisheries is already reporting low numbers.  Federal 
data indicates about 26-point-1 million pounds of shrimp were caught 
in Louisiana.

0:33



Environment 8/16/2013 6pm News CLEANUP 25TH Mississippi Coastal Cleanup's most dedicated servants were honored 
today.  Thousands of volunteers have taken a stunning 800 tons of 
trash out of South Mississippi's waterways.  On Coastal Cleanup's 
25th Anniversary they had reason to celebrate.

2:14

Environment 8/20/2013 10pm News TRACE SHRIMP 49 local restaurants are already taking part in the "Gulf Seafood Trace 
Program".  Rebecca Powers went out to see how it's working.

1:42

Environment 8/21/2013 5 00 am GMM TRACE SHRIMP 10 Almost 50 local restaurants are already taking part in the "Gulf 
Seafood Trace Program".  Rebecca Powers went out to see how it's 
working.

1:43

Environment 8/21/2013 6pm News NFIP CHANGES Thousands of home owners face potentially devastating rate hikes in 
the National Flood Insurance program.  Congressman Steven Palazzo 
says those premium increases could be "disastrous" for South 
Mississippi and America.  

2:09

Environment 8/21/2013 630pm News CBS FISH & GAME REPORT Good news for local anglers from the beachfront to the barrier 
islands.  The Mississippi Sound is bouncing back from all the recent 
heavy rainfall.      Al Jones explains.

2:00

Environment 8/22/2013 5 00 am GMM NFIP CHANGES 6 FIRST THIS MORNING we want to talk about those potentially 
devastating rate hikes in the National Flood Insurance program. It's a 
reality facing thousands of home owners right now.    Congressman 
Steven Palazzo says those premium increases could be "disastrous" 
for South Mississippi and America.

2:14

Environment 8/22/2013 5 00 am GMM FISH & GAME REPORT Good news for local anglers from the beach front to the barrier 
islands.   The Mississippi Sound is bouncing back from all the recent 
heavy rainfall.      Al Jones explains.

2:00

Environment 8/22/2013 630pm News CBS LA SINKHOLE In Assumption Parish, Louisiana, check out this dramatic video of a 
line of trees getting sucked into a giant sinkhole.     The video, 
captured yesterday, has gained national attention.     We've been 
monitoring this growing sinkhole for months which is now being 
reported at 25 acres.   

0:39

Environment 8/23/2013 GMM PreTapes LA SINKHOLE 630 In Assumption Parish, Louisiana, check out this dramatic video of a 
line of trees getting sucked into a giant sinkhole.     The video, 
captured yesterday, has gained national attention.     We've been 
monitoring this growing sinkhole for months which is now being 
reported at 25 acres.   

0:39

Environment 8/24/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

FLOOD INSURANCE We begin with the effort to keep national flood insurance premiums 
affordable.   Earlier this week the National Flood Insurance Program 
Administrator toured some South Mississippi areas that would be 
impacted if the big flood insurance rate increase goes into effect  On 
the tour local mayors and state leaders shared their concerns of what 
that rate increase could do to South Mississippi's economy.

8:27

Environment 8/28/2013 6pm News JONES PARK It is a popular venue for concerts and a favorite place for families to 
take the children.     Jones Park in Gulfport is also one of the largest 
public improvement projects born from the destruction of Hurricane 
Katrina.     Steve Phillips joins from Jones Park with a look back eight 
years after Katrina.

1:47

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/1/2013 5 00 am GMM BLX REGIONAL 630 We have a follow up on the hospital merger that involves Biloxi 
Regional.   The medical center released a statement.    In its response 
to Biloxi Regional potentially being merged with Community Health 
Systems, the hospital's chief executive officer says he does not 
expect Biloxi Regional's operation to be impacated.

0:30



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/1/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Your performance at work may depend on where you have lunch.     
And researchers say more women are breastfeeding.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:13

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/1/2013 GMM PreTapes HEALTH NEWS 630 Another concern for diabetics.. and a new way to predict a woman's 
chances of getting cancer.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's 
Healthwatch Report.

1:46

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/5/2013 6pm News MARROW DONOR By now most of us are familiar with Robin Roberts battle with a life 
threatening blood disease and the donation her sister made that 
saved her life.    But many times those life saving donations come 
from a complete stranger.    Karen Abernathy has more on tonight's 
healthwatch report.   

1:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/5/2013 630pm News CBS LA PARASITE Also in Louisiana, a third case of an *intestinal illness* caused by a 
parasite...has been confirmed.     According to the Department of 
Health and Hospitals, the newest case was reported in Caddo Parish.     
At least 400 cases of infection with the food borne cyclospora parasite 
have been reported.

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/5/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Another reason to keep sugary drinks away from children..      Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/6/2013 5 00 am GMM MARROW DONOR 6 Here on the coast most of us are familiar with Robin Roberts battle 
with a life threatening blood disease and the donation her sister made 
that saved her life.    But many times those life saving donations 
come from a complete stranger.    

1:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/6/2013 4pm Show BACK TO SCHOOL FAIR Kids across our area are returning to school this week.     Since 
children will now in constant contact with others, it's even more 
important to keep them healthy. Here to help you do that,  from the 
City of Gulfport Department of Leisure Services Brittany Dyess.   

0:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/6/2013 4pm Show BACK TO SCHOOL LUNCHES It can be a struggle to put together school lunches in a hurry that's 
why many children have less than healthy lunches.     Here from the 
Gulf Coast Health Educators is Deborah Colby to show us some easy 
and healthful lunch combinations just in time for back to school.

0:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/6/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS How you get to work may affect your health.     And a new study is 
linking a common prescription with cancer.     Karen Abernathy has 
tonight's healthwatch report.

1:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/7/2013 6pm News HOSPITAL The Hancock County Board of Supervisors learned this week.. the 
financial crisis at Hancock Medical Center The County's only hospital is 
more critical than they were first told.   A week after the hospital laid 
off some employees and cut hours for many others.

2:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/7/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Researchers are revealing new details about a dangerous flu virus in 
China.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:07

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/9/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS In news for your health.. How scientists are using rice to prevent a 
common sickness and the hot summer days can be deadlier than you 
think.      Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch report.

1:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/12/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Abdominal pain in children may be linked to emotional problems down 
the road.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/15/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS How exercise can help you sleep better.. and why breastfeeding can 
help non-smokers.       Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch 
Report.

1:28



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/16/2013 4pm Show HEALTH CARE ZONE Today professional planners and economic development experts 
discussed Hancock County's designation as a health care zone.     
WLOX's Steve Phillips was at that meeting and joins us now to tell us 
more about the plans.

0:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/16/2013 4pm Show BACKPACK SAFETY Your children may complain about the amount of homework they 
have and all the books they have to bring home every night     But is 
the backpack your child has sturdy enough to hold the books they 
need to bring home?     Here today is Dr. Sonya Spencer from  
Spencer Chiropractic in Gulfport

0:21

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/16/2013 6pm News HEALTH ZONE Hancock County is looking to the health care industry for future 
economic development.     The county was recognized by the 
governor as one of 12 health care "zones" designed to attract 
business and create new jobs.    

1:58

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/19/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS New information on the best way to treat children with diabetes.      
Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/20/2013 4pm Show CASA GARAGE SALE Court Appointed Special Advocates Or CASA  is made up of volunteers 
who serve as mentors for foster children giving them a voice.      
Here today from CASA of Harrison County is Rhonda Collins along 
with Steve Bevilaqua from Johnnie Fayard self storage to tell us about 
the upcoming CASA event.

0:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/20/2013 4pm Show UNITED WAY Today was the kickoff of the United Way South mississippi campaign 
at the IP.     It was more than a celebration it's also a way to bring 
people together for the common good.     Here today from United 
Way are Ya'Frica Edwards and John Hosey to tell us more about what 
the United way of south mississippi.

0:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/20/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A mineral that's found in many foods can actually cause Alzheimer's 
disease.      Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/20/2013 630pm News CBS SEAFOOD SAFETY How safe is the seafood in that shrimp po-boy you recently enjoyed?       
The safety of gulf seafood has been a concern since the BP oil spill 
three years ago.       That's why the Department of Marine Resources 
has been involved in an extensive program to test the safety of that 
seafood.     

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/21/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A study finds the same genes may influence both alcohol and eating 
disorders.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/25/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL The United Way of South Mississippi kicked off its annual campaign 
with a blast this week. The pace setter companies already pledged 
500 thousand dollars toward the 1.5 million dollar goal. Our hats off 
to those working hard and donating to the United Way.  

1:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/26/2013 4pm Show ROBOT CLASS Illness has kept an Oklahoma first-grader from setting foot inside a 
classroom.     But he's still able to attend class, and even travel the 
halls of his school, with the help of some futuristic technology.     
Joleen Chaney reports.

2:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/26/2013 4pm Show DEMO BLOOD DRIVE We all know giving blood saves lives.      But have you ever wondered 
how much blood it takes to save a life?     Here to show us how blood 
drives break down is Liz Gaulke from the American Red Cross.

0:10

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

8/27/2013 4pm Show UNITED WAY JAX GEORGE CO The United Way program works to help residents who are in need 
across Mississipi   The United Way for Jackson and George Counties is 
getting ready for the 2013 campaign kick off.     

0:17



Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/1/2013 5 00 am GMM VET NEW HOME 6 An injured military veteran is waking up in his new home this morning  
thanks to a tremendous program that helps wounded heroes 
transition back to civilian life.    Christopher Gray is the first vet in 
South Mississippi to receive a house through the program.  

2:11

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/1/2013 6pm News MOVE IN 6 Our story last night on the wounded war veteran  who received a 
mortgage-free house apparently touched a lot of our viewers' hearts.   
People have offered to donate furniture and services to help 
Christopher Gray in his recovery.   

2:15

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/1/2013 630pm News CBS HOPE CDA This month marks eight years since Hurricane Katrina forever 
changed the Mississippi Gulf Coast.      Now, Hope Community 
Development Agency, an organization born out of that natural 
disaster, is expanding its mission.      The director told Danielle 
Thomas why Hope is so excited about the future.

1:32

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/15/2013 630pm News CBS MISSION HOME Back Bay Mission is asking you to help save a housing project for 
homeless, disabled veterans.    Between 300-to-500 homeless 
veterans are living in south Mississippi.    The organization was hoping 
to break ground on a new apartment complex this fall.    But those 
plans.have hit a financial snag

2:09

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/16/2013 GMM PreTapes MISSION HOME 630 Back Bay Mission is asking you to help save a housing project for 
homeless, disabled veterans.    Between 300-to-500 homeless 
veterans are living in south Mississippi.    The organization was hoping 
to break ground on a new apartment complex this fall.    But those 
plans have hit a financial snag

2:09

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/21/2013 630pm News CBS RV PARK A potential new neighbor  has people who live or who own property 
near Wells Drive in Biloxi taking sides.    This week supporters and 
opponents of a proposed RV park made their arguments before the 
Biloxi city council about a zoning change from residential to business.    

2:12

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

8/22/2013 GMM PreTapes RV PARK 630 A potential new neighbor has people who live or who own property 
near Wells Drive in Biloxi taking sides.     This week supporters and 
opponents of a proposed RV park made their arguments before the 
Biloxi city council about a zoning change from residential to business. 

2:12

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/1/2013 630pm News CBS 18 WHEELER We begin tonight with breaking news.     Traffic is backed up on 1-10 
in Hancock County around mile marker eight, heading West bound.     
Officials say an 18 wheeler's fuel tank has ruptured.  

0:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/3/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BRIDGE we begin with the big traffic headache for almost four thousand 
people who use the Lorraine Bridge.   This week officials closed the 
bridge because the state deemed it unsafe for large trucks and some 
school buses.     Here to talk about the impact this is having Gulfport 
Councilman R. Lee Flowers. The bridge is in his ward. 

9:09

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/4/2013 10pm Sunday SAND PICK UP Sandy sidewalks have a South Mississippi man calling on officials to 
clear it up.    He says the sidewalks along Highway 90 are supposed 
to be walked on safely, but due to piles of sand that's not the case.

2:00



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/5/2013 6pm News LORRAINE More drama today on the Lorraine Road Bridge that's been closed for 
a week now forcing almost 4-thousand drivers to take detours.     
Since the bridge's closing there's been some concern as to how the 
construction costs will be divided.   

1:49

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/5/2013 630pm News CBS COALITION Harrison County Supervisors are expected to jump on board an 
initiative that could save you money.     Caray Grace reports.

1:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/7/2013 630pm News CBS BRIDGE BUSES Harrison County schools open tomorrow morning.   About 120 
children who live around the Lorraine Road Bridge will have to wake 
up a little earlier to catch the bus.      Assignment  Education Reporter 
Trang Pham-Bui has details about some transportation changes.

1:32

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS 49 MAYHEM A big traffic mess on Highway 49 this morning.   The state Highway 
Patrol worked three separate accidents involving seven vehicles near 
School Road.   Two people suffered minor injuries.   Assignment 
Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight has more.

1:23

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/12/2013 630pm News CBS TAX HIKES Mississippians could face sticker shock if taxes go up to take care of 
highways.      The Senate Highways Task Force chairman proposed a 
700 million dollar increase for highway funding last week.     But the 
Senate Conservative Coalition hopes the proposal never makes it to 
the floor.    

1:55

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/13/2013 5 00 am GMM TAX HIKES 630 It's not all good news on the tax front.     Mississippians could face 
sticker shock if taxes go up to take care of state highways.     The 
chairman of the Senate Highways Task Force has proposed a 700-
million dollar increase for highway funding.  

1:57

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/13/2013 6pm News INSPECTION Three engineers spent this day inspecting the Lorraine Road bridge 
over the Biloxi River.    That crossing was closed to traffic July 29th 
due to safety concerns.    As Steve Phillips reports these bridge 
inspectors will determine whether that structure needs repairs or 
replacement.

1:54

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes TAX HIKES 630 Mississippians could face sticker shock if taxes go up to take care of 
highways.      The Senate Highways Task Force chairman proposed a 
700 million dollar increase for highway funding last week.     But the 
Senate Conservative Coalition hopes the proposal never makes it to 
the floor. 

1:55

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/13/2013 GMM PreTapes 49 MAYHEM 630 A big traffic mess on Highway 49 this morning.   The state Highway 
Patrol worked three separate accidents involving seven vehicles near 
School Road.   Two people suffered minor injuries.   Assignment 
Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight has more.

1:23

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/14/2013 430 GMM INSPECTION 6 The inspection on the Lorraine Road Bridge is complete.  Now. We 
just have to wait, to see what inspectors found.  They'll be busy 
compiling their report today Based on what they saw underneath the 
bridge.  It's been closed now for 2 weeks due to safety concerns.   As 
Steve Phillips reports.

2:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/14/2013 5 00 am GMM INSPECTION 6 Antother inspection on the Lorraine Road Bridge is complete   Now 
We just have to wait, to see what inspectors found.  They'll likely be 
compiling they're report today.   The bridge has been closed now for 
2 weeks due to safety concerns.   

1:58

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/19/2013 630pm News CBS CLEANUP  It was cleanup day in Gulfport, as flash floods wreaked havoc on 
what would have been a normally quiet Sunday afternoon.     Doug 
Walker has tonight's top story.

1:20



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/19/2013 630pm News CBS SCHOOL TRAFFIC George County supervisors are working to end the bottle neck on a 
busy road near George County High school.  As Patrice Clark reports, 
school officials and residents say the road work is long overdue.

1:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/19/2013 630pm News CBS CLEANUP GUEST And joining us now with an update on the clean-up is Gulfport Chief 
Administrative Officer Dr. John Kelly.

0:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/20/2013 5 00 am GMM CLEANUP 630 The clean-up.     That's all some Gulfport residents and business 
owners are thinking about today.    Today, many will be still be 
mopping up the moss left behind by Sunday's heavy rains and flash 
flooding.     Doug Walker was out to survey the area.

1:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/20/2013 GMM PreTapes SCHOOL TRAFFIC 630 George County supervisors are working to end the bottle neck on a 
busy road near George County High school.  As Patrice Clark reports, 
school officials and residents say the road work is long overdue.

1:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/22/2013 630pm News CBS PORT A Gulfport city councilman says he has a better alternative plan for a 
road intended to connect the Interstate to the Port of Gulfport.      
But some residents say there has already been a lot up upheaval to 
clear a path for the current route.   

1:04

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 8/23/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT 630 A Gulfport city councilman says he has a better alternative plan for a 
road intended to connect the Interstate to the Port of Gulfport.      
But some residents say there has already been a lot of up upheaval to 
clear a path for the current route..       And they're not too optimistic 
about undoing w...

1:05



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration
Children's Issues 9/2/2013 6pm News HANDSHAKE Pascagoula beat Ocean Springs on the scoreboard last Friday.   But, 

the Panthers lost the sportsmanship battle.   And that is not sitting well 
with Pascagoula's football coach.   He's so embarrassed by his team's 
pre-game antics, he sent an apology letter to the Ocean Springs 
football team.

35

Children's Issues 9/3/2013 5 00 am GMM HANDSHAKE 6 This morning, a local high school football coach is offering an olive 
branch.    The Pascagoula Panthers beat Ocean Springs Friday night on 
the scoreboard, but the team lost the sportsmanship battle.   
Pascagoula's coach says he is embarrassed by his team's pre-game-
antics.   As Jeff Lawson reports,

1:45

Children's Issues 9/3/2013 4pm Show BOYS & GIRLS CLUB The Boys & Girls clubs are dedicated to helping young people to grow 
into productive and responsible citizens.     Joining us now are David 
Sykes and Windy Swetman..

3:00

Children's Issues 9/5/2013 6pm News LEFT ON BUS A Diamondhead woman experienced a parent's worst fear.    She says 
her little boy was left unattended on a hot school bus for nearly seven 
hours yesterday.  Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui 
joins us tonight with more on this.   Kelly Sutterfield's seven-year-old 
son.

2:40

Children's Issues 9/6/2013 5 00 am GMM LEFT ON BUS 6 A Diamondhead woman experienced a parent's worst fear.    She says 
her little boy, who is a special needs student at "east Hancock 
Elementary", was left unattended on a hot school busfor nearly seven 
hours yesterday.    Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui      
Has more on his story.

2:23

Children's Issues 9/18/2013 6pm News DHS SPACE The job of protecting children in Hancock County could suffer workers 
say if they don't get more space.   Though the Department of Human 
Services in has only been in its new building for 3 months, it's already 
overcrowded. With a huge case load and little space, DHS leaders are 
looking for solution.

1:45

Children's Issues 9/19/2013 GMM Look Ahead DHS SPACE 6 The job of protecting children in Hancock County could suffer workers 
say if they don't get more space.   Though the Department of Human 
Services in has only been in its new building for 3 months, it's already 
overcrowded.  With a huge case load and little space, DHS leaders are 
looking for solution

1:45

Children's Issues 9/23/2013 630pm News CBS BUS ACCIDENT we begin tonight with a developing story we've been following out of 
Harrison County.   A dozen middle school students ended up in 
hospitals this afternoon, after a school bus accident in Gulfport. 

0:53

Children's Issues 9/24/2013 GMM Look Ahead BUS ACCIDENT 630 we begin tonight with a developing story we've been following out of 
Harrison County.   A dozen middle school students ended up in 
hospitals this afternoon, after a school bus accident in Gulfport.

0:53

Children's Issues 9/25/2013 630pm News CBS OS BUS SAFETY School transportation officials are urging ALL drivers to be extra 
cautious around school buses.   The request comes after three school 
bus accidents in as many days this week.  The latest crash happened 
this morning in Ocean Springs. Police say a pick-up truck pulling at 
trailer.

0:35

Children's Issues 9/25/2013 630pm News CBS LOCKDOWN Three Pascagoula schools were put on lockdown today following a 
shooting.   Police say the shots were fired off of Eden street this 
morning.  Colmer Middle School, Jackson Elementary, and Cherokee 
Elementary were secured for about 30 minutes as a safety precaution. 

0:35



Children's Issues 9/26/2013 5 00 am GMM LOCKDOWN 630 Pascagoula police are still searching this morning for the person 
responsible for a shooting that forced three schools to go on lockdown.  
Police say shots were fired off Eden street around 8:35 yesterday 
morning.  When that happened, Colmer Middle School, Jackson 
Elementary, and Cherokee Elementary.

0:35

Children's Issues 9/26/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTHY MS Mississippi's childhood obesity rate dropped a bit and health officials 
credit new initiatives that promote nutrition and exercise among 
students.  Today, they brought one of those programs to two Gulfport 
schools.    Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:25

Children's Issues 9/26/2013 GMM Look Ahead OS BUS SAFETY 630 School transportation officials are urging ALL drivers to be extra 
cautious around school buses.   The request comes after three school 
bus accidents in as many days this week.   The latest crash happened 
this morning in Ocean Springs.   Police say a pick-up truck pulling at 
trailer.

0:35

Children's Issues 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead HEALTHY MS 630 Mississippi's childhood obesity rate dropped a bit and health officials 
credit new initiatives that promote nutrition and exercise among 
students. Today, they brought one of those programs to two Gulfport 
schools.  Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui. has more.

1:25

Crime 8/31/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

OPEN CARRY  We begin with guns and the new law about to go into effect in 
Mississippi.

9:40

Crime 9/3/2013 6pm News SUPS BYRD  Jackson County supervisors are split on whether Sheriff Mike Byrd 
should resign, now that he's been indicted.  Today, supervisors went 
into an executive session with District Attorney Tony Lawrence -- 
saying only they were talking about litigation.  No one would comment.

2:26

Crime 9/3/2013 10pm News BSL WOMEN Earlier tonight  around 40 Bay St. Louis residents protested at a 
budget hearing urging the council to give money to a cause near and 
dear to their hearts "the Gulf Coast Women's Center for Nonviolence."   

2:25

Crime 9/4/2013 5 00 am GMM BSL WOMEN 10 WE BEGIN THIS MORNING IN BAY ST. LOUIS...Where the rallying cry 
is going out for the city council not to cut funding for the Gulf Coast 
Women's Center for Nonviolence.   Money right now is tight for the 
city's budget  And so last week, the council decided to cut 25-hundred 
dollars.

2:20

Crime 9/4/2013 6pm News RENT TO OWN A minister and his wife moved to the Mississippi Gulf Coast three years 
ago and settled in Gautier living in a camper by their church.   Their 
mission was to help the homeless and last year they decided to buy a 
house.   They say everything was going a long smoothly until they 
found out the man they.

3:32

Crime 9/4/2013 GMM Look Ahead SUPS BYRD 6 Jackson County supervisors are split on whether Sheriff Mike Byrd 
should resign, now that he's been indicted.  Today, supervisors went 
into an executive session with District Attorney Tony Lawrence -- 
saying only they were talking about litigation.  No one would comment.

2:26

Crime 9/5/2013 5 00 am GMM RENT TO OWN 6 A minister and his wife moved to the Mississippi Gulf Coast three years 
ago and settled in Gautier.  They moved into a camper by their 
church.. With one mission - to help the homeless.  Well last year, they 
decided to buy a house.     Everything was going smoothly, until they 
found out, the man they...

3:33



Crime 9/5/2013 5pm News Thursday Editorial Jackson County Sheriff Mike Byrd was indicted on numerous felony 
charges, including extortion, fraud, embezzlement, and perjury.   Of 
course, he is considered innocent until proven guilty in court.    Now 
there is a debate over whether Byrd should stay in office while he 
faces the criminal charges o...

1:31

Crime 9/5/2013 6pm News PET SCANNERS Lost dogs and cats will have an easier time making it back home 
thanks to a non profit organization. Jackson County Spay and Neuter 
donated microchip scanners to all of the cities in the Jackson County.  
Animal Control officers told how Danielle Thomas the scanners make 
their jobs easier.

1:54

Crime 9/5/2013 10pm News Thursday Editorial Jackson County Sheriff Mike Byrd was indicted on numerous felony 
charges, including extortion, fraud, embezzlement, and perjury.   Of 
course, he is considered innocent until proven guilty in court.    Now 
there is a debate over whether Byrd should stay in office while he 
faces the criminal charges.

1:28

Crime 9/6/2013 430 GMM PET SCANNERS 6 Lost dogs and cats will have an easier time finding their way  back 
home thanks to Jackson County Spay and Neuter.    The non-profit 
organization donated micro-chip scanners to all of the cities in the 
Jackson County.

1:55

Crime 9/6/2013 630pm News CBS DASH CAM VIDEO The Hattiesburg police department is taking action against some of its 
own.. after dash cam video from an early morning crash questions 
what officers were doing.      Mike Mcdaniel has the video and the 
story.

1:54

Crime 9/6/2013 GMM Look Ahead PET SCANNERS 6 Lost dogs and cats will have an easier time making it back home 
thanks to a non profit organization. Jackson County Spay and Neuter 
donated microchip scanners to all of the cities in the Jackson County.  
Animal Control officers told how Danielle Thomas the scanners make 
their jobs easier.

1:54

Crime 9/17/2013 630pm News CBS COP CAR THEFT Authorities in Mobile, are on the lookout this evening after they say a 
man attempted to steal a police cruiser.    They say Jesse James 
Russell was handcuffed in the backseat of a cop car this morning.   

0:29

Crime 9/17/2013 630pm News CBS AMBER ALERT an amber alert that was issued this morning for six-year-old Sirvontez 
Adams.     The boy has been located and his father under arrest.

1:51

Crime 9/18/2013 GMM Look Ahead COP CAR THEFT 630 Authorities in Mobile, are on the lookout this evening after they say a 
man attempted to steal a police cruiser.    They say Jesse James 
Russell was handcuffed in the backseat of a cop car this morning.      
According to officials, he crawled through the sliding window and took 
control of the car.

0:29

Crime 9/26/2013 630pm News CBS BANK ROBBER FOLO A follow-up for you tonight on the Gulfport bank robbery that 
happened earlier this week.     An Alabama man has been arrested 
after police say he robbed the Hancock Bank on Cowan-Lorraine Road 
on Tuesday.     Authorities released this surveillance footage and say 
Brent Woods is the man seen here.

0:30

Crime 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead BANK ROBBER FOLO 630 A follow-up for you tonight on the Gulfport bank robbery that 
happened earlier this week.     An Alabama man has been arrested 
after police say he robbed the Hancock Bank on Cowan-Lorraine Road 
on Tuesday.  

0:30

Crime 9/30/2013 6pm News OLD FINES Jackson County officials are cracking down on people who have nt paid 
their fines to Justice Court.  There are millions of dollars in unpaid 
fines.   As Patrice Clark reports the county has a plan to collect all that 
money.

1:58



Drugs & Alcohol 9/5/2013 630pm News CBS DRUG TASK FORCE FOLO 630 Public safety in Mississippi is taking a hit.     Federal grants were cut 
from five million to 1-point-9 million dollars primarily affecting the 13 
drug task force teams across the state.   

2:01

Drugs & Alcohol 9/6/2013 5 00 am GMM DRUG TASK FORCE FOLO 630 Public safety in Mississippi is taking a hit.     Federal grants were cut 
from five million to 1-point-9 million dollars.     The cuts are primarily 
affecting Mississippi's 13-drug task force teams.       As Courtney Ann 
Jackson reports, state leaders say these cuts are leaving gaps that 
can't be filled.

1:55

Economy/Taxes 8/31/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

KATRINA Eight years ago this week Hurricane Katrina devastated South 
Mississippi.  The killer storm changed South Mississippi forever stealing 
lives, wiping out neighborhoods, businesses and schools.    Hancock 
County became "ground zero" and with us today to talk about recovery 
eight years later.

9:54

Economy/Taxes 9/1/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL We were glad to see the confidence displayed in the Gulf Coast 
economy with plans for building new hotels.Island View in Gulfport will 
soon begin construction of a 400 room, 50 million dollar expansion.    
Another 50 to 60 million dollar expansion including a hotel is in the 
works for Margaritaville.

2:21

Economy/Taxes 9/1/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL We were glad to see the confidence displayed in the Gulf Coast 
economy with plans for building new hotels.Island View in Gulfport will 
soon begin construction of a 400 room, 50 million dollar expansion.    
Another 50 to 60 million dollar expansion including a hotel is in the 
works for Margaritaville.

2:21

Economy/Taxes 9/1/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Biloxi is taking action to deal with the most talked about eyesore on 
the Mississippi Coast. In 2008 construction on Grand Casino's 800 
million dollar Margaritiville project came to a screeching halt. Biloxi has 
given the parent company, Caesar's Entertainment a November first 
deadline.

4:33

Economy/Taxes 9/2/2013 5pm News OHR More than 500-people enjoyed free or discounted admission to the Ohr-
O'Keefe Museum on this Labor Day.   People have been lining up since 
9:30 this morning waiting for the doors to open at 10:00.   One man 
has a vision  to draw even more visitors to the Biloxi attraction.   
Trang Pham-Bui joins.

2:22

Economy/Taxes 9/2/2013 5pm News WORKERS Since 1894, the first Monday in September has been set aside by 
Congress to recognize the hard work of the American people.  It's 
Labor Day, and millions are enjoying a day off from work.  But millions 
more are on the job, just like always.  Doug Walker talked with some 
of them today.

2:11

Economy/Taxes 9/2/2013 6pm News LABOR DAY Good evening...thanks for joining us.     Early indications point to a 
busy Labor Day weekend for the coast tourism industry.     Tourism 
leaders were certainly hoping for a boost in numbers over this final 
holiday weekend of the summer season.     Labor Day weekend 
tourism is tonight's top story.

1:52

Economy/Taxes 9/3/2013 5 00 am GMM OHR Today, hundreds of folks are  spreading the word about the great visit 
they had to the Ohr-O'Keefe Museum.   More than 600 people took 
advantage of the free or discounted admission offered on Labor Day.   
One one man has a vision to draw even more visitors.    Labor Day 
was Kevin O'Brien's first day.

2:12

Economy/Taxes 9/3/2013 5pm News PORT STATUS The Port of Gulfport has released a status report on the facilities 570 
million dollar expansion.     Among other things, the report details that 
237 million dollars has been spent to this point. It's an overview of 
what has been accomplished so far.

0:40



Economy/Taxes 9/3/2013 6pm News HARCO SUPS In Harrison County  the so-called "rainy day" fund and employee pay 
raises were discussed by county  supervisors today.      The discovery 
of some "one time" money from several old accounts led to a "spirited" 
debate.      Steve Phillips is here to explain.    

1:57

Economy/Taxes 9/3/2013 GMM PreTapes WORKERS Since 1894, the first Monday in September has been set aside by 
Congress to recognize the hard work of the American people.  It's 
Labor Day, and millions are enjoying a day off from work.  But millions 
more are on the job, just like always.  Doug Walker talked with some 
of them today.. about their j...

2:11

Economy/Taxes 9/3/2013 GMM PreTapes LABOR DAY 6 Good evening...thanks for joining us.     Early indications point to a 
busy Labor Day weekend for the coast tourism industry.     Tourism 
leaders were certainly hoping for a boost in numbers over this final 
holiday weekend of the summer season.   

1:52

Economy/Taxes 9/3/2013 10pm News ACTIVIST Have you ever heard, or said the word "retarded"?  Even if you mean 
no harm by it... one woman with intellectual disabilities wants you to 
know the deep pain it can cause a pain 'she' has felt her whole life, 
that inspired her to take action

2:34

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 430 GMM ACTIVIST 10 This morning  A triumphant story from a woman who has won a major 
victory for people living with intellectual disabilities.   She went all the 
way from Louisiana to the White House... and helped create a new 
federal law Banning a word that has always caused her a lot of pain. 

2:31

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT STATUS This morning, we know a little more about the the Port of Gulfport's 
570-million dollar expansion plan.    The port has released a status 
report.     Among other things, the report shows 237-million dollars 
has already been spent.     The report is an overview of what has been 
accomplished so far.

0:40

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 5 00 am GMM HARCO SUPS 6 The discovery of some "one time" money from some old accounts in 
Harrison county is leading to some "spirited" debate.     A proposed 
four-percent pay hike for county employees was voted down last 
week.     But as Steve Phillips reports, the sudden availability of extra 
funds has rekindled the issue.

1:49

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 6 00 GMM PORT STATUS This morning, we know a little more about the the Port of Gulfport's 
570-million dollar expansion plan.    The port has released a status 
report.     Among other things, the report shows 237-million dollars 
has already been spent.     The report is an overview of what has been 
accomplished so far.

0:40

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 3 The Port of Gulfport has released a status report on the facility's 570 
million dollar expansion.     Among other things, the report details that 
237 million dollars has been spent to this point.     It's an overview of 
what has been accomplished so far and what the port hopes to see 
once the project is complete.

0:37

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 6pm News HANCO LAYOFF Some Hancock County employees will lose their jobs as a result of a 
sharp budget axe.   County Supervisors ordered all Department heads 
to slash 6-percent from their budgets.  County leaders say tough 
economic times forced them to make the difficult cuts..  

1:57



Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 630pm News CBS INGALLS CLOSE The days are numbered for the Ingalls shipyard in Gulfport.     
Huntington Ingalls Industries announced today the facility will close 
next May.     This comes on the heels of a recent cost cutting move by 
the Navy.   

0:30

Economy/Taxes 9/4/2013 10pm News INGALLS IMPACT The news that the Huntington Ingalls will close its plant in Gulfport Will 
certainly have an impact on South Mississippians.      Hannah Moseley 
got reaction from employees as they left work for the day.

2:18

Economy/Taxes 9/5/2013 5 00 am GMM HANCO LAYOFF 6 While Harrison county mulls over the possibility of pay raises for 
county employees, Hancock County is cutting jobs.    On top of that, 
supervisors have ordered all department heads to slash six percent 
from their budgets.     Al Showers takes a look at what's ahead.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 9/5/2013 5 00 am GMM INGALLS IMPACT 10 First this morning  The reality is sinking in for those who work at  the 
Huntington Ingalls shipyard in Gulfport.    427 Employees will either 
lose their jobs or transfer to another facility.  When Ingalls closes its 
Gulfport location in May.     

2:32

Economy/Taxes 9/5/2013 GMM Look Ahead INGALLS CLOSE 630 The days are numbered for the Ingalls shipyard in Gulfport.     
Huntington Ingalls Industries announced today the facility will close 
next May.     This comes on the heels of a recent cost cutting move by 
the Navy.   

0:30

Economy/Taxes 9/6/2013 630pm News CBS NUGGET CHANGE We begin tonight the next part of the Golden Nugget Casino 
transformation.    Right now former pro athletes.. Hugh Green, Ricky 
Jackson, and Barry Lyons are at the casino helping celebrate the 
opening.

2:00

Economy/Taxes 9/6/2013 630pm News CBS SHIP JOBS The launch of a 300 foot barge this morning at Trinity Offshore 
represents both accomplishment and opportunity.     As Steve Phillips 
reports a backlog of orders... could be good news for some shipyard 
workers about to be laid off.

1:20

Economy/Taxes 9/7/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

PSC This week Governor Phil Bryant named South Mississippi's own Steve 
Renfroe to be the new Public Service Commissioner from the Southern 
District.    Renfroe will fill the unexpired term of Leonard Bentz, who 
resigned August 19th.    Steve Renfroe joins us now to talk about his 
new role.

8:16

Economy/Taxes 9/10/2013 630pm News CBS HARCO BUDGET Harrison County supervisors approved a new budget today.     The 
spending plan holds the line on taxes while also giving county 
employees their first pay raise in seven years.     Steve Phillips has 
details.

1:23

Economy/Taxes 9/11/2013 GMM Look Ahead HARCO BUDGET 630 Harrison County supervisors approved a new budget today.     The 
spending plan holds the line on taxes while also giving county 
employees their first pay raise in seven years.     Steve Phillips has 
details.

1:23

Economy/Taxes 9/13/2013 630pm News CBS PORT REAX Meanwhile, David Elliot was also at the report release today, and he 
got the port's side of the story.

1:51

Economy/Taxes 9/13/2013 630pm News CBS ECO TOURISM The Mississippi Department of Marine Resources wrapped up its Nature 
Tourism Summit this afternoon at the Ohr-O'Keefe Museum in Biloxi.      
The summit included representatives from area service providers 
nature destinations, along with Coast tourism officials. 

0:30

Economy/Taxes 9/13/2013 630pm News CBS SHRIMP SEASON Midway through shrimp season, shrimpers and processors are upset 
about the catch.     Many are worried they aren't bringing in enough 
shrimp to keep going.     Michelle Lady was at a dock in Biloxi as it was 
being unloaded today.     It's a story that's new at 6:30.

1:50



Economy/Taxes 9/13/2013 630pm News CBS PEER REPORT We begin with news about the Port of Gulfport.     The Port will be 
"unable" to meet its job creation goals with the port restoration 
project.     

0:46

Economy/Taxes 9/14/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

HARCO BUDGET For the first time in seven years employees of Harrison County will be 
getting a pay raise.   The board of supervisors voted this week in favor 
of a four percent pay hike effective December first.     Here to talk 
about that Harrison County Supervisors Kim Savant and Windy 
Swetman.

1:53

Economy/Taxes 9/14/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

HARCO BUDGET For the first time in seven years employees of Harrison County will be 
getting a pay raise.   The board of supervisors voted this week in favor 
of a four percent pay hike effective December first.     Here to talk 
about that Harrison County Supervisors Kim Savant and Windy 
Swetman.

8:52

Economy/Taxes 9/16/2013 630pm News CBS PORT BRAZIL The executive director at the Port of Gulfport says last week's trade 
mission to South America was quite productive.     Jonathan Daniels 
says he met with numerous shipping companies and carriers during 
the nine day trip. 

0:31

Economy/Taxes 9/17/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT BRAZIL 630 The executive director at the Port of Gulfport says last week's trade 
mission to South America was very productive.     Jonathan Daniels 
says he met with numerous shipping companies and carriers.     He 
says the exporters he visited handle a variety of products.      The nine 
day trip included stops...

0:27

Economy/Taxes 9/17/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 3 The executive director at the Port of Gulfport says last week's trade 
mission to South America was quite productive.     Jonathan Daniels 
says he met with numerous shipping companies and carriers during 
the nine day trip.   

0:31

Economy/Taxes 9/17/2013 5pm News LB FIRE RATING At a time when you hear everything seems to be going up there's good 
news for the people of Long Beach.   The city recently learned that its 
fire rating has dropped.

2:10

Economy/Taxes 9/18/2013 5 00 am GMM LB FIRE RATING We begin this morning with good news for people in Long Beach.  The 
city's fire rating has dropped.    Trang Pham-Bui tells us how this 
change will affect fire insurance premiums for homes and businesses.

1:56

Economy/Taxes 9/19/2013 6pm News BEE INVENTION A Pearl River County beekeeper has invented a new product designed 
to protect honey bees from a major threat.  The small hive beetle is 
destroying honey-comb production for beekeepers all over the nation 
and especially in the deep-South. 

2:30

Economy/Taxes 9/19/2013 630pm News CBS FOOD STAMPS More news tonight that could impact your wallets.   A short time ago, 
the U-S House of Representatives voted to cut the SNAP program by 
39 billion dollars over the next 10 years.   That could be especially 
harmful in Mississippi.. where 25 percent of the state's residents get 
help from the federal government

0:44

Economy/Taxes 9/19/2013 630pm News CBS BUDGET BATTLE And then there are all those federal jobs that could be impacted by 
today's budget debate.     Congress and the White House have less 
than two weeks to agree on a way to keep the government funded.   
The House of Representatives says it **WILL** pass a bill Friday but 
there's a catch. 

1:23

Economy/Taxes 9/19/2013 630pm News CBS REVENUE We'll have more on those stories in a moment, but we begin this 
evening by tackling a question.     Many of you have called, asking 
about state refunds.     Well, tonight we have the answers.    

2:01



Economy/Taxes 9/20/2013 430 GMM REVENUE 630 We continue to hear from viewers regarding missing or late state tax 
refunds.   Representatives with the Mississippi department of revenue 
say they don't have enough people on staff.     

1:52

Economy/Taxes 9/20/2013 5 00 am GMM FOOD STAMPS 630 If you're one of the 669-thousand Mississippians who rely on SNAP 
benefits you'll want to hear this.    The U-S House of Representatives 
Has voted to cut the SNAP program by 39 billion dollars.. over the next 
10 years.   

0:46

Economy/Taxes 9/20/2013 5 00 am GMM REVENUE 630 We continue to hear from viewers regarding missing and late tax 
refunds from the state.    Officials with the Mississippi department of 
revenue says they just don't have enough people on staff to help.     
That's why the agency is now requesting the state's help.    Courtney 
Ann Jackson with more.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 9/20/2013 5 00 am GMM BEE INVENTION 6 A Pearl River County beekeeper has invented a new product that helps 
protect honey bees.     The small hive beetle is destroying honey-comb 
production for beekeepers all over the nation... and especially in the 
deep-South.   

2:29

Economy/Taxes 9/20/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 4 If you're one of the 669-thousand Mississippians who rely on SNAP 
benefits you'll want to hear this.    The U-S House of Representatives 
Has voted to cut the SNAP program by 39 billion dollars over the next 
10 years. 

0:46

Economy/Taxes 9/20/2013 GMM Look Ahead BUDGET BATTLE 630 And then there are all those federal jobs that could be impacted by 
today's budget debate.     Congress and the White House have less 
than two weeks to agree on a way to keep the government funded.      
The House of Representatives says it WILL pass a bill Friday, but 
there's a catch.    

1:23

Economy/Taxes 9/21/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

PORT The Port of Gulfport will be "unable" to meet its job creation 
objectives.   That was the finding of the Peer Report.     Joining us to 
talk about these findings.   Port of Gulfport executive director, 
Jonathan Daniels.

9:19

Economy/Taxes 9/21/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

CRUISIN This year's Cruisin' The Coast is just weeks away.   Already the event 
that lures thousands of car lovers from around the country to South 
Mississippi is excepted to be bigger than last year.    That's because 
more cars are already pre-registered.    Here with details.

6:44

Economy/Taxes 9/22/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL Just how much money will the State of Mississippi spend next fiscal 
year?     That's the question State lawmakers are beginning to look at 
as they hear spending proposals.     It was 5.5 billion dollars this year.      
According to some statistics, Mississippi is returning to near the pre-
recession.

1:13

Economy/Taxes 9/22/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL Just how much money will the State of Mississippi spend next fiscal 
year?     That's the question State lawmakers are beginning to look at 
as they hear spending proposals.     It was 5.5 billion dollars this year.    
According to some statistics, Mississippi is returning to near the pre-
recession.

1:13

Economy/Taxes 9/23/2013 5pm News SHRIMPERS It could be considered a major setback for the Gulf shrimping industry.  
The international trade commission has turned down a request from 
the Coalition of Gulf Shrimp Industries to place higher tariffs on 
imported shrimp from several foreign countries.American shrimpers 
have claimed for years.

2:14



Economy/Taxes 9/23/2013 6pm News GOV SHUTDOWN Some businesses on the coast are holding their breath as Congress 
inches closer and closer to forcing a government shutdown.  With a 
September 30th deadline looming, lawmakers must reach a 
compromise over the budget or risk the first shutdown of the fed since 
1997.

2:11

Economy/Taxes 9/23/2013 630pm News CBS SHRIMPERS For a coast industry that's been struggling for years, news this week 
from the nation's capital is not welcome.  Doug Walker tonight explains 
why.

1:12

Economy/Taxes 9/24/2013 430 GMM GOV SHUTDOWN 6 All eyes are on lawmakers in Washington D.C. right now. Some 
businesses on the coast are holding their breath as Congress inches 
closer and closer to forcing a government shutdown.     With the 
deadline looming less than a week away lawmakers must reach a 
compromise.

2:16

Economy/Taxes 9/24/2013 430 GMM SHRIMPERS It could be considered a major setback for the Gulf shrimping industry.  
The international trade commission has turned down a request from 
the Coalition of Gulf Shrimp Industries to place higher tariffs on 
imported shrimp from several foreign countries.    

2:14

Economy/Taxes 9/24/2013 GMM Look Ahead SHRIMPERS 630 For a coast industry that's been struggling for years, news this week 
from the nation's capital is not welcome.  Doug Walker tonight explains 
why.

1:12

Economy/Taxes 9/24/2013 GMM Look Ahead SHRIMPERS It could be considered a major setback for the Gulf shrimping industry.  
The international trade commission has turned down a request from 
the Coalition of Gulf Shrimp Industries to place higher tariffs on 
imported shrimp from several foreign countries.American shrimpers 
have claimed for years.

2:14

Economy/Taxes 9/26/2013 630pm News CBS FLOOD SUIT The Mississippi Insurance Commissioner announced today he is suing 
the federal government.   It's tonight's top story.     Insurance 
Commissioner Mike Chaney says he's filed suit against the National 
Flood Insurance Program.   The goal to stop huge rate increase that 
threatens to bankrupt homeowners

0:37

Economy/Taxes 9/26/2013 630pm News CBS TOPPING OFF A celebration was held today at the Hard Rock Casino to mark a big 
step in the progress of the new hotel.     Michelle Lady takes us there.

1:09

Economy/Taxes 9/27/2013 5pm News BLX SERVICES Dozens of social services agencies have to put off drafting their final 
budgets until they get a better idea of how much money they'll get 
from Biloxi.   City officials say roughly 35 non profit groups have asked 
for donations.   However, the city hasn't decided how to handle the 
requests..  

1:56

Economy/Taxes 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead TOPPING OFF 630 A celebration was held today at the Hard Rock Casino to mark a big 
step in the progress of the new hotel.     Michelle Lady takes us there.

1:09

Economy/Taxes 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead FLOOD SUIT 630 The Mississippi Insurance Commissioner announced today he is suing 
the federal government.     It's tonight's top story.     Insurance 
Commissioner Mike Chaney says he's filed suit against the National 
Flood Insurance Program.  The goa  to stop huge rate increase that 
threatens to bankrupt homeowners.

0:37

Economy/Taxes 9/30/2013 6pm News BUSINESS IMPACT Meanwhile Keesler officials tell us about one-thousand-52 civilian 
employees at the base could face furloughs 'if' the government shuts 
down after midnight.   Those affected would still report to work 
tomorrow to sign some paperwork then go home.   The news has a lot 
of nearby business owner.

2:07



Education 8/31/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DREAM MARCH This week marked the 50th anniversary of Martin Luther King Junior's 
historic speech.   All week people have been paying tribute to Dr. King 
and his vision of equality for all.    One of those tributes took place in 
our nation's capital.   Biloxi NAACP's Vernon Mangum was there.

5:19

Education 9/3/2013 6pm News UNITED WAY More than 800-thousand dollars in education grants will be going out 
to various agencies across south Mississippi.   The funds will help 
students who are "at-risk readers" and prepare tiny tots for 
kindergarten.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui  has 
more.

1:29

Education 9/4/2013 5 00 am GMM UNITED WAY 6 More than 800-thousand dollars in education grants are going to 
various agencies in south Mississippi to help some of this areas "at-risk 
readers".    The money will also help prepare tiny tots for 
kindergarten.   Here's Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui 
to tell us more.

1:29

Education 9/4/2013 6pm News SAFE ROUTES The walk or bike ride to school for students at Jackson Elementary in 
Pascagoulais about to become a lot safer. Patrice Clark reports it is all 
part of a Safe Routes to School program  that's also helping fight 
childhood obesity.

1:55

Education 9/5/2013 GMM Look Ahead SAFE ROUTES 6 The walk..or bike ride to school for students at Jackson Elementary in 
Pascagoula...is about to become a lot safer. . Patrice Clark reports.. it 
is all part of a Safe Routes to School program... that's also helping 
fight childhood obesity....

1:55

Education 9/8/2013 10pm Sunday NELSON An educator from Pass Christian will be honored in Washington, D-C 
next week as one of the best school principals in the country.  Over 
the summer, Joe Nelson was named one of three finalists in the 
"MetLife/NASSP Middle School Principal of the Year Award".

3:02

Education 9/9/2013 5 00 am GMM NELSON 10 An educator from Pass Christian will be honored in Washington, D-C 
next week as one of the best school principals in the country.   Over 
the summer, Joe Nelson was named one of three finalists in the 
"MetLife / NASSP Middle School Principal of the Year Award." 

3:01

Education 9/10/2013 630pm News CBS GAUTIER ELEM It was a day of celebration in the city of Gautier today.  It's oldest 
elementary school was officially added to the National Register of 
Historic Places.  As Patrice Clark reports  The students, staff and 
community members couldn't be more excited about this prestigious 
honor.    

2:00

Education 9/11/2013 6pm News GPT SCHOOLS "It's a mistake and the district is going to move on."   That's the 
response from Gulfport's Schools Superintendent  after learning that 
his district's status could be downgraded from "accredited" to 
"probation" this year.   The Commission on School Accreditation 
recommended that the Gulfport

2:19

Education 9/11/2013 GMM Look Ahead GAUTIER ELEM 630 It was a day of celebration in the city of Gautier today.  It's oldest 
elementary school was officially added to the National Register of 
Historic Places.   As Patrice Clark reports The students, staff and 
community members couldn't be more excited about this prestigious 
honor.  

2:00

Education 9/12/2013 5 00 am GMM GPT SCHOOLS 6 "It's a mistake and the district is going to move on."   That's the 
response from Gulfport Schools Superintendent Glen East after 
learning that his district's status could be downgraded from 
"accredited" to "probation" this year.

2:18



Education 9/13/2013 630pm News CBS A RATED SCHOOLS This afternoon, hundreds of students in Ocean Springs were allowed to 
scream at the top of their lungs.   The "show your spirit" competition 
was part of a school-wide celebration.     Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight takes us there.

1:09

Education 9/16/2013 630pm News CBS MP SCHOOLS Parents are stepping in and the students are stepping up.   Moss 
Point's school superintendent credits the strong community support for 
helping students raise their test scores.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:21

Education 9/17/2013 GMM Look Ahead MP SCHOOLS 630 Parents are stepping in and the students are stepping up.   Moss 
Point's school superintendent credits the strong community support for 
helping students raise their test scores.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:21

Education 9/18/2013 4pm Show OCEAN SPRINGS EDUCATION 
FUNDRAISER

To send summer off with a bang, this weekend is the Ocean Springs 
Education Foundation's "surfin with OCEF" fundraiser...to help raise 
money for Ocean Springs schools.     You're invited to grab your flip 
flops and join the luau.      Joining us is Joey Conwill to tell us more 
about this event....

0:16

Education 9/18/2013 10pm News CHOICE BUS 75 percent of inmates in America never received a high school diploma 
according to the Mattie C. Stewart Foundation.     A non-profit 
dedicated to reducing the drop-out rate brought its "choice bus" to 
Gulfport Central Middle School today to give students a harsh look at 
what their life could be lik...

1:56

Education 9/19/2013 GMM Look Ahead CHOICE BUS 10 75 percent of inmates in America never received a high school diploma 
according to the Mattie C. Stewart Foundation.     A non-profit 
dedicated to reducing the drop-out rate brought its "choice bus" to 
Gulfport Central Middle School today to give students a harsh look at 
what their life could be lik...

1:56

Education 9/26/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL The University of Southern Mississippi is taking a stand; a stand for 
quality education and quality students.     The new Southern Miss 
President, Doctor Rodney Bennett is taking a rather simple step to 
improve the quality at Southern Miss.    No longer can someone enroll 
as late as the 10th day of...

1:00

Education 9/28/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

USM Hello... I'm David Elliott...   And I'm Doug Walker... Welcome To WLOX 
News This Week   On the show this weekend... The Department of 
Marine Resources request for a four percent budget increase.   We'll 
talk about that a little bit later.    But we begin with the University of 
Southern Mississippi....

0:20

Education 9/28/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

USM2 Welcome back to WLOX News This Week with us again for this 
segment USM president, Dr. Rodney Bennett.

8:00

Environment 9/2/2013 6pm News RECYCLES Jackson County officials say not enough  people are using curbside 
recycling in the unincorporated part of the county. County officials 
want to do something about that.   Patrice Clark reports.

1:53

Environment 9/3/2013 GMM PreTapes RECYCLES 6 Jackson County officials say not enough  people are using curbside 
recycling in the unincorporated part of the county. County officials 
want to do something about that.   Patrice Clark reports.

1:53

Environment 9/4/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING It's a great time to be in the outdoors.      Hunting season opened in 
style and anglers can expect a solid weekend.     Al Jones tells us 
more.

1:54

Environment 9/5/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING It's a great time to be in the outdoors.      Hunting season opened in 
style and anglers can expect a solid weekend.  Here's Al Jones With 
this morning's fish and game report

1:56



Environment 9/5/2013 6pm News EXPLORATION The debate over oil and gas drilling in Mississippi waters is about to 
heat-up again.     A legal notice published by the DMR caught the 
attention of those who've been closely involved with this issue.     
Steve Phillips in the studio with reaction to that public notice.  

2:27

Environment 9/6/2013 GMM Look Ahead EXPLORATION 6 The debate over oil and gas drilling in Mississippi waters is about to 
heat-up again.     A legal notice published by the DMR caught the 
attention of those who've been closely involved with this issue.     
Steve Phillips in the studio with reaction to that public notice.   

2:27

Environment 9/12/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL Even more encouraging about this project is the role teenagers are 
playing in the renovation of the building, planning and scheduling of 
events at the teen center.  The church alliance, Kingdom New 
Generation Leaders, recognizes for the center.

1:06

Environment 9/12/2013 10pm News EDITORIAL Even more encouraging about this project is the role teenagers are 
playing in the renovation of the building, planning and scheduling of 
events at the teen center.  The church alliance, Kingdom New 
Generation Leaders, recognizes for the center to be a success, teens 
have to be in on every facet of it.

1:06

Environment 9/15/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL What can we do about?    We can get it cleaned up.  You can be a part 
of the 25th Annual Mississippi Coastal Cleanup.    Last year 25 hundred 
volunteers collected more than 27 tons of trash.  There's plenty of 
work to do again this year.   70 sites in Harrison Hancock and Jackson 
Counties including.

1:17

Environment 9/15/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL What can we do about?    We can get it cleaned up.  You can be a part 
of the 25th Annual Mississippi Coastal Cleanup.    Last year 25 hundred 
volunteers collected more than 27 tons of trash.  There's plenty of 
work to do again this year.   70 sites in Harrison Hancock and Jackson 
Counties including.

1:17

Environment 9/16/2013 630pm News CBS TURTLE WATCH Any day now, 100 baby turtles could be making their way down the 
Pass Christian beach.     Marine experts are anxiously watching the 
eggs, waiting for them to hatch.     And so is Christina Garcia.     She 
joins us live right now with an update.

0:13

Environment 9/17/2013 630pm News CBS CMR MEETING A disappointing blue crab harvest and the prospects for a new oyster 
season.      Both subjects were discussed at today's "Commission on 
Marine Resources" meeting.      Steve Phillips has the details.

1:23

Environment 9/17/2013 630pm News CBS LA BIG GATOR A gator caught in Louisiana over the weekend beats the newly set 
Mississippi record.     Take a look at this.     The 760-pound alligator 
was caught in west Baton Rouge on Saturday.     It's 13 feet, four 
inches long, and beats our state record by 33 pounds.     

0:24

Environment 9/18/2013 GMM Look Ahead LA BIG GATOR 630 A gator caught in Louisiana over the weekend beats the newly set 
Mississippi record.     Take a look at this.     The 760-pound alligator 
was caught in west Baton Rouge on Saturday.     It's 13 feet, four 
inches long, and beats our state record by 33 pounds.     Louisiana 
does not record the weight.

0:24

Environment 9/18/2013 GMM Look Ahead CMR MEETING 630 A disappointing blue crab harvest and the prospects for a new oyster 
season.      Both subjects were discussed at today's "Commission on 
Marine Resources" meeting.      Steve Phillips has the details.

1:23



Environment 9/19/2013 6pm News TRASH If you look around outside it won't take you long to spot trash blowing 
in the roadways or in the grass.     Littering is a big problem in South 
Mississippi, costing millions of dollars in cleanup and even more in lost 
revenue.     

2:02

Environment 9/19/2013 630pm News CBS KATRINA AMOEBA New developments in the brain-eating amoeba discovered in Louisiana.     
Experts are now saying Hurricane Katrina may be to blame.   A boy 
was infected with the parasite in St. Bernard Parish last month while 
playing on a water slide.     He died shortly after.

0:34

Environment 9/20/2013 5 00 am GMM TRASH 6 Look around the coast and it won't take you long to spot trash blowing 
in the roadways or in the grass.     Littering is a big problem in South 
Mississippi.     It costs millions of dollars to cleanup.     Many will tell 
you it also leads to lost revenues.      As Michelle Lady reports, a new 
group.

2:04

Environment 9/20/2013 5pm News AMMONIA LEAK A gas leak at a Jackson County plant this morning is being blamed on 
a "mechanical failure".    A pipe at "Airgas Specialties" started leaking 
Anhydrous Ammonia around 8:45 AM.    Fortunately, no one was 
injured.    It took county firefighters and environmental crews about 
an hour to contain.

1:54

Environment 9/20/2013 GMM Look Ahead KATRINA AMOEBA 630 New developments in the brain-eating amoeba discovered in Louisiana.   
Experts are now saying Hurricane Katrina may be to blame.  A boy 
was infected with the parasite in St. Bernard Parish last month while 
playing on a water slide.     He died shortly after.    

0:34

Environment 9/23/2013 5pm News LONG BEACH HARBOR More than a year after Hurricane Isaac demolished or heavily damaged 
half of the structures at the Long Beach Harbor  there are signs of 
recovery.   The Port Commission made emergency repairs shortly after 
the storm.   Now, permanent repairs are underway.   

2:06

Environment 9/24/2013 GMM Look Ahead LONG BEACH HARBOR More than a year after Hurricane Isaac demolished or heavily damaged 
half of the structures at the Long Beach Harbor  there are signs of 
recovery.   The Port Commission made emergency repairs shortly after 
the storm.   Now, permanent repairs are underway.   Trang Pham-Bui 
tells us how the restorat.

2:06

Environment 9/25/2013 630pm News CBS FISHING REPORT The arrival of fall means deer hunters hitting the woods across the 
state and the second transitional fishing phase in South Mississippi.      
Here's Al Jones with more.

1:59

Environment 9/26/2013 5 00 am GMM FISHING REPORT The arrival of fall means deer hunters hitting the woods across the 
state and the second transitional fishing phase in South Mississippi.      
Here's Al Jones to tell us more about it in this week's fish and game 
report.

2:02

Environment 9/26/2013 5pm News MILLER DMR A cloud of uncertainty hangs over the Department of Marine Resources 
amid an ongoing investigation into alleged improper spending.     
Executive Director Jamie Miller has vowed to restore public confidence 
in the agency.     Meanwhile, Miller is seeking a budget increase for the 
coming fiscal year....

2:06

Environment 9/26/2013 630pm News CBS JAXCO ANIMALS The Jackson County animal shelter is filled to capacity with homeless 
cats and dogs.  But as Patrice Clark reports  a group of citizens is 
helping change that by placing the unwanted animals in permament, 
loving homes.  It's a story that's new at 6:30.

1:59



Environment 9/27/2013 5pm News HARBOR LANDING Two commercial buildings that have been a source of controversy for 
years at the Ocean Springs harbor may soon be gone.  The 
Department of Marine Resources will take bids next week on 
demolishing the Harbor Landing Restaurant and the adjacent dry boat 
storage facility.  The businesses were purchased.

2:10

Environment 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead MILLER DMR A cloud of uncertainty hangs over the Department of Marine Resources 
amid an ongoing investigation into alleged improper spending.     
Executive Director Jamie Miller has vowed to restore public confidence 
in the agency.  Meanwhile, Miller is seeking a budget increase for the 
coming fiscal year.

2:06

Environment 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead JAXCO ANIMALS 630 The Jackson County animal shelter is filled to capacity with homeless 
cats and dogs..     But as Patrice Clark reports.. a group of citizens is 
helping change that by placing the unwanted animals in permament, 
loving homes.     It's a story that's new at 6:30.

1:59

Environment 9/30/2013 6pm News OYSTERS The opening of the 2013 oyster season in Mississippi waters is now in 
the books.  Only three of several reefs opened south of Pass Christian 
this morning at sunrise, and only for tonging with a 12 sack limit.  As 
Doug Walker reports, it's an industry that is still trying to recover from 
both natural.

1:57

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/3/2013 4pm Show WORLD ALZHEIMER'S MONTH More than 5 million Americans are living with Alzheimer's disease 
that's according to a new study.     September is World Alzheimer's 
Month a time for people to learn about the disease.     Mary Sukiennik 
of the Home Instead Senior Care, joins us now 

0:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/4/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Parents who yell at their misbehaving teenagers may be doing more 
harm than good.   Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/5/2013 630pm News CBS HIRING VETS 630 A new program introduced on the coast today could help retired 
military veterans find much needed jobs in the civilian workforce. 

1:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/5/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Do warning labels keep teenagers from smoking?   And faster 
treatment for heart attack patients may not save lives.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/6/2013 4pm Show GULF COAST WOMAN'S CENTER The Gulf Coast Women's Center for Nonviolence is dedicated to 
supporting victims of Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault.     Here to 
tell us about the support they provide are Rene Davis and Rachel 
Maloy from the Women's Center.

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/6/2013 GMM Look Ahead HIRING VETS 630 A new program introduced on the coast today could help retired 
military veterans find much needed jobs in the civilian workforce.    
Doug Walker explains why....

1:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/9/2013 4pm Show SUICIDE PREVENTION WEEK Suicide takes nearly 30-thousand American lives each year.      This 
week is National Suicide Prevention Week, which is focused on getting 
help to people who need it most.   With us now is psychiatric nurse 
practitioner, Angela Hovanec, to talk about the importance of this 
week.

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/9/2013 6pm News PROSTATE CANCER About one man in six will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in his 
lifetime.   Other than skin cancer, it is the most common cancer in 
American men.    September is Prostate Cancer Awareness Month.   
Karen Abernathy joins us now for healthwatch with screening tips that 
could save your life.

1:53



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/10/2013 5 00 am GMM PROSTATE CANCER 6 Did you know that one in six men are diagnosed with prostate cancer?   
Other than skin cancer, it's the most common cancer in American men.  
Good news is  It's treatable if caught early enough.     September is 
Prostate Cancer Awareness Month.   

2:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/13/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Cavities might actually provide a health benefit.     Karen Abernathy 
has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:06

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/16/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS The thermometer is going hi tech and new research finds teenagers 
are living healthier.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch 
report.

1:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/16/2013 630pm News CBS HOSPITAL DISPUTE The insurance network battle is still brewing between H-M-A hospitals 
and Blue Cross Blue Shield.     We recently told you that H-M-A sued 
Blue Cross, claiming they weren't getting the money they were owed.     
A week later they were dropped from the Blue Cross network list.   

2:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/17/2013 430 GMM HOSPITAL DISPUTE 630 The insurance network battle is still brewing between H-M-A hospitals 
and Blue Cross Blue Shield.   This is a story we've been following 
because Biloxi Regional is an HMA hospital.     We recently told you 
that H-M-A sued Blue Cross, claiming they weren't getting the money 
they were owed.    

2:03

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/17/2013 4pm Show BACKPACK BUDDIES Some families in south mississippi have little access to nutritious food 
outside of school breakfast and school lunch programs.      Many 
organizations are stepping up to provide needy children with food to 
take home on the weekends.    

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/17/2013 4pm Show CHILDHOOD OBESITY This month is childhood obesity month.     A health issue that has 
become a nationwide epidemic   According to the newest CDC study 12-
point-5 million children and adolescents aged 2-19 are obese.     With 
us now from Gulf Coast Health Educators. 

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/17/2013 4pm Show EYE SAFETY When it comes to the sun...our eyes can be just as sensitive as your 
skin.    U-V exposure has been linked to a host of serious eye 
conditions.      Health reporter elizabeth vowell spoke with experts to 
find out how to pick out the best pair of shades for you.

2:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/17/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A warning that antibiotics can be deadly.. and more and more people 
are surviving cancer.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch 
report.

1:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/18/2013 4pm Show JAXCO CANDY This week marks the 30th anniversary of the Jackson County Citizens 
Against Needless Death in Youth.   The organization known as 'CANDY' 
is dedicated to helping provide safety for children through different 
ways car seat safety, swimming lessons, and standing up against 
bullies.  

3:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/19/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A new reminder that colon screenings can save lives and why less 
radiation therapy may benefit breast cancer patients.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/23/2013 630pm News CBS SNAP CUTS TONIGHT, THE MONEY THAT HELPS THOUSANDS OF MISSISSIPPIANS 
BUY FOOD COULD BE IN JEOPARDY.     THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM 
IS USUALLY LUMPED IN WITH THE FARM BILL.     But THIS YEAR, 
CONGRESS SEPERATED THE FARM SUBSIDIES AND THE FOOD STAMP 
PROGRAM.     NOW, THEY'RE DEBATING HOW MUCH IT WILL CHANGE.  

2:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/24/2013 5 00 am GMM ACA INFO 10 In this mornings top story Obamacare.     Some South Mississippians 
are waking up, a little better educated, about how the nations new 
Affordable Care Act will affect them.    That's because an informational 
meeting was held at the Orange Grove Library.    

1:51



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/24/2013 5 00 am GMM SNAP CUTS 630 TOPPING OUR NEWS THIS MORNING.  THE MONEY THAT HELPS 
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF MISSISSIPPIANS BUY FOOD... COULD 
BE IN JEOPARDY.     THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM IS USUALLY TUCKED 
INTO THE FARM BILL.   BUT THIS YEAR, CONGRESS SEPERATED THE 
FARM SUBSIDIES AND THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.    

2:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/25/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH PREMIUMS  We'll have the latest on those stories in just a moment, but first 
tonight  Get your pocketbooks ready.     Mississippi residents will pay 
some some of the highest health premiums in the country. Despite 
being deemed one of the poorest states.     

0:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/25/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS New research is linking a common prescription to diabetes.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report....

1:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/26/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Why diabetics may want to load up at breakfast.. and new findings 
from one of the biggest studies to date on premature births.     Karen 
Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch Report.

1:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

9/30/2013 6pm News HEALTH TATTOO REMOVAL AN ESTIMATED ONE-IN-FIVE AMERICANS HAS A TATTOO.       BUT 
WHEN YOUR BODY ART IS NO LONGER PART OF YOUR LIFESTYLE, 
GETTING IT REMOVED CAN BECOME A PRIORITY.       ON 
HEALTHWATCH TONIGHT. KAREN ABERNATHY LOOKS AT A NEW 
LASER THAT'S MAKING IT EASIER.  

1:48

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/3/2013 6pm News HOUSING Just like the rest of the country, the coast's housing bubble burst when 
the recession hit.  Now there are signs that things are improving.  New 
homes are going up, and existing ones are now selling.  Doug Walker 
tonight with an overview of this very important industry.

1:50

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/3/2013 10pm News RV PARK Tonight The Biloxi City Council voted against rezoning property that 
would have been used to build an RV Park.     The council faced a lot of 
resistance from residents who didn't want the park in their 
neighborhood.     Caray Grace joins us with more.

1:27

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/4/2013 430 GMM RV PARK 10 The prospect of a new RV Park in Biloxi had many residents upset.    
But the Biloxi City Council voted against rezoning property that would 
have been used to build it.    

1:24

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/4/2013 5 00 am GMM RV PARK 10 Folks who live near the site of a proposed RV park in Biloxi are resting 
a little easier now that the City Council has voted not to rezone that 
area.   The council faced a lot of resistance from residents who didn't 
want the R-V park in their neighborhood.    

1:22

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/4/2013 GMM Look Ahead HOUSING 6 Just like the rest of the country, the coast's housing bubble burst when 
the recession hit.  Now there are signs that things are improving.  New 
homes are going up, and existing ones are now selling.  Doug Walker 
tonight with an overview of this very important industry.

1:50

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/18/2013 6pm News HCUA APPRAISALS How much is your land worth?  Whatever an interested buyer will pay, 
right?  But if a government entity wants your land, you may have little 
choice in how much you're paid.   If negotiations fail, governments use 
a legal process called eminent domain to acquire land for public 
projects. 

4:17

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/18/2013 6pm News VET HOUSING A non profit group is moving forward with plans to build affordable 
housing for our nation's heroes even as it tries to figure out how to 
pay for it all.  Today, Back Bay Mission went before Biloxi's 
Development Review Committee to discuss housing it wants to 
construct off of Division Street. 

1:53



Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/19/2013 430 GMM VET HOUSING 6 A non profit group is moving forward with plans to build affordable 
housing for our nation's heroes, even as there are still questions about 
how to pay for it.     Back Bay Mission went before Biloxi's 
Development Review Committee to discuss housing it wants to 
construct off of Division Street.

1:53

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

9/19/2013 5 00 am GMM HCUA APPRAISALS 6 How much is your land worth? Well, it's based on appraisals and 
whatever an interested buyer will pay, right?  But if a government 
entity wants your land, you may have little choice when it comes to 
how much you get paid.  

4:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/4/2013 6pm News HWY 90 WIDENING Plans are underway to relieve the frustrations of drivers along Highway 
90 in Jackson County.  On Friday MDOT officials will meet with a 
consultant to come up with designs to widen a 12 mile section from 
four lanes to six lanes. Surveyors have been working from Vermont 
Avenue in Ocean Springs.

2:02

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/4/2013 630pm News CBS SAFE ROUTES Several Roads leading to Jackson County elementary will soon get a 
facelift..     It is all part of Safe Routes Program to help make sure kids 
get to and from school safely.     Patrice Clark has the story.

1:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/4/2013 630pm News CBS HWY 90 WIDENING This week M-DOT officials will meet with a consultant to discuss 
creating designs for a more traffic friendly Highway 90 in Jackson 
County.     M-DOT wants to widen the four lane portion of the road to 
six lanes.      Danielle Thomas has more.

1:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/4/2013 630pm News CBS ROAD CLOSED Long Beach students will soon have a safer and easier way... to get to 
two elementary schools.       A long-awaited sidewalk project is about 
to get underway five years after the city received a federal grant to 
build it.

2:09

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/5/2013 430 GMM ROAD CLOSED 630 Long Beach students will soon have a safer and easier way to get to 
two elementary schools.   A long-awaited sidewalk project is about to 
get underway five years after the city received a federal grant to build 
it.   

2:08

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/5/2013 5 00 am GMM HWY 90 WIDENING 6 Here's something to look forward to if you drive Highway 90 in Jackson 
County.    TOMORROW, M-DOT officials will meet with a consultant to 
come up with designs to widen a 12-mile section from four lanes to 
six.    

2:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/5/2013 630pm News CBS RAILROAD MOVE 630 Relief is coming for drivers who say they always get stuck by trains in 
Pascagoula and Moss Point.     Patrice Clark has the story.

1:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/5/2013 630pm News CBS BRIDGE REPAIRS 630 In addition to funds for the railroad relocation Mississippi will also 
receive federal money for bridge repairs.     The state will receive 
nearly four and a half million dollars to repair the I-20 bridge over the 
Mississippi River in Vicksburg.     

0:32

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/5/2013 GMM Look Ahead SAFE ROUTES 630 Several Roads leading to Jackson County elementary will soon get a 
facelift.    It is all part of Safe Routes Program to help make sure kids 
get to and from school safely.     Patrice Clark has the story..

1:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/5/2013 GMM Look Ahead HWY 90 WIDENING 630 This week, M-DOT officials will meet with a consultant to discuss 
creating designs for a more traffic friendly Highway 90 in Jackson 
County.     M-DOT wants to widen the four lane portion of the road to 
six lanes.      Danielle Thomas has more.

1:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/6/2013 GMM Look Ahead RAILROAD MOVE 630 Relief is coming for drivers who say they always get stuck by trains in 
Pascagoula and Moss Point.     Patrice Clark has the story.

1:20



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/6/2013 GMM Look Ahead BRIDGE REPAIRS 630 In addition to funds for the railroad relocation Mississippi will also 
receive federal money for bridge repairs.     The state will receive 
nearly four and a half million dollars to repair the I-20 bridge over the 
Mississippi River in Vicksburg.     

0:32

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/8/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL It happened again just last week, a driver died in a train crossing 
accident in South Mississippi.  It happened at a railroad crossing that 
had neither crossing arms nor lights. 

1:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/8/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL It happened again just last week, a driver died in a train crossing 
accident in South Mississippi.  It happened at a railroad crossing that 
had neither crossing arms nor lights.   

1:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/9/2013 Midday EDITORIALS ON It happened again just last week, a driver died in a train crossing 
accident in South Mississippi.  It happened at a railroad crossing that 
had neither crossing arms nor lights.   According to the Federal 
Railway Administration, more than half of the 2,200 public crossings in 
Mississippi have what 

1:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/18/2013 6pm News HIGHWAY 90 M-DOT calls it an inconvenience for drivers but one Biloxi neighbor 
believes it's a hazard.    For 8 years now water has been pooling along 
the side of one section of Highway 90.    M-DOT engineers have 
narrowed down the cause of the seeping water.    

2:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/18/2013 6pm News JAXCO ROAD The potholes and flooding nightmares on several neighborhood streets 
throughout Jackson County will soon be fixed. County officials say 
they're allocating more than 1 million to the cities for repairs. Patrice 
Clark talked with Ocean Springs citizens who are excited about the 
promised makeover.

2:02

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/19/2013 6pm News HWY 90 WORK Thousands of Cruisers are coming to town and several beautification 
projects are underway to give our guests a good impression of south 
Mississippi.   One of those projects targets all the dips and bumps 
along Highway 90.   

2:10

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/19/2013 630pm News CBS TRASH A new committee has been formed by the tri-county tourism 
partnership.. to combat littering and beautify South Mississippi.     
Leaders told Michelle Lady the trash is costly.. and it can no longer be 
overlooked.

1:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/19/2013 630pm News CBS HWY 90 WORK We're just two and a half weeks away from Cruisin the Coast.   
Thousands of car buffs will spend up to a week in South Mississippi, 
driving from city to city.   State transportation teams want to make 
sure those car owners have a smooth ride along Highway 90.  

0:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/19/2013 GMM Look Ahead HIGHWAY 90 6 M-DOT calls it an inconvenience for drivers but one Biloxi neighbor 
believes it's a hazard.    For 8 years now water has been pooling along 
the side of one section of Highway 90.    M-DOT engineers have 
narrowed down the cause of the seeping water.     

2:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/19/2013 GMM Look Ahead JAXCO ROAD 6 The potholes and flooding nightmares on several neighborhood streets 
throughout Jackson County will soon be fixed. County officials say 
they're allocating more than 1 million to the cities for repairs. Patrice 
Clark talked with Ocean Springs citizens who are excited about the 
promised makeover.

2:02

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/20/2013 5 00 am GMM HWY 90 WORK 6 We are now just a little more than two weeks away from the return of 
"Cruisin the Coast."    Already, close to 56-hundred cars have pre-
registered for the event.  And so to prepare for all those cruisers, 
Crews are working on several projects right now.

1:50



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/20/2013 GMM Look Ahead HWY 90 WORK 630 We're just two and a half weeks away from Cruisin the Coast.   
Thousands of car buffs will spend up to a week in South Mississippi, 
driving from city to city.   State transportation teams want to make 
sure those car owners have a smooth ride along Highway 90.    This 
week, they started re-surfacing.

0:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/20/2013 GMM Look Ahead TRASH 630 A new committee has been formed by the tri-county tourism 
partnership.. to combat littering and beautify South Mississippi.     
Leaders told Michelle Lady the trash is costly.. and it can no longer be 
overlooked.

1:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/26/2013 5pm News LORRAINE In one hour, Three gulfport city council members are holding a town 
hall meeting for the public to voice their concerns.  One of the biggest 
issues the "still" closed Lorraine Road Bridge.  Rebecca Powers reports.

1:48

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/27/2013 GMM Look Ahead LORRAINE In one hour,Three gulfport city council members are holding a town 
hall meeting for the public to voice their concerns.  One of the biggest 
issues the "still" closed Lorraine Road Bridge.  Rebecca Powers reports.

1:48

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 9/30/2013 Midday EDITORIALS Would you like to spend your free time in a place where bags, cans 
and bottles litter the roadways and beaches?    Of course you would 
not.    You, just like everyone else, prefer some place nice, clean and 
litter free.

0:58



 
Public Service Announcements aired on WLOX-TV 

July 1 through September 30, 2013 
 

WLOX-TV airs public service announcements (PSAs) on topics of interest to the communities it serves. 
These PSAs air throughout the broadcast day on WLOX. 
PSAs from among the campaigns listed below comprised those that aired on WLOX in the 2nd Quarter 
2013.  These PSAs were selected to target the ascertained community issues as listed in this report.  As 
follows: 
 
Topic:  Education 

• Marine Corps “USMC Scholarship Fund”  30 Seconds 
• “Right to Read”  30 Seconds 
• The Nature Conservancy – “The Forest”  30 Seconds 
• MLK Day  “Remember”  30 Seconds 
• “Jimmy Scholarship”  30 Seconds 
• Boys and Girls Club  30 Seconds and 60 Seconds 
• Bacot McCarty “Education”  30 Seconds 
•  “Water Sense”  30 Seconds 
• Boys Town “Education”  60 Seconds 
• Air Force Reserve “Stay in School” 30 & 60 Seconds 

 
 
Topic:  Economy / Taxes 

• Ad Council – “Save the Pig” 30 & 60 Seconds 
 
Topic:  Crime 

• Reducing Gun Violence - “Keep firearms away from kids. The 13 to 24 year old gun crime rate in 
the USA is 31%.” 30 and 60  seconds 

• Gulfport Police Dept. “Volunteer”  30 Seconds 
 
Topic:  Health Care / Care for the Elderly / Child Care 

• Ad Council 
• “Wireless Amber Alerts – Save a child.” 30 seconds 
• “Energy Savers – save electricity” 30 seconds 
• “Magical Things – save electricity” 30 seconds 
• “Reagan – Stay in School” 30 seconds 
• “Barriers – Stay in School” 30 seconds 
• “Teen dating – phone texting harassment” 30 seconds 
• “Be a Dad today” 20 seconds and 5 seconds 
• “Child Oral Health A – brush teeth 2 minutes” 30 seconds 



• “Child Oral Health B – brush teeth 2 minutes” 30 seconds 
• “Tooth Fairy” 30 seconds 
• Air Force Reserves 
• “There are great career opportunities in the Air Force Reserve.” 30 seconds 
• “Hurricane Hunters for Career opportunities” 30 seconds 
• Childhood Obesity 
• “Get active - to prevent obesity.” 30 seconds 
• “Drew Brees - get active” 30 seconds 
• Cyberbullying 
• “Stop Cyberbullying – what it is, how it works and how to prevent it.” 30 seconds 
• Homefront 
• “Church of Latter Day Saints. Be there for your children.” 30 and 60 seconds 
• Wireless Amber Alerts 
• “Sign up to get Amber Alerts sent to your cell phone.” 30 seconds 
• Forest Conservation 
• “Discover and Explore the Forest with Shrek” 30, 20 & 15 seconds 
• American Lung Association 
• “Be smoke free and live a healthy life” 30 & 20 seconds 
• “Voice of Change, make a pledge to not smoke” 30 second 
• Committee for Responsible Eating 
• “Help teach kids to eat Healthy” 60 seconds 
• Vision Council of America 
• “Help Kids see better for their future.” 30 and 60 seconds. 
• Infant Adoption Awareness 
• “Adopt a kid today. Change a life” 60 seconds 
• Secondary Schools Principles 
• “Stay in School, for a better future” 60 seconds 
• Shriners Hospital 
• “Shriners helping kids live better lives” 60 seconds 
• USA Freedom Corps 
• “Teens volunteer. Become a volunteer today.” 60 seconds 
• US Surgeon General 
• “Destiny,  Keep kids healthy.” 30 seconds 
• Foundation for a Better Life 
• “Reach out to others. Help people everyday” 60 seconds 
• “Teacher Helper. Become a teacher helper today” 60 seconds 
• Make a Wish Foundation 
• “Making kids dreams come true” 60 seconds 
• March of Dimes 
• “Premature infants. March of Dimes helping kids learn.” 60 seconds 



• Inspiring Inventions 
• “Inventions are what inspire us all” 30 and 60 seconds 
• Skin Cancer Foundation 
• “Put sunscreen on kids” 20 seconds 
• United States Air Force 
• “Better Futures by Lt Col” 30 seconds 
• Civitan – “Paula Dean” 30 Seconds 
• CASA – “CASA Volunteer” 30 Seconds 
• Life of Mississippi – 30 Seconds 
• March of Dimes – 30 & 60 Seconds 
• Mississippi Childrens Home – 30 Seconds 
• National Stroke Assoc. – 30 Seconds 
• Paralyzed Veterans – 30 Seconds 
• Rotary “Polio” 30 Seconds 
• Social Security Administration “Medicare Fraud”  30 Second 
• Skin Cancer – 30 Seconds 
• Veterans Affairs – 30 Seconds 
• Alliance for Health – 30 Seconds 
• Dave Thomas Foundation “ Adoption”  30 Seconds 
• Gulf Coast YMCA  30 Seconds 

 
Topic:  Environment 

• Arbor Day Foundation  30 Seconds 
• World Wildlife Fund  “ Education”  30 Seconds 
• Boating and Fishing  30 & 60 Seconds 
• Water Sense “Saving Water” 30 Seconds 

 
Topic:  Drugs & Alcohol 

• Gamblers Anonymous  30 Seconds 
• Ad Council – “Underage Drinking”  30 Seconds 

 
Topic:  Roads / Traffic / Drainage 

• Negligent Driving “Don’t Text and Drive” 30 Seconds 



  
 

 
                                                                            
 
 
October 1, 2013 
 
 
 
 
To:  Station Management 
 
Re:  ABC Television Network Third Quarter, 2013 Program Information 
 
Attached is the Third Quarter review of the ABC Television Network News & Public Affairs 
Programming.  The information, which we will continue to issue on a quarterly basis, may be useful to 
licensees in compiling their FCC quarterly issues/program list for your station's public inspection files.  All 
related legal materials will be posted on the A-Net prior to the 10th day of the new quarter (Word version 
7.0). 
 
If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact your Station Relations representative, or 
send an e-mail to abc.affiliate.relations@abc.com.   
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
Susi D'Ambra-Coplan 
Vice President 
Affiliate Relations 
 
 
 
Attachment(s) 
 



ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – Third Quarter, 2013 
 WORLD NEWS NOW 

Sunday through Thursday (Broadcast Day) 
  2:00 -   6:00AM ET 
  1:00 -   6:00AM CT 
12:00 -   6:00AM MT 
12:00 -   5:00AM PT - Sunday 
12:36:30 -   5:00AM PT - Monday through Thursday 
 
Comprised of thirty-minute segments, ABC's WORLD NEWS NOW, with co-anchors Diana 
Perez and John Muller, offers up-to-date news coverage including a mixture of live and taped 
coverage of domestic and international news issues. 

 
AMERICA THIS MORNING 
 Monday through Friday 
 4:30 - 7:00AM ET/PT 
 
 Rob Nelson and Diana Perez co-anchor this morning news program which provides viewers with 
 late-breaking national and international news, sports, weather and financial reports.  Featuring 
 separate and distinct fifteen-minute  segments, information about overnight events is constantly 
 updated. 
 
GOOD MORNING AMERICA 
 Monday through Friday 
 7:00-9:00AM ET/PT 
 
 George Stephanopoulos and Robin Roberts provide viewers with timely news reports, 
               informative features, weather information, and up-to-the minute interviews with world leaders. 
 
ABC NEWS BRIEF 
 Monday through Friday 
 aprx. 2:58 - 3:00PM ET / 1:58 - 2:00PM PT 
  
 This two-minute news capsule updates important news events of the day. 
 
 NOTE: As events warrant, ABC NEWS BRIEF may be expanded or re-scheduled, or an  
  additional News Brief may be scheduled. 
 
WORLD NEWS WITH DIANE SAWYER  

Monday through Friday 
6:30-7:00PM ET and 7:00-7:30PM ET 
5:30-6:00PM PT and 6:00-6:30PM PT and 6:30-7:00PM PT 
 
ABC News Anchor Diane Sawyer keeps viewers informed about world news events in this half-
hour news review 

 
20/20 
 Monday through Friday 

10:00    - 11:00PM ET 
 
Informational News magazine combines hard-hitting investigative reports, 
newsmaker interviews, compelling human interest and feature stories, and offers 
viewers a chance to learn more about the world around them. ABC News Correspondents 
David Muir and Elizabeth Vargas anchor 20/20 
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NIGHTLINE 
Monday through Friday 

 12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET/PT - unless otherwise indicated 
 

Cynthia McFadden, Bill Weir and Dan Abrams co-anchor the program which provides 
 in-depth discussion of current events. 
 
NOTE: As news events warrant, ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE may be expanded.  Please 
 refer to the NIGHTLINE section for exact program times. 

 
THE LOOKOUT 

Wednesday 
 10:00  - 11:00 PM ET 
 

A survival guide to the modern consumer jungle, this weekly broadcast will offer a mix of 
compelling undercover investigations and lively dispatches separating fact from fiction about how 
you spend your money.     ABC’s powerhouse team of correspondents will report. 

 
PRIMETIME: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
 Friday 

  9:00  - 10:00 PM ET 
 

Using hidden cameras, “What Would You Do?” establishes everyday scenarios and then captures 
people's reactions.  Whether people are compelled to act or mind their own business, John 
Quiñones reports on their split-second and often surprising decision-making process. 

 
PRIMETIME: WOULD YOU FALL FOR THAT? 

Friday 
   9:00 - 10:00 PM ET 
 

A one hour, unscripted show that takes eye-opening and head-scratching psychological 
experiments out of the classroom and into the real world. Anchored by Nick Watt. 

 
WORLD NEWS WITH DAVID MUIR 
 Saturday & Sunday 
   6:00 – 6:30PM ET / PT and 6:30 – 7:00PM ET / PT 
  
 This half-hour news program reviews the day's major events. 
 

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the preemption or rescheduling of various 
 news feeds. 
 

THIS WEEK WITH GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS 
Sunday 
  9:00 – 10:00AM ET / 8:00 –   9:00AM PT 

                and 10:30 – 11:30AM ET /  9:00 – 10:00AM PT 
    

ABC News Correspondent George Stephanopoulos anchors this news/interview program which 
focuses on the latest news events.  World leaders and policy makers participate in roundtable 
discussions. 
 
NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or re-scheduling of various 
 news feeds. 
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – Third Quarter, 2013 
 
PT: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
When you think no one is watching...what would you do?  The popular ABC News series, Called "a Candid 
Camera of Ethics" by The Columbia Journalism Review, returns with all-new scenarios. 
 
Friday, July 5, 2013 

• Women in Business: What would you do if you witnessed a job interview at a cafŽ where the 
male manager tells a younger female interviewee that she will not be hired because of her gender? 
Will any customers stand up for the female job-seeker? "Shark Tank" judge Barbara Corcoran 
guest stars. (OAD 9/14/12) 

• Food for the Homeless: When a waiter/bartender refuses to serve a homeless man, even though 
another woman leaves money to cover his food bill, will anyone intervene? (OAD 9/14/12) 

• Super Sour Sixteen: How will fellow shoppers react when a bratty and entitled girl throws a fit at 
a dress shop because she hates her custom-made Sweet 16 dress? (OAD 9/14/12) 

• Sandwich Board Kids: Recently some parents have been turning to a controversial form of 
punishment: making their kids wear a sandwich board that describes their offense (from stealing to 
smoking to doing drugs) on a public street. Will any bystanders intervene? (OAD 9/14/12)  

• Careless Pharmacist: What would you do if you saw a pharmacist loudly disclosing potentially 
embarrassing information regarding a prescription pick-up about someone waiting in line? Will 
anyone tell our loudmouthed pharmacist to tone it down? (OAD 5/11/12) 

 
Friday, July 12, 2013 

• Boy Manicure: What would you do if you saw a mom taking her young son for a manicure and 
someone was criticizing her for doing such a “girlie” activity? What if it was the dad objecting?  

• Drive Thru: What would you do for a fast food freebie? From asking customers to perform 
jumping jacks to singing your order – how long before this unique drive thru experience forces 
you to drive off?!  

• Wedding Cake: What would you do if you saw a lesbian couple being denied a wedding cake at a 
bakery because the owner doesn’t believe in gay marriage?  

• Insult Comic: What would you do if you were at a comedy show and one of the comedians was 
insulting audience members, including two overweight women and an older man with an attractive 
young Asian woman. (OAD: 10/12/12) 

 
Friday, July 19, 2013 

• Open Car: A man walks down a sidewalk, checking the handle on every parked car in his path, 
until he gets to our staged unlocked car. He then leans in, rummages around, and starts to take 
items from the car. Will anyone confront him on his blatant attempt at theft? What will happen if 
the thief is African American or a woman? 

• The Cool Dad: At a liquor store, a father is buying his teenage son alcohol for a party with his 
friends. Will anyone confront the dad or tell the store manager? (OAD: 10/5/12) 

• Daughter Diet: Will anyone dining in a restaurant intervene when they witness a mother 
restricting what her young daughter can eat, saying that the daughter is getting too heavy and must 
slim down? (OAD: 10/19/12) 

• Vintage Bottle: When a clumsy customer accidentally breaks a very rare, expensive bottle of wine 
and pretends she has nothing to do with it, even placing the blame on other customers, will anyone 
in the store speak up? What if the clumsy customer casts the blame on a store employee who does 
not speak English? (OAD: 10/12/12) 
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WOULD YOU FALL FOR THAT? 
From the creators of What Would You Do? comes Would You Fall For That? - a one hour, unscripted show 
that takes eye-opening and head-scratching psychological experiments out of the classroom and into the 
real world. Anchored by Nick Watt. 
 
Friday, July 26, 2013 (Season Premiere) 

• Photo Swap/Change Blindness: Under the right circumstances our brains are wired to be blind to 
changes happening right in front of our eyes. Using only a digital camera, a large cardboard sign 
and some helpful passersby, “Would You Fall for That?” gives this scientific principle a real-
world test. Watch as people agree to snap a photo of our bearded host, Scott, only to end up taking 
a picture of clean-shaven Nick -- without ever spotting the switch! And what if Scott and Sasheer 
switch places? Or a picture of Scott and Sasheer becomes a three-shot of Scott, Sasheer and Nick? 
Will anyone even notice?  

• Bird in a Tree/Foot in the Door Theory: “Foot in the door” theory says that if you start small, 
you can gradually get people to do more and more outlandish things. Really? How outlandish? 
“Would You Fall for That?” takes flight to New York’s Central Park to find out. Scott, dressed as 
a bird watcher, stops random park goers and tells them he’s spotted a ridiculously rare bird in a 
tree. What he doesn’t tell them is he bought the stuffed bird and wired it to the tree. Using “foot in 
the door technique,” Scott sees how far out on a limb he can get people as he asks them to perform 
more and more bizarre things in an effort to attract the attention of our Bird in A Tree. 

• Horoscope/The Forer Effect, Subjective Validation: How many people will believe that a 
generic horoscope, cut and pasted from several newspapers over 60 years ago by a psychology 
professor, is meant just for them? Why do horoscopes have such a powerful impact on people? To 
find out, Nick Watt disguises himself as a famous astrologer from London and “reads” the 
horoscopes of six random people who believe they’ll be on a pilot for a new TV show. Will they 
fall for it? And how will they react when we tell them the truth? Cameras are rolling for their 
surprising reactions. 

 
Friday, August 2, 2013 

• Power Drink/The Placebo Effect: Will beachgoers feel stronger and more energetic after 
drinking what they are told is an energy drink that is actually nothing more than club soda? 
“Would You Fall for That” tests their strength, before and after drinking the placebo drink, on the 
classic carnival game, the High Striker. 

• Marry a Stranger/Obedience: How far will people go just because they’re told to do something? 
Could “Would You Fall for That” actually get someone off the street to marry a stranger?  

• Celebrity/Follow the Crowd: Social science tells us that, in situations where people are unsure of 
what to do, they generally just follow along with the crowd. We test this theory by dressing 
Sasheer up like a pop icon and bringing her to Times Square, accompanied by fake fans and fake 
paparazzi. Will the fake hype generate real hype? Will people believe she is a superstar simply 
because we've made her look like one?  

• Lost Dog: If you were given a “Lost Dog” flyer, do you think you'd recognize the same dog if he 
was standing 50 feet away? What if the dog is dressed in a Elvis Presley costume? 
 

Friday, August 9, 2013 
• Anchors Away: Nick Watt is playing an all familiar role of a news anchor. Yet, this time, there is a 

catch. Can he convince unsuspecting passersby in Washington Square Park in New York that he needs 
them to sit in for his expert who is running late? How far can Nick push their limits?  

• Change Blindness: People often fail to notice change when it happens right in front of them. To 
demonstrate, “Would You Fall for That?” tests visitors to the Intrepid aircraft carrier to see if they will 
notice when we switch out one person for another after participating in a power of memory 
experiment. 

• Stop Eating: What would you do if an authority figure came between you and your lunch? Would you 
put on a suit jacket to eat at a hot dog joint? Would you stop eating a sandwich mid-bite just because a 
red light told you not to eat? “Would You Fall for That?” tests to see if people will obey authority 
figures even in the most absurd circumstances. 

• Dirty Diaper: Social science tells us that when the price tag is zero, rational behavior goes out the 
window. So “Would You Fall for That?” set out to test the power of “free” to its very limits, setting up 
a promotional event giving away free ice cream to passersby in a Brooklyn park. The catch? All the 
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chocolate ice cream you can eat as long as you eat it from a “recycled” diaper. Will people really take 
anything for free? 

 
• Designated Lanes: What if a fake park ranger asks pedestrians to walk on one side of the bridge 

because of their hair color, relationship status or height? Will people obey his outrageous orders just 
because he is an authority figure? 

• Elevator: Will people conform to group dynamics? If we face the back of the elevator, will they do 
the same? What if we start dancing? Or sit on the floor? “Would You Fall for That?” tests the Asch 
Paradigm to see how far people will go to feel like a member of the group. 
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20/20 
Friday, July 5, 2013 
LOSING IT 
From road rage, athletes gone wild and unbelievable courtroom shenanigans to a successful doctor who 
keeps making headlines for alleged violence against women, this week everybody is “Losing It” (OAD: 
6/22/12) 
 
Friday, July 12, 2013 
A SHOT IN THE DARK 
It's been the burning question in a murder case that has polarized the country - what exactly happened when 
teenager Trayvon Martin was shot dead after a fatal encounter with 28-year-old George Zimmerman? Was 
it murder or self-defense? The case comes to a close after a heated three-week trial that presented the jury 
with two wildly different versions of events. From inside the courtroom and interviews with key players, 
ABC News' Matt Gutman reports the latest and most in-depth information from the trial. 
 
Friday, July 19, 2013 
I ESCAPED MY LIFE 
Eric Myers seemed to have it all…so what would cause him to go missing on a business trip and literally 
disappear from his life and his family for more than 15 years? Was it a kidnapping? Amnesia? Was there 
another woman? In this dramatic and surprising story, Deborah Roberts uncovers exclusive details of how 
Myers allowed his own wife and kids to think he was dead for so long, and what he did while he was away. 
 
Friday, July 26, 2013 
DUNWOOD DAY CARE TRIAL 
Andrea Sneiderman claims she’s a grieving wife whose obsessed boss loved her enough to kill her 
husband, Rusty Sneiderman. But Sneiderman’s family has long insisted that she was the master 
manipulator behind the murder plot. This week “20/20” covers stunning developments in the case, known 
as the Dunwoody Day Care trial, which has captured national attention. 
 
Friday, August 2, 2013 
THE NAKED TRUTH 

• Too Attractive to Work: After working as a dental assistant for 10 years, 32 year-old Melissa 
Nelson was fired by her dentist boss for being too attractive. Dr. James Knight, who is married, 
said that he felt Ms. Nelson’s beauty was simply too tempting and presented a threat to his 
marriage. But Nelson was not about to take this reverse form of beauty bias lying down. She sued 
Knight for gender discrimination. The all-male Iowa Supreme Court would make a surprising 
decision, not once, but twice. Paula Faris reports.  

• The Tongue Patch Diet: A Long Beach cosmetic surgeon is helping patients lose weight by 
sewing a patch onto their tongues. The postage stamp-sized patch is abrasive, making it so painful 
to eat solid foods that the patient can only consume liquids. Promising to help shed 20 pounds in 
30 days.  ABC News Correspondent Cecilia Vega reports.  

• Six Pack Abs in 60 Minutes: You know those too-good-to-be-true before and after weight-loss 
photos we see on TV? Famed personal trainer Andrew Dixon had everybody talking last week by 
demonstrating that the secret to body transformation on film was just a few lighting tweaks and 
grooming tools. “20/20” put Dixon’s tactics to the test. 

• Charity Angels: The old adage “sex sells” apparently holds true even for charity fundraising, as 
Los Angeles-based company Charity Angels only hires attractive women in a bid to get wealthy 
men to part with their cash at philanthropic events -- from golf tournaments to black tie galas and 
cancer fundraisers. Chris Connelly reports. 

 
Friday, August 9, 2013 

• One of the Luckiest Men Alive:  David Hayes of Columbus Ohio knows a bit about luck - good 
and bad. Last October he went on an incredible streak playing blackjack at an Ohio casino, 
walking away with $36,000 in cash. But some thugs were watching him. He awoke in his bed at 
home hours later with three armed men pointing a gun at his head, stealing his winnings. Hayes 
returned to the same casino and in subsequent visits won back all that money again. So, is it skill, 
karma, or blessed good fortune? Deborah Roberts reports.   
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• Pennies From Heaven:  What it's it like to suddenly get a pile of cash dumped on you, when you 
weren't expecting it in the least? Just ask actors Kevin Brophy and Peter Barton, former stars of 
the Young and the Restless, who so entertained Illinoisan Ray Fulk that he left them a $1 million 
estate. Amy Robach reports. 

• Lucky to be Alive:   When expert skydiver Craig Stapleton jumped from a plane in March, it was 
routine until his main parachute didn't deploy and even his back-up chute got stuck in its strings. 
Stapleton believed he was living the final two minutes of his life while he plummeted to earth 
from 8,000 feet in the sky.  Matt Gutman reports on a very lucky man.    

• Make Your Own Luck:  Can you make yourself lucky? Ty Igodmind of West Palm Beach thinks 
you can -- especially if you buy his IGodMind brain programming videos, which he says uses 
binaural beats and hypnotic visuals to help your subconscious absorb "positive subliminal 
programming" and make yourself a better receptor for good fortune. Dan Harris speaks with Ty 
and a hypnotist about their approaches to attracting good luck.   

• Superstitions: We all know rationally that walking under a ladder isn't really bad luck, and that 
rabbit's feet don't bring good fortune. Yet many of us still practice these superstitions anyway. Jay 
Schadler conducts some social experiments with skeptic Tom Shermer. 

 
Friday, August 16, 2013 
FAMOUS PARENTS, FAMOUS PROBLEMS 

• Kid Stalkerazzi:Nick Watt reports on Halle Berry and Jennifer Garner’s emotional testimony in 
front of the California legislature this week as they described their encounters with the relentless 
paparazzi that make no excuses for their endless pursuit of celebrity kids. Nick Watt goes on a 
lively joy-ride with a well-noted paparazzo to see first-hand how they hunt their pint-sized 
celebrity prey.  

• Custody Battles: Hollywood Style: Usher’s ex-wife Tameka Raymond sits down for an 
exclusive interview about her son’s recent near-drowning accident and her strategy to establish 
full child custody. Dan Abrams reports on the very public and ugly collateral damage that is 
caused when celebrity kids take center stage in a grizzly battle of tug of war.  

• That’s My Boy!: What happens when a celebrity donates his sperm and then decides he wants to 
raise a child? A lot of tabloid headlines – and maybe even precedent-setting legislation – get 
written. Actor Jason Patric opens up to David Muir in a new interview about his struggle to be not 
just a donor, but a father to his son Gus.  

• Kids Tweet the Darndest Things: For a generation of celebrity kids who have no filter, social 
media is the new public confessional. From Paris Jackson’s online breakdown to Arnold 
Schwarzenegger’s son tweeting about his own father’s extra-marital affair and celebrity kids 
outing the real-life excess of their parents’ lives on Instagram – their parents may be the 
Hollywood stars, but these kids know how to find and shock their own audience.  Chris Connelly 
reports. 

 
Friday, August 23, 2013 
HIGHWAYS FROM HELL 

• GPS Astray: How much do you trust your GPS navigator? It might be much less after hearing 
this tale. In July 2010, Donna Cooper, her daughter, Gina, and their friend, Jenny Leung, took a 
wrong turn in Death Valley. Turning to their GPS for navigation, things quickly went downhill – 
and off the beaten trail. With no cell phone signal or paper maps, the women had no idea they 
were driving into one of the most remote and unforgiving corners of the 3.5 million acre desert. 
Jay Schadler reports their harrowing ordeal. (OAD 3/15/13) 

• Pileup: Matt and Catie Stegmoyer and their two children were driving along a Texas highway last 
Thanksgiving when they found themselves in the middle of a deadly 118 vehicle pileup. But the 
Stegmoyers were able to walk away unscathed largely because they ignored conventional wisdom 
about what to do in a traffic accident. John Quiñones reports. (OAD: 4/26/13) 

• Hit and Run: Inside the LAPD’s Hit and Run Investigations Unit, cops use the latest forensic 
techniques and caught-in-the-act video to track down hit and run drivers in the country’s deadliest 
city for pedestrians. Cecilia Vega reports. 

• Truckers: Jim Avila report on the sights, the sounds and the smells of life on the road as one of 
America’s long-haul truckers. 

• Dead Man’s Curve: John Quiñones lets you know if you’re driving on one of the nation’s most 
notorious and dangerous highways every day.  
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• Drive Home Alive: Mudslides, downed wires, avalanches, flash floods, earthquakes… ABC 
News Correspondent Gio Benitez with a how-to survival guide to best handle potentially deadly 
roadside scenarios. 

 
Friday, August 30, 2013 
MR. RIGHT on MATCH.com 
Those who date online might expect a certain amount of innocent fudging in others' profiles; there’s always 
the risk of encountering a liar. But police say when Jeffrey Marsalis created his Match.com profile, his 
intentions were far less innocent than getting a date. He wasn’t just a conman. Cops and criminal 
prosecutors say he may have been the worst date-rapist in the nation’s history. David Muir updates an 
investigation into the man who called himself “Dr. Jeff. (OAD: 7/15/09) 
 
Friday, September 6, 2013 (Season Premiere) 
SNEAKING SUSPICIONS 
Does Michael Wohlschlaeger have terrible luck or is there something more at play in the sudden death of 
his fifth wife, Shirley Seitz? Seitz died in 2010 from a blunt force head injury. Yet the manner of death was 
undetermined. And that’s not all… 33 years earlier, Wohlschlaeger’s first wife, Lynn, died at the age of 25 
after choking on a cough drop, and his third wife, Gloria Potts, now alleges that he tried to harm her during 
their marriage, which ended nearly two decades ago.  Jim Avila reports. 
 
Friday, September 13, 2013 
SMALL TOWN SCANDAL 
Former Mayor Linda Lusk and her husband Kevin Lusk, were one of the most respected couples in Prosser, 
Washington. Linda was accused of having inappropriate contact with a 14-year-old high school student 
who also happened to be her daughter's ex-boyfriend. After a police investigation, the once golden couple 
was under siege. Linda admits that what started out as a maternal and nurturing relationship with the boy, 
turned terribly. But how much of the story was true? David Muir updates a report with an exclusive new 
surprising interview with Linda. 
 
Friday, September 20, 2013 

• Bulldozer: What would drive a Port Angeles, Washington man to destroy his neighbor’s property 
with a bulldozer? Jay Schadler reports on the ultimate neighbor nightmare, including exclusive 
video of the unbelievable act in progress. 

• Neighbor From Hell: Lori Christensen made it her mission to ruin the live’s of Kim and Greg 
Hoffman’s lives. Her brand of terror was wide ranging.   She had agreed to plead guilty to 
violating a harassment restraining order and receive 10 years probation and “stay away” order that 
would have kept her out of her house for a decade. Last week she submitted a motion to withdraw 
her guilty plea, suggesting it had been coerced. Amy Robach reports.   

• Nextdoor.com: It’s billed as a customized social network for individual neighborhoods – a way to 
connect, to problem-solve, even to fight crime. Nextdoor.com is a high-tech neighborhood watch, 
where neighbors can post personal observations and security cam images. But is it also just 
another way to gossip or to spy?  Nick Watt reports.  

• A Lethal Line in the Sand: Matt Gutman reports the tale of two neighbors…a do-gooder who 
devoted his life to helping children and the elderly, and the other, an intellectual, an inventor, and 
immigrant carving out his American dream. Neither of them are magnets for trouble. So how does 
one of them end up in jail and the other in the morgue over bushes that separated their homes? 

 
Friday, September 27, 2013 
BETRAYAL 

• Remee Jo Lee had always dreamed of becoming a mom. Earlier this year, she was thrilled when 
she became pregnant with the baby of her boyfriend John Andrew Welden, a medical student and 
the son of a prominent gynecologist. But what happened next is unthinkable. Lee lost the baby 
after Welden deliberately switched her medication without her knowledge. In an exclusive 
network interview, she speaks candidly to Elizabeth Vargas. 

• Who killed family man, churchgoer and former marine Randy Stone? It was a mystery that baffled 
the community members who turned up for the funeral and listened to David Love give a stirring, 
heart-felt eulogy. But mourners weren’t the only ones in attendance… detectives were there as 
well, because they believed the killer might be attending the funeral.  
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20/20 SATURDAY 
Saturday, July 6, 2013 

• The Bling Ring: There's a new brat pack in Hollywood, and police say it's comprised of teenagers 
hungry for celebrity status. The man at the center of this accused group of teen burglars, known as 
the infamous "bling ring," sits down with ABC News to talk about the details of their alleged 
crimes. (OAD 3/5/10) 

• How Well Do You Know Your BFF: A small town girl leaves Washington for the glitz and 
glamour of Los Angeles. Like so many other Hollywood hopefuls, Meili Cady hoped to make it 
big on the silver screen, but the 19-year-old also longed for friendship. One day the aspiring 
actress was introduced to Lisette Lee, a wealthy young socialite,  Meili struggled to make ends 
meet - until her good friend proposed the perfect solution -- take a position as her executive 
assistant. The job seemed simple enough.  As Elizabeth Vargas reports, Meili says she had no idea 
that her troubles were just beginning... she had become a drug trafficker. (OAD 3/29/13) 
 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 
• The Performers: Theresa Caputo is your average suburban mom -- with one major exception: she 

says she talks to dead people. In the last several years she has parlayed her “sixth sense” into 
stardom with her hit TLC show, “Long Island Medium.” There is rarely a moment when Theresa 
is not describing messages from spirits she says are looking to connect with their loved ones in the 
physical world.  

• The Power of Premonitions: Have you ever had a gut feeling or a hunch that later came true? 
You may have actually experienced a premonition. Elizabeth Vargas meets people who say 
they’ve experienced the two most likely types.  

• Proof of Heaven: Five years ago neurosurgeon Dr. Eben Alexander contracted a brain infection 
that brought him to the brink of death.  So close, in fact, that he believes he went to Heaven. But 
Heaven apparently wasn’t ready for Dr. Alexander. He survived, and shares his tale and his No. 1 
bestselling book, Proof of Heaven, with Vargas.  

• Animal Premonitions: “20/20” looks at the sixth sense and predictive abilities of animals. Jay 
Schadler reports.  

• Do You Have the Gift?: Laura Day believes she has the power of premonitions and has turned it 
into a lucrative career as a psychic advisor to major corporations – advising them on everything 
from hiring decisions to investments and mergers. How and why do some people have this ability? 

 
Saturday, August 3, 2013 
SIXTH SENSE 
When nothing adds up and a gut feeling is all you have, forget about your five senses... what you really 
need is the sixth sense. Featuring an interview with "Long Island Medium" Theresa Caputo, who says she 
can communicate with the dead, "The Sixth Sense," is anchored by Elizabeth Vargas. 
 
Saturday, August 10, 2013 

• How Well Do You Know Your Boyfriend?:  Do you think you know your new boyfriend? Do 
you think saying, “Maybe we should just be friends” is the way to end it and just walk away? 
Soraida Hicks says to think again. David Muir reports. (OAD: 3/29/13) 

• Looking for Love: From a professional cuddling service to make-out parties, Dan Harris reports 
on the crazy and sometimes extreme tactics people do to seek love and affection in today’s hectic 
world. 

• Sniff Your Way to Love: It’s the new trend in the world of dating that’s spreading throughout the 
country -- Pheromone Parties. At these get-togethers, singles submit a T-shirt that has been slept in 
for three consecutive nights so that other participants can pick the scent that is most appealing to 
them. ABC News Correspondent Nick Watt reports.  

• Wacky Wedding Proposals: It used to take just a ring, a drop to one knee and those four magical 
words, but today it seems a successful proposal needs to wow not only your girlfriend but millions 
online. Elizabeth Vargas reveals some of the wackiest and most romantic viral proposals. 
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THE LOOKOUT 
A survival guide to the modern consumer jungle, this weekly broadcast will offer a mix of compelling 
undercover investigations and lively dispatches separating fact from fiction about how you spend your 
money.     ABC’s powerhouse team of correspondents will report. 
 
Wednesday, July 3, 2013  

• Undercover Mechanic: ABC is on the lookout for what you should know when you go into an 
auto repair shop. We take a real mechanic and send her undercover with Correspondent Elisabeth 
Leamy to repair shops for some simple fixes. Our undercover mechanic plays like she doesn’t 
know, but she’s an expert when it comes to cars. We also send in two men to the same shops with 
the same cars…two cars to the same five shops, all rigged with undercover cameras. Our expert 
bites her tongue while she is in the shops. But you won’t want to miss what she says once she’s 
out, and what our cameras catch. Will the shops we visit give our teams a fair shake or will they 
take them for a ride? (OAD 6/19) 

• Undercover House: The Great Pillow Case Fight -- 300, 400, 1000… Does a higher thread count 
mean a better night’s sleep?  With the help of a Consumer Reports’ textile expert, “ABC’s The 
Lookout” takes to Central park with two queen-sized mattresses to unravel the secrets of thread 
counts before you spend big.  Deborah Roberts reports. (OAD 6/5) 

• TSA iPad Theft: (Nightline repeat) After reports of TSA agents stealing from airline passengers 
around the country, ABC News decided to investigate.  We purposely left iPads behind at TSA 
checkpoints at ten major airports--each with a history of theft by government screeners.  At the 
Orlando airport, the device disappeared, but we tracked it 30 miles away to the home of the TSA 
officer last seen handling it. (OAD 9/12) 

• Skymall:  Bill Weir's visit to Skymall HQ in Phoenix, first aired two years ago.... Skymall is the 
ubiquitous airplane magazine that sells products from the sublime to the ridiculous to millions of 
American travelers...We have an update with newly trending items.  (Originally aired on 
“Nightline”) 

 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

• The Ring: It might be the most important decision one makes before popping the question – 
buying that diamond engagement ring. Dan Harris went undercover in New York’s famous 
diamond district to see how upfront jewelers would be about the diamonds they sold us. What 
many consumers may not realize is that some diamond rings are “clarity enhanced,” which means 
that cracks inside the diamond have been treated.  

• Bridal Boot Camp: “ABC’s The Lookout” follows three brides as they take on Bridalicious Boot 
Camp in Dallas, Texas to lose that excess weight before their special wedding day. We see their 
hurdles, frustrations, workouts, dress fittings – and finally, their weddings. Cecilia Vega unveils 
who lost the most weight and who won a special prize. 

• The Cake Test: Big box supermarkets are now in the wedding cake business, but how do they 
stack up? “The Lookout” put a cake from big box store Safeway to the taste against a cake baked 
by a high-end N.Y. cake master and a Betty Crocker cake baked by an ABC News assistant. Paula 
Faris traveled the cake slices across the country to a special group of cake experts - who won the 
very unscientific taste test? 

 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 

• Hypoallergenic Cat: After a big publicity splash trumpeting the world’s first scientifically proven 
hypoallergenic cat, hundreds of allergic pet lovers felt it was worth thousands of dollars to solve 
their sniffling. But then complaints began to surface. So “ABC’s The Lookout” took some of these 
pricey pets to the lab to find out just how special they really are.  Dan Harris reports. 

• Ordering Flowers: How close do online flower orders come to the pictures that are advertized on 
their sites? To find out, “ABC’s The Lookout” ordered three different flower arrangements from 
three of the top online sites, For You Flowers, FTD and Teleflora. The arrangements were sent to 
three ABC News producers in Chicago, Los Angeles and Atlanta, and to Correspondent Paula 
Faris in New York.  

• Mani and the Mob: He’s sold stolen cars to unsuspecting customers, but that may be the least of 
his crimes. Chief Investigative Correspondent Brian Ross tracks down an FBI informant and 
former Russian Mob figure who’s been allowed to live the high life until he is implicated in a 
murder case.  
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Wednesday, July 24, 2013 
• A Lookout Claim Check: Juju Chang checks out the huge calorie-burning claims made by 

makers of two new high tech weight loss gadgets. We're taking it to the lab. 
• Fine Print: Commercial ads are required to have a level of transparency to protect consumers, but 

the most important information is often reduced to the fine print, or in the case of radio, to fast 
talk. "ABC's The Lookout" examines some of the tricks of the trade when it comes to obscure 
disclaimers.  Linsey Davis reports. 

• Dogs Day Out: Americans love their dogs, and now there are new ways to lavish luxury on your 
pet pooch. But do they really need or even want it? Nick Watt takes a few four-legged friends out 
on the town. 

• Ice Cream "Study": It shouldn't take much to sell ice cream in the middle of a hot summer. "The 
Lookout" considers Baskin Robbins' new research linking ice cream flavor to personality traits, 
and takes to the street to see if the study passes our own taste and smell test. Gio Benitez reports. 
 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 
• Flood Car Investigation: When Superstorm Sandy hit the Northeast last fall, an estimated quarter 

of a million cars were submerged for days in corrosive salt water. Now tens of thousands of those 
cars are washing up on used car lots across the country. Bill Weir and the "Lookout" team go 
undercover to show consumers how to spot these potentially dangerous cars.  

• Hyper-milers: "ABC's The Lookout's" Jon Donvan shares the secrets of miles millionaires who 
freeload the friendly skies.  

• Boosters: Rings of organized shoplifters are driving up retail prices. Matt Gutman is along for the 
ride with police during a Central Florida investigation into an alleged shoplifting ring. 

• Pet Psychic: Think you know your pet? Would you pay up to $200 to find out what's on your pet's 
mind? Cecilia Vega is on the lookout for pet lovers. 

 
Wednesday, August 7, 2013 

• Boosters: Rings of organized shoplifters are driving up retail prices. Matt Gutman is embedded 
with sheriffs on a Central Florida investigation. 

• Debt Collectors: How far is too far when it comes to debt collectors? “ABC’s The Lookout” turns 
the tables on an agency that just might have crossed the line. Elisabeth Leamy is on the case. 

• All-Inclusive Vacations – Correspondent Paula Faris, her husband and two children go 
undercover on vacation in Mexico to learn what to look out for when booking that all-inclusive 
trip. Also, from restaurants, oceanfront rooms and room décor, an expert shows us how sometimes 
online photos can be deceiving. (OAD 6/12/13) 

• Gourmet Dog Food: How much would you pay to feed your pooch? “ABC’s The Lookout’s” 
Reena Ninan is in search of dog foodies. 

 
Wednesday, August 14, 2013 

• Infomercial King Kevin Trudeau Update: The US government won a lawsuit against 
infomercial king Kevin Trudeau, saying he has to pay $37 million back for misleading costumers 
about a weight loss program he was selling. But Trudeau didn’t pay. In the premiere episode of 
“ABC’s The Lookout,” Bill Weir went in search of Trudeau, finding him living in Switzerland, 
claiming he has no assets. Now Trudeau is back in the U.S., and back in court. Are his days of 
living large finally over?  

• Extreme Couponers: Stores have tightened their policies on couponing, but that hasn’t stopped 
two extreme couponers. “ABC’s The Lookout” pits the two famed couponing divas against each 
other  to see who can help keep more money in your pocket. Juju Chang reports.  

• Airline Ticket Prices -- Our bags are packed and we are heading to the airport to find out if and 
why you are paying more for your airplane ticket than the person sitting next to you. Plus, 
Correspondent Linsey Davis asks experts: Are there really tricks to buying cheap tickets? (OAD: 
6/12/13) 

• Gas Meters: Think that gas pump meter is accurate? Think again. Cecilia Vega looks at the 
efforts to calibrate gas pumps, the army of workers out on the road testing them, and how a pump 
can ‘creep” – sometimes picking your pocket and sometimes giving you a little surprise. (OAD: 
6/26/13) 
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Wednesday, August 21, 2013 
• The Preacher’s Son: Ephren Taylor used the pulpit of some of the country’s biggest mega-

churches to quote the bible and allegedly take millions of dollars from parishioners. The feds say 
he needs to pay up. Taylor has dodged the court and our cameras before. But ABC News 
Correspondent Steve Osunsami and “ABC’s The Lookout” track him down. 

• Irresistible Summer Food Treats:  Summer treats are everywhere and hard to resist. ABC News 
Correspondent Paula Faris, with the help of Dave Zinczenko, ABC News’ Nutrition and Wellness 
Editor and author of the best-selling book, Eat This, Not That, look at which treats are the least 
fattening. 

• Germs!: “ABC’s The Lookout’s” “germ team” joins Correspondent Nick Watt and a germaphobic 
mom and her family on the great American road trip to investigate where an average family 
encounters the most germs and what dangers they may pose. (OAD: 6/12/13) 

 
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 

• Yo-Yo Car Finance: Done deal on that used car purchase? Better check the small print. Brian 
Ross takes a closer look at a growing practice in the car trade associated with conditional car sales. 
Consumer advocates and government regulators say some car dealers attempt to renegotiate a used 
car sale with more expensive terms after the consumer takes delivery. Dealers say they need the 
ability to work out a new deal or undo the deal if financing falls through. Brian Ross investigates.  

• Skimmer Scam: One swipe of your credit card at the gas pump is all it takes for a new breed of 
digital thieves to steal your money. It’s all part of a high-tech crime wave called “Skimmers,” in 
which tiny credit card readers are criminally installed inside gas pumps to record credit card 
information. A former hacker takes The Lookout inside this criminal subculture and shows how 
this works and what consumers can do to protect. Nick Watt reports. 

• Make Up Wars: How much do you really have to spend on make-up to achieve a perfect look 
that lasts all day? The Lookout puts a spectrum of cosmetics through extreme conditions to find 
out. Juju Chang reports.  

• Real Estate Update: In June, The Lookout’s Cynthia McFadden profiled realtor Dottie Herman’s 
24-hour makeover of a small suburban house that stayed empty on the market for months. The 
Lookout has an update to the story with news that the house is now in contract and will soon 
become someone’s new home. (OAD: 6/26/13) 

• Online Flowers: Have you ever wondered if the bouquet you just received looks like what your 
cousin in Vermont picked out for you online? How close do online flower orders come to the 
pictures that are advertized on their websites? Paula Faris tests three online flower companies to 
see if what the consumer views online is really what the recipient gets at their doorstep. (OAD: 
7/17/13) 

 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 

• The Mortgage Rescue: Thinking of lowering your mortgage payments? Be careful whom you 
trust... Brian Ross and ABC News Fixer Stephanie Zimmerman try to save one woman’s home 
from foreclosure after she was allegedly cheated by a company that said it would help fix her 
financial problems. “ABC’s The Lookout” with a cautionary tale for homeowners.  

• Online Rental Scams: It is happening all over the country: internet scammers posing as home 
owners to rent out properties that are real but not theirs to rent out. Cynthia McFadden is on the 
lookout to help make sure your dream rental doesn’t turn into a horror story. 

• Vegas Survival Guide: They say what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. And, as Rebecca Jarvis 
reports, that often includes visitors’ money -- without ever walking into the casinos. “ABC’s The 
Lookout” with a can’t-miss Vegas survival guide that will help beat the odds in keeping the cash 
in your pocket. 

• Rental Cars: “ABC’s The Lookout” hits the road to show how you get the best deal on a rental 
car with the help of Vroomvroomvroom.com’s David Eastes.  

• Mattress Wars: How much does it cost to get a good night’s sleep? “ABC’s The Lookout” puts a 
spectrum of mattresses to the test to find out. 

• Flood Cars Update: This summer Bill Weir reported on dangerous flood cars from Hurricane 
Sandy that have washed up on used cars lots throughout the country. Weir’s report has led to an 
about face by a major insurance company and a potential change in how the industry handles such 
cars. A complete report is will air on “Nightline” Wednesday. 
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ABC NEWS SPECIALS – Third Quarter, 2013 
Tuesday, July 23, 2013 
20/20 SPECIAL EDITION – THE ROYAL BABY: HEIR TO THE THRONE 
 “20/20” and Barbara Walters take you inside the world of the new heir.  From the lifestyle and inheritance 
he will enjoy, to the extended family and privileged babies he will soon call playmates.  Viewers will get 
all the details on the royal birth, plus what’s next for the tiny prince.  Amy Robach reports from London. 
 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 
CRAZY, STUPID LUCK: A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 
From a lottery winner's strange murder that's right out of a crime novel to real stories of co-workers hitting 
the jackpot together -- and how their lives have changed for the good and for the bad – Anchored by 
Elizabeth Vargas and David Muir, “20/20" reports wild tales of lotto madness. 
 
Sunday, September 15, 2013 
A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 – PAGEANT CONFIDENTIAL: THE ROAD TO MISS 
AMERICA 
This special will take viewers behind-the-scenes of one of the most iconic pageants in the world for a 
surprising and intimate portrait of what it is to become Miss America.  With exclusive access to the Miss 
States winners, the hour follows the stories of several young women determined to don the coveted Miss 
America crown. This year "Miss America" features many contestants who are breaking down barriers. 
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ABC NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS – Third Quarter, 2013 
DATE START  END  LENGTH TOPIC 
Saturday, July 6, 2013 3:15:10 PM - 4:02:42 PM ET 0:47:32 San Francisco Plane Crash 
 12:15:10 PM - 1:02:42 PM PT 0:47:32 San Francisco Plane Crash 
       
 7:23:54 PM - 7:27:19 PM ET 0:03:25 San Francisco Plane Crash 

Update 
 4:23:54 PM - 4:27:19 PM PT 0:03:25 San Francisco Plane Crash 

Update 
       
Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:59:10 PM - 10:16:50 PM ET 0:17:40 Zimmernam Trial Verdict 
 7:59:11 PM - 8:16:44 PM MT 0:17:33 Zimmernam Trial Verdict 
 6:59:11 PM - 7:16:45 PM PT 0:17:34 Zimmernam Trial Verdict 
       
 10:16:50 PM - 11:00:00 PM ET 0:43:10 "20/20" - Live Show To 

Continue Zimmerman Trial 
Verdict Coverage, Pre-
Empting The Originally 
Scheduled "20/20 Saturday" 

 9:17:33 PM - 10:17:33 PM MT 1:00:00 "20/20" - Live Show To 
Continue Zimmerman Trial 
Verdict Coverage, Pre-
Empting The Originally 
Scheduled "20/20 Saturday" 

 10:00:00 PM - 11:00:00 PM PT 1:00:00 "20/20" - Live Show To 
Continue Zimmerman Trial 
Verdict Coverage, Pre-
Empting The Originally 
Scheduled "20/20 Saturday" 

       
Friday, July 19, 2013 1:47:44 PM - 1:58:23 PM ET 0:10:39 President Obama Statement 

On Trayvon Martin Case 
 10:47:44 AM - 10:58:23 AM PT 0:10:39 President Obama Statement 

On Trayvon Martin Case 
       
Sunday, July 21, 2013 (Broadcast 
Day - Actually early Monday, 
July 22, 2013 morning) 

2:37:51 AM - 2:40:57 AM ET 0:03:06 Duchess Of Cambridge Goes 
To The Hospital 

 11:37:51 PM - 11:40:57 PM PT 0:03:06 Duchess Of Cambridge Goes 
To The Hospital 

       
Monday, July 22, 2013 3:28:30 PM - 4:09:17 PM ET 0:40:47 Birth Announcement Of The 

Royal Baby 
 12:28:30 PM - 1:09:17 PM PT 0:40:47 Birth Announcement Of The 

Royal Baby 
       
Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:02:04 PM - 2:17:39 PM ET 0:15:35 Royal Baby Departure From 

St. Mary's Hospital 
 11:02:04 AM - 11:17:39 AM PT 0:15:35 Royal Baby Departure From 

St. Mary's Hospital 
       
Friday, August 9, 2013 3:04:35 PM - 4:02:39 PM ET 0:58:04 President Obama Press 

Conference 
 12:04:35 PM - 1:02:39 PM PT 0:58:04 President Obama Press 

Conference 
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Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:55:44 PM - 3:37:20 PM ET 0:41:36 President Obama's Remarks 
On 50th Anniversary Of 
Martin Luther King Jr's "I 
Have A Dream Speech" 

 11:55:44 AM - 12:37:20 PM PT 0:41:36 President Obama's Remarks 
On 50th Anniversary Of 
Martin Luther King Jr's "I 
Have A Dream Speech" 

       
Friday, August 30, 2013 2:44:11 PM - 2:54:57 PM ET 0:10:46 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 
 11:44:11 AM - 11:54:57 AM PT 0:10:46 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 
       
Saturday, August 31, 2013 1:46:16 PM - 2:05:46 PM ET 0:19:30 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 
 10:46:16 AM - 11:05:46 AM PT 0:19:30 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 
       
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:00:00 PM - 9:20:43 PM ET 0:20:43 ABC News Special - 

Presidential Address To The 
Nation Regarding Syria 

 7:00:00 PM - 7:20:45 PM MT 0:20:45 ABC News Special - 
Presidential Address To The 
Nation Regarding Syria 

 6:00:00 PM - 6:20:43 PM PT 0:20:43 ABC News Special - 
Presidential Address To The 
Nation Regarding Syria 

       
Monday, September 16, 2013 10:36:07 AM - 10:41:11 AM ET 0:05:04 Washington Navy Yard 

Shooting 
 7:36:07 AM - 7:41:11 AM PT 0:05:04 Washington Navy Yard 

Shooting 
       
 12:28:05 PM - 12:38:48 PM ET 0:10:43 Sepcial Report - President 

Obama Remarks On Wash. 
Navy Yard Shooting 

 9:28:05 AM - 9:38:48 AM PT 0:10:43 Sepcial Report - President 
Obama Remarks On Wash. 
Navy Yard Shooting 

       
 2:15:00 PM - 2:18:01 PM ET 0:03:01 Update On Wash. Navy Yard 

Shooting 
 11:15:00 AM - 11:18:01 AM PT 0:03:01 Update On Wash. Navy Yard 

Shooting 
       
(Broadcast Day - Actually early 
Tuesday, September 17, 2013 
morning) 

2:00:00 AM - 4:30:00 AM ET 2:30:00 ABC World News Now - 
Lower Third News Crawl 
Aired 

 1:06:30 AM - 4:30:00 AM PT 3:23:30 ABC World News Now - 
Lower Third News Crawl 
Aired 

       
Friday, September 27, 2013 3:40:31 PM - 4:00:27 PM ET 0:19:56 President Obama's Remarks 

On Iran And The Budget 
Crisis 

 12:40:31 PM - 1:00:27 PM PT 0:19:56 President Obama's Remarks 
On Iran And The Budget 
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Crisis 

       
Monday, September 30, 2013 4:59:20 PM - 5:14:05 PM ET 0:14:45 President Obama Comments 

On Government Shutdown 
 1:59:20 PM - 2:14:05 PM PT 0:14:45 President Obama Comments 

On Government Shutdown 
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THIS WEEK – Third Quarter, 2013 
Sunday, July 7, 2013 
Guests: 

• George W. Bush 
Former President 

• Laura Bush 
Former First Lady 

• Mohamed Tawfik 
Egypt’s Ambassador to the U.S. 

• David Ignatius 
Columnist, The Washington Post 

• Michael Rubin 
American Enterprise Institute 

Topics: 
• Bush Trip to Africa 
• Crisis In Egypt 

 
Sunday, July 14, 2013 
Guests: 

• Rep Karen Bass (R-CA) 
D – Judiciary Committee 

• Rep Tom Cole (R-OK) 
R – Appropriations Committee 

• Sen Orrin Hatch (R-UT) 
R – Judiciary Committee 

• Sen Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) 
D – Judiciary Committee 

• Eliot Spitzer (D-NY) 
Former New York Governor 

• Paul Gigot 
Editorial Page Editor, The Wall Street Journal 

• Maggie Haberman 
Senior Political Reporter, Politico 

• Mark Leibovich 
Chief National Correspondent, New York Times Magazine 
Author, “This Town” 

• Tavis Smiley 
Television and Radio Host 

Topics: 
• Obamacare 
• Immigration Reform 

 
Sunday, July 21, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen Ted Cruz (R-TX) 
R – Judiciary Committee 

• Mayor Dave Bing (D-Detroit) 
• Van Jones 

Former Obama White House Green Jobs Adviser 
Co-Host, CNN’s “Crossfire” 

• Dana Perino 
Former Bush White House Press Secretary 
Co-Host, Fox News Channel’s “The Five” / FOX News Contributor 

• Piper Kerman 
Author, "Orange is the New Black" 

Topics: 
• 2016 Presidential Candidate 
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Sunday, July 28, 2013 
Guests: 

• Judy Smith 
Crisis Management Expert 
Co-Executive Producer, “Scandal” 
President, Smith & Company 

• Jack Lew 
Treasury Secretary 

• Sen Dick Durbin (D-IL) 
D – Assistant Majority Leader 

• Sen Saxby Chambliss (R-GA) 
R – Vice Chair, Intelligence Committee 

• Katrina vanden Heuvel 
Editor and Publisher, The Nation 
Columnist, WashingtonPost.com 

• Peggy Noonan 
Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 

• Steven Rattner 
Chair, Willett Advisors 
Former Counselor to the Treasury Secretary 
Former Lead Auto Adviser 

• Fmr Sen Byron Dorgan (D-ND) 
Co-Author, “Gridlock” 

Topics: 
• Crisis Management 
 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 
Guests: 

• Gen. Martin Dempsey 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

• Rep. Peter King, (R-NY) 
 (R) Intelligence Committee; (R) Chair, Sub-Committee on Counter-terrorism and Intelligence 

• Rep. Dutch Ruppersberger, (D-MD) 
 (D) Ranking Member, Intelligence Committee 

• Glenn Greenwald 
Columnist, The Guardian 

• Jeff Zeleny 
Senior Washington Correspondent 

• Soledad O’Brien 
CEO, Starfish Media Group 

• Neera Tanden 
President, Center for American Progress 

• Michael Chertoff 
Chair, The Chertoff Group; Former Secretary, Department of Homeland Security 

• Jeffrey Goldberg 
•  Columnist, Bloomberg View 
• Scott Simon 

Host, NPR’s Weekend Edition Saturday 
Topics: 

• Terror Threats 
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Sunday, August 11, 2013 
Guests: 

• Lon Snowden 
Father of Edward Snowden  

• Bruce Fein 
Attorney, Bruce Fein & Associates 

• Sen Robert Menendez (D-NJ)  
(D) Chair, Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

• Rep Ed Royce(R-CA) 
(R) Chair, House Foreign Relations Committee 

• Donald Trump 
Chair and President, The Trump Organization 

• Rep Joaquin Castro (D-TX) 
(D) Armed Services Committee 

• Rep Louie Gohmert (R-TX) 
(R) Judiciary Committee 

• Arianna Huffington 
Editor-in-Chief, The Huffington Post Media Group 

• Cory Johnson 
 Anchor, "Bloomberg West"/Editor-At-Large, Bloomberg TV 

• David Remnick 
Editor, The New Yorker 

• Fmr Sen Byron Dorgan (D-ND)  
Co-Author, "Gridlock" 

Topics: 
• Russia Tensions 
• 2016 Presidential Candidates 

 
Sunday, August 18, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen Bob Corker (R-TN) 
Ranking Member, Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

• Rep Eliot Engel (D-NY) 
Ranking Member, House Foreign Affairs Committee 

• Reince Priebus 
Chair, Republican National Committee 

• Ray Kelly 
New York City Police Commissioner 

• Bill Kristol 
Editor, The Weekly Standard 

• David Plouffe 
Former Obama White House Senior Adviser 
Contributor, Bloomberg TV 

• Rep Keith Ellison (R-MN) 
Co-Chair, Congressional Progressive Caucus 

• Carly Fiorina 
Chair, Good360 
Former Hewlett-Packard CEO and Chair 

• Bill Hamilton 
Former White House Storekeeper 

Topics: 
• Crisis in Egypt 
• 55 Years in the White House 
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Sunday, August 25, 2013 
Guests: 

• Amr Moussa 
Frmr. Egyptian Foreign Minister & Frmr. Head of the Arab League 

• Colonel Steve Ganyard 
• Matt Bradley 

Wall Street Journal 
• Ashraf Khalil 

Time Magazine 
• Abigail Hauslohner 

The Washington Post’s Cair Bureau Chief 
• Dan Balz 

The Washington Post 
Topics: 

• Crisis in Syria 
 
Sunday, September 1, 2013 
Guests: 

• Gen James Cartwright USMC (Ret) 
Fmr Vice Chair, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

• Vali Nasr 
Dean, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced Intl Studies 

• James Carville 
Democratic Strategist 

• Mary Matalin 
Republican Strategist 

• Peggy Noonan 
Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 

• Tavis Smiley 
Television and Radio Host 

• Steven Rhodes 
Middle Tennessee State University 

Topics: 
• Crisis in Syria 

 
Sunday, September 8, 2013 
Guests: 

• Denis McDonough 
White House Chief of Staff 

• Sen Ted Cruz (R-TX) 
  (R) Armed Services Committee 

• Gregory Hicks 
Former Deputy Chief of Mission in Libya 

• Rep Adam Kinzinger (R-IL) 
(R) House Foreign Affairs Committee 

• Dan Senor 
Co-Founder, Foreign Policy Initiative 

• Katrina vanden Heuvel 
Editor and Publisher, The Nation 
Columnist, WashingtonPost.com 

• Greta Van Susteren 
FOX News Anchor 

• Ali Soufan 
Former FBI Special Agent 
Chairman and CEO, The Soufan Group 

• Rep Jaime Herrera Beutler (R-WA) 
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Topics: 
• Crisis in Syria 
• Threat of Terrorism 

 
September 15, 2013 
Guests: 

• President Barack Obama 
• Rep Justin Amash (R-MI) 
• Rep Donna F Edwards (D-MD) 
• Paul Gigot 

Editorial Page Editor, The Wall Street Journal 
• Robert Schenkkan 

Playwright, “All the Way” 
Topics: 

• Crisis in Syria 
• “All the Way”  

 
September 22, 2013 
Guests: 

• Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D-MD) 
Ranking Member, Budget Committee 

• Rep. Tom Graves (R-GA) 
 Appropriations Committee 

• Newt Gingrich 
Former House Speaker 
Co-Host, CNN’s “Crossfire” 

• Robert Reich 
Former Clinton Labor Secretary 
Professor, University of California, Berkeley 
Featured in New Documentary “Inequality for All” 

• Gwen Ifill 
Co-Host and Managing Editor, PBS’ “NewsHour” 
Moderator and Managing Editor, PBS’ “Washington Week” 

• Billie Jean King 
Tennis Legend 
Winner, 1973 “Battle of the Sexes” Match 

Topics: 
• Government Shutdown 

 
September 29, 2013 
Guests: 

• President Bill Clinton 
Topics: 

• The Clinton Global Initiative 
• Potential Government Shutdown 
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NIGHTLINE – Third Quarter, 2013 
Monday, July 1, 2013 
Topics: 

• Desert Disaster: Fatal Fire 
• Courtroom Drama:  Zimmerman Trial 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, July 2, 2013 
Topics: 

• Trial and Error:  Zimmerman 
• Hunger Games: BBQ Wars 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, July 3, 2013 
Topics: 

• Crisis In Egypt: Military Coup 
• Crisis In Egypt: Two-Way 
• Selfie Nation 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, July 4, 2013 
Topics: 

• Lucky Man: Survival Story 
• Greatest Gift: Answering Mandela’s Call 
• Crisis In Egypt: Two-Way 

 
Friday, July 5, 2013 
Topics: 

• Gift of Life: A New Beginning 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, July 8, 2013 
Topics: 

• Seven Seconds of Terror: Flight 214 
• Tale of the Tapes: Zimmerman Trial 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, July 9, 2013 
Topics: 

• Til Death Do Us Part?: Murder for Hire 
• Heroes Getting High: Bath Salts 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 
Topics: 

• Self Defense or Murder?:  Zimmerman Trial 
• The Fast and the Fabulous 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 
Topics: 

• Closing Arguments: Zimmerman Trial 
• King of Thieves: Apollo Robbins 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Friday, July 12, 2013 
Topics: 

• Testimony and Tension: Zimmerman Trial 
• Jumped the Shark?: Sharknado 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, July 15, 2013 
Topics: 

• Zimmerman: The Family Speaks 
• Zimmerman: Still Packing? 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 
Topics: 

• Armed & Undercover 
• Lost in Translation? 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 
Topics: 

• Preaching Hate: Westboro Baptist Church 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 
Topics: 

• Fatal Error? 
• What Lies Beneath 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, July 19, 2013 
Topics: 

• Sea World Fights Back 
• Underwear Billionaire 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, July 22, 2013 
Topics: 

• Heir to the Throne 
• Lucky Boy 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, July 23, 2013 
Topics: 

• Born to Be King 
• The Good Wives? 
• Feed Freenzy 

 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 
Topics: 

• Worlds Apart: Aaron Hernandez 
• Power Wife: Huma Abedin 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, July 25, 2013 
Topics: 

• Juror B29 
• Rebel Solo 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, July 26, 2013 
Topics: 

• Fountain of Youth 
• Friends with Kids 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, July 29, 2013 
Topics: 

• Pitbull, Inc. 
• The Heist 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, July 30, 2013 
Topics: 

• Sex Sells 
• Reality Check: Real Housewives 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, July 31, 2013 
Topics: 

• The Last Stand: Whose Side is God on? 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, August 1, 2013 
Topics: 

• Face to Face: Ariel Castro 
• Breaking Bad 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, August 2, 2013 
Topics: 

• On the Road to Adventure: Lonely Planet 
• Pampered Campers 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, August 5, 2013 
Topics: 

• The Hunt for White Gold 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, August 6, 2013 
Topics: 

• When Sharks Attack 
• The Real Hollywood Stars: Sharks 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, August 7, 2013 
Topics: 

• Sole Survivor 
• Down & Dirty: Jennifer Aniston 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, August 8, 2013 
Topics: 

• Recapturing the Friedmans 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, August 9, 2013 
Topics: 

• Undercover Bachelor: Buying Diamonds 
• On the Prowl 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday,  August 12, 2013 
Topics: 

• Tongue Patch 
• Bethenny Frankel 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, August 13, 2013 
Topics: 

• Paparazzi Wars 
• Extreme Right 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, August 14, 2013 
Topics: 

• Usher Out 
• Girl Power: Ronda Rousey 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, August 15, 2013 
Topics: 

• Parental Supervision Required 
• (Mackle) More, Please 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, August 16, 2013 
Topics: 

• Groupon It! 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, August 19, 2013 
Topics: 

• Picture Perfect: Prince George 
• Girl Power 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, August 20, 2013 
Topics: 

• School Shooting 
• Crisis in Egypt 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, August 21, 2013 
Topics: 

• Hot Ride: Tesla 
• Chemical Attack? 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, August 22, 2013 
Topics: 

• Off the Map: Expedition of Hope 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, August 23, 2013 
Topics: 

• Risky Business:  The End of Porn? 
• Panda Baby Boom 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, August 26, 2013 
Topics: 

• One Direction 
• GrandMaster 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, August 27, 2013 
Topics: 

• Amish Mafia 
• Sexy Homemaking: Dyson 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 
Topics: 

• Making History 
• The Color Run 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, August 29, 2013 
Topics: 

• Dangerous Games: NFL Settlement 
• Marriage & Mistakes: Zimmerman 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, August 30, 2013 
Topics: 

• Crisis in Syria: Risk Factors 
• Ultimate Summer Song 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, September 2, 2013 
Topics: 

• Saving Daniel: St. Jude’s 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, September 3, 2013 
Topics: 

• Nightline on the Lookout: Moving Mayhem 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 
Topics: 

• Nightline on the Lookout: Flood Cars 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, September 5, 2013 
Topics: 

• Extreme Heat Tourism 
• Nightline on the Lookout:  Rental Road Race 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, September 6, 2013 
Topics: 

• Nightline on the Lookout: Unreal Estate 
• Battle A-Brewing 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, September 9, 2013 
Topics: 

• War of Words 
• Gator Hunters 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 
Topics: 

• Defining Moment:  President Obama 
• Plane and Simple:  Firefighting Planes 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 
Topics: 

• Caught in the Crossfire:  The Smallest Casualties 
• 9/11 End Note 

 
Thursday, September 12, 2013 
Topics: 

• Runway Revolution 
• Night Flight: Batnado 
• Feed Frenzy:  Wall of Water 

 
Friday, September 13, 2013 
Topics: 

• Nightline on the Lookout:  Skimmer Scams 
• Miss America, Ink 
• Feed Frenzy:  Unlucky Day? 

 
Monday, September 16, 2013 
Topics: 

• Deadly Rampage:  DC Massacre 
• Raging Waters:  Biblical Flood? 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, September 17, 2013 
Topics: 

• Deadly Rampage: The Gunman 
• Into the Wild: Tiger Tourism 
• End Note: Lives Lost 
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Wednesday, September 18, 2013 
Topics: 

• Nightline on the Lookout:  Trudeau 
• Deadly Rampage:  The Gunman 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, September 19, 2013 
Topics: 

• Faith Matters: Preaching for Dollars 
• Unliely Sea-Rial Killers:  Dolphins 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, September 20, 2013 
Topics: 

• Tanned, Toned & Tough 
• Crime and Punishment: G. Dep 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, September 23, 2013 
Topics: 

• Terror at the Mall 
• Franken-Cats 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, September 24, 2013 
Topics: 

• Escaping Scientology 
• Terrorists Next Door 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 
Topics: 

• Almost Famous: Nashville 
• Caught on Tape:  Navy Yard Shooter 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, September 26, 2013 
Topics: 

• Modeling for Jesus 
• One (Mega) Hit Wonder? 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, September 27, 2013 
Topics: 

• Candy Crush 
• Bosom Buddies 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, September 30, 2013 
Topics: 

• Operation Paradise 
• Married to a Murderer 
• Feed Frenzy 
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CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS 

JULY 2013 
         Page 1 of 11 

 
FACE THE NATION 
 
07/07/13 Guests: Deborah Hersman, National Transportation Safety Board (1); Clarissa Ward, CBS News 

Foreign Correspondent (2); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); 
Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (4); 
Representative Xavier Becerra (D-CA), Chairman of the House Democratic Caucus (5); Janet 
Murguia, National Council of La Raza (6); Dan Stein, Federation for Immigration Reform (6); 
David Rohde, Thomson Reuters (7); Michael O’Hanlon, The Brookings Institution (7); John 
Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (7); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (7); Harold 
Holzer, author, “The Civil War in 50 Objects” (8) 
Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 
1) Latest information regarding yesterday’s crash at San Francisco International Airport of Asiana 
Air Flight 214 from Seoul, South Korea 
2) The current situation in Egypt 
3) Topics include: impact the sequester and resulting spending cuts have on the ability of Arizona 
firefighters to fight the massive forest fires plaguing the state; current situation in Egypt / possible 
impact on U.S. foreign policy / criticism of the Obama administration for its perceived passivity to 
the events; Senate Republican leadership’s negative reaction to the Immigration Reform Bill and 
the possible influence that will have on Republicans in the House of Representatives; NSA leaker 
Edward Snowden’s asylum assurances 
4) Representative McCaul’s opinion regarding the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill and 
how it compares to his own bipartisan immigration and border security bill 
5) Topics include: reaction to Representative McCaul’s suggestion of a piecemeal approach, as 
opposed to a comprehensive approach, in addressing immigration reform / criticism against Senate 
Democrats for accepting the Republican amendment which added funding for increased border 
security / support for a pathway to citizenship for the eleven million people illegally in the United 
States and their inclusion into the healthcare system 
6) Topics include: opposing viewpoints regarding the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill / 
the Republican amendment which added funding for increased border security 
7) Topics include: the current situation in Egypt /  criticism of the Obama administration for its 
perceived passivity to the events; speculation regarding how House Republicans will react to the 
Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill; the Obama administration’s reaction to the crisis in 
Syria and Egypt; recent change to the health care law affecting businesses with more than fifty 
employees 
8) Topics include: the legacy of the Civil War Battle of Gettysburg / the identity and significance 
of a charred bible, one of the fifty objects identified in Professor Holzer’s book on the Civil War 

 
 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS 

JULY 2013 
         Page 2 of 11 

 
FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
07/14/13 Guests: Daryl Parks, attorney for the Trayvon Martin Family (1); Benjamin Jealous, President, 

NAACP (2); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (2); Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu, Israel (3); Representative Mike Kelly (R-PA) (4); Representative Mario Diaz-Balart 
(R-FL) (4); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Senate Majority Whip (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall 
Street Journal (6); John Harris, Politico (6); David Sanger, The New York Times (6); Bobby 
Ghosh, TIME magazine (6) 
Guest Correspondent: Mark Strassmann, CBS News Correspondent (1) 
1) An interview with Daryl Parks regarding last night’s not guilty verdict for 
George Zimmerman, who was on trial for the shooting death of Trayvon Martin. 
Topics include: portrayal of Trayvon Martin by the Zimmerman defense team / 
racial profiling / race in America / racial makeup of the jury / vow to continue 
the fight for justice 
2) Topics include: reaction to the verdict in the Zimmerman trial / NAACP’s request of the U.S. 
Department of Justice for further investigation and possible criminal charges / possibility of racial 
motivation in the shooting / Trayvon’s legacy in the Civil Rights Movement / race in America 
3) Topics include: Iran’s progress in building an intercontinental nuclear weapon / America’s role 
in averting a crisis with Iran; current political turmoil in Egypt; reaction to a report that Israel 
recently carried out an attack in Syria 
4) Topics include: rejection by the House of Representatives of the Senate approved Immigration 
Reform Bill / opposition in the House of Representatives to a path to citizenship for the eleven 
million people illegally in the United States; the farm bill passed by the House of Representatives 
which grants federal subsidies to farmers, but did not include funding for food stamps 
5) Topics include: reaction to the farm bill passed by the House of Representatives and their 
rejection of the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill; support for the Obama administration’s 
position on Iran 
6) Topics include:  the verdict in the Zimmerman trial / call for further investigation and possible 
federal charges; reaction to the farm bill passed by the House of Representatives and their rejection 
of the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill / potential political fallout for the Republican 
Party; reasons behind Prime Minister Netanyahu’s position that the United States needs to take a 
harder line with Iran 

 
07/21/13 Guests: Representative John Boehner (R-OH), Speaker of the House of Representatives (1); 

Governor Rick Snyder (R-MI) (2); Susan Page, USA Today (3); John Dickerson, CBS News 
Political Director (3); Gwen Ifill, Moderator, “Washington Week”, “PBS NewsHour” (3); Michael 
Scherer, TIME magazine (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (3); Gerald Seib, The Wall 
Street Journal (3) 
1) Topics include: his commitment to continue to attempt to derail the health care plan; 
immigration reform; how Speaker Boehner views his position and authority as Speaker of the 
House; relationship with President Obama; the economy; current atmosphere is Washington / 
Speaker Boehner’s assessment of his own job performance / viewpoint that fixing the fiscal 
situation should be the number one priority 
2) Topics include: recent bankruptcy filing by the City of Detroit, Michigan and what that decision 
means for its residents, municipal employees and services / desire to establish a partnership “with 
all levels of government and stay focused on services to citizens”, as opposed to relying on a 
federal bailout 
3) Topics include: comments made by Speaker Boehner during his interview; reaction to President 
Obama’s statements regarding the Trayvon Martin case / role of race in Mr. Obama’s presidency; 
President Obama’s health care plan; Secretary of State John Kerry’s announcement of possible 
talks between Israel and the Palestinians / current situation in Syria 
4) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the forty-four year anniversary (July 20, 2013) of American 
Neil Armstrong becoming the first man to walk on the moon 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
07/28/13 Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Representative Mike Rogers (R-

MI), Chairman, House Intelligence Committee (2); Senator Mark Udall (D-CO), U.S. Senate 
Committee on Intelligence (3); Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair (5); David Gergen, Harvard 
University (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (5); Bob Nightengale, USA TODAY Sports 
(6); Bill Rhoden, The New York Times (6) 
Guest Correspondent: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (4) 
1) The current situation in Egypt, after violent confrontations between the Egyptian military and 
supporters of former president Mohammed Morsi. 
2) Topics include: America’s role in calming the growing violence and unrest in Egypt / the civil 
war in Syria; the National Security Agency controversy / potential repercussions should the NSA 
surveillance program be curtailed 
3) Topics include: the National Security Agency controversy / support for “throttling back” 
Section 215 of the Patriot Act, which allows the government to collect unlimited private data from 
the public 
4) A report from Pyongyang, North Korea as the country celebrated the sixty year anniversary of 
the end of the Korean conflict. 
5) Topics include: scandal involving New York City mayoral candidate Anthony Weiner; 
President Obama’s decision to re-focus his efforts on the economy, particularly job creation / the 
acrimonious political atmosphere in Washington; immigration reform 
6) Topics include: Ryan Braun’s suspension for the remainder of the baseball season due to steroid 
use / possible additional upcoming player suspensions over steroid use 

 
60 MINUTES 
 
07/07/13 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Night At The Movies” 
 
07/14/13 “Angel of Death” - an interview / profile of Charles Cullen, who is currently serving a life 

sentence without parole in a New Jersey State Prison for confessing to as many as forty murders 
while he was a practicing nurse for sixteen years in seven different hospitals. Cullen was a critical 
care nurse and gave unsuspecting patients lethal doses of powerful drugs, notably digoxin. This is 
the first interview 60 MINUTES has conducted with a serial killer. Also includes interviews with 
Charles Graeber, who wrote “The Good Nurse” about Cullen; Dr. Steven Marcus, Dir. NJ Poison 
Control Center; Tim Braun and Daniel Baldwin, Somerset County Detectives; Amy Ridgway, 
friend and fellow nurse. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
(OAD: 04/28/13) 
“The Race To Save The Tortoise” - a report on efforts to save endangered turtles and tortoises, 
threatened with extinction because of human predators and a booming illegal animal trade.  
Includes an interview with activist Eric Goode about his own efforts in Madagascar; and with 
Richard Lewis, of the British conservation group, The Dureell Wildlife Trust.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 
Andrew Metz) (OAD: 12/09/12) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
07/21/13 “Sniffing For Bombs” - a report on the highly-trained dogs, who accompany soldiers both 

domestically and abroad for anti-terror operations to assist in finding hidden bombs, most recently 
in Iraq and Afghanistan. Most of the dogs are from one breed: Belgian Malinois.  Includes 
interviews with Sergeant First Class Chris Corbin; Mike Ritland, owner of Trikos International and 
fmr. Navy SEAL; and Duane Curran, U.S. Special Operations. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max 
McClellan, Reuben Heyman-Kantor) (OAD: 04/21/13) 
“The Lost Boys” - a second follow-up on the continuing odyssey of several of “The Lost Boys” -- 
Sudanese young men, orphaned as a result of a civil war twenty-five years ago that destroyed their 
homes and families. Through a U.S. State Department-sponsored program, three thousand of them 
were brought from Africa and resettled across the United States in 2001. Includes interviews with 
refugees Joseph Taban Rufino and Abraham Yel Nhial, and with Sasha Chanoff, an American 
teacher from Boston. The 07/21/13 rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the 
segment: 60 MINUTES’ viewers donated enough money for Joseph to fly to South Sudan to see 
his mother in person, and is expected to travel in a couple months. (See also: “The Lost Boys”, 
OAD: 05/15/01 on 60 MINUTES II; and “The Lost Boys” – Pt. I & II, OAD: 01/02/02 on 60 
MINUTES II, which is a follow-up to the first “The Lost Boys” segment) (C: Bob Simon – P: 
Draggan Mihailovich) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 03/31/13) 
Update: “Joy In The Congo” (OAD: 04/08/12) 

 
07/28/13 “The American Nuns” - a report on the tension between many American Roman Catholic nuns 

and Vatican authorities who have reprimanded their leaders for what the Vatican regards as 
deviations from church orthodoxy, leaving many to question if change will occur with newly 
anointed Pope Francis. Includes interviews with: Sister Pat Farrell, OSF, president, Leadership 
Conference of Women Religious (LCWR); J. Peter Sartain, Archbishop of Seattle; Sister Judy 
Park, worker in a Brooklyn, NY soup kitchen; Sister Simone Campbell, executive director of 
Network, a Catholic social justice lobby, and leader of the “Nuns on the Bus” campaign, a Catholic 
social justice advocacy group. (C: Bob Simon - P: Andrew Metz, Tanya Simon) (OAD: 03/17/13) 
“Bill Gates 2.0" - an interview / profile of Bill Gates, Microsoft founder, innovator, billionaire 
and humanitarian through the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in Seattle, on his goals in life -- 
to make the world a better place by eradicating deadly diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and 
HIV -- and using technology to solve age-old problems. Gates describes how a lengthy Leonardo 
Da Vinci manuscript, of painstakingly detailed ideas, inspires him. Also includes an interview with 
Bill’s wife, Melinda and comments by his father, Bill Gates, Sr. (C: Charlie Rose - P: Denise 
Schrier Cetta) (See also: “Bill Gates”, OAD: 11/09/99 on 60 MINUTES II; “Out Of Control”, 
OAD: 04/11/04; and “Giving Away A Fortune”, OAD: 10/03/10) (OAD: 05/12/13) 
“The Baby Lab” - a report on how studies at Yale University are finding that babies as young as a 
few months old seem to have a sense of morality. The studies are also exploring the origins of bias. 
Includes interviews with: Karen Wynn, director, Infant Cognition Center, Yale University; Paul 
Bloom, professor of psychology, Yale University.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 
11/18/12) 
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48 HOURS 
 
07/06/13 48 HOURS: “Shattered Dreams” - A report about David Ditto, a husband accused of killing his 

wife, Katrina Ditto and possibly drugging his children. In March 2011, David Ditto called 911 to 
say his wife had fallen down a flight of stairs in their Mira Mesa, California home and slammed her 
head on a tile floor. First responders were suspicious of  Ditto’s version of what happened because 
of the extent of Katrina’s injuries and the positioning of the body. Ditto said he tried to administer 
CPR, which they also doubted. Katrina Ditto died two days later. The Medical Examiner ruled that 
Katrina was beaten and strangled; Ditto was charged with murder. Investigators discovered that the 
image of the couple’s seemingly perfect marriage was a facade. Katrina met David while he was on 
a vacation in Mexico in 1993, married him and moved to the U.S. knowing little English. They had 
two children. She had written letters to her mother in Mexico, detailing the fact that  David was 
very controlling and she often wondered why she had married him. She had recently tried to break 
free, getting a job and having control of her own money for the first time in her life. Investigators 
also questioned why the teenage children, asleep in the home that night, never woke up, given the 
number of people in the house that night.  They suspected the children had been drugged. David 
Ditto took the stand during the trial, giving emotional testimony; however, he was found guilty. 
Onscreen text graphic: David Ditto will be eligible for parole in 2037. He will be 70 years old. 
To this day, Ditto insists he’s innocent and has hired a new defense attorney to file an appeal. Four 
months before Katrina Ditto’s death, David took out a life insurance policy for his family in the 
event of his wife’s death, he would have collected $150,000. He never did. Onscreen text graphic 
for the 07/06/13 rebroadcast: Four months before Katrina died, David Ditto took out a family life 
insurance policy. He never got to collect it. David Ditto insists he’s innocent and is appealing his 
conviction. David Ditto will be eligible for parole in 2037. He will be seventy years old.  
Interviewed: David Ditto; Pat Doughty and Maggie Cascio, Ditto’s mother and sister; Silvia 
Benitez, Katrina Ditto’s mother; Lisa Chandler, first responder; Jonathan Mota, co-worker of 
Katria Ditto; Claudine Ruiz, San Diego prosecutor; JC Smith, San Diego homicide detective; Dr. 
Othon Mena, San Diego City Medical Examiner; Keith Rutman, Ditto’s defense attorney; jurors 
Francine Foman-Maisel, Christine Ellis, Patricia Woelk. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Deborah Grau, 
Gayane Keshishyan, Alec Sirken) (OAD: 01/05/13) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
07/13/13 48 HOURS: “Chasing the Barefoot Bandit” (9:00-10:00p) - A report on Colton Harris-Moore, 

also known as the “Barefoot Bandit,” because of his habit of committing crimes barefoot and 
leaving chalk outlines of his feet; and whose criminal exploits included stealing planes, guns, 
yachts, and even escaping to foreign countries. His exploits reminded many of legendary outlaws 
like Jesse James, and as news of his crimes spread beyond the Pacific Northwest, his popularity 
grew, even spawning Facebook fan pages. Born on Camano Island, Washington, Harris-Moore 
was an unpopular teen, physically neglected and mentally abused by his mother, Pam Kohler. He 
wanted to become a pilot, but instead turned to a life of crime at age 10, stealing laptops, cell 
phones, and jewelry. He was arrested and sent to a halfway house, but escaped custody and 
continued breaking into vacation homes and leaving his mark. He even ordered a DVD on learning 
to fly a plane with a stolen credit card. In 2008, he stole his first plane, crashing it 250 miles away 
from where he stole it, and simply walked away. He then worked in Las Vegas, then went to 
Canada and stole guns. In 2009, he stole his second plane, and the legend of Colton Harris-Moore 
was born. After stealing his third plane, the Department of Homeland Security joined in the hunt; 
but he still avoided capture. In 2010, he stole an airplane in Bloomington, Indiana and flew it to 
Abaco Island in the Bahamas, where he continued to commit break-ins. While 48 HOURS was on 
his trail in the Bahamas, he allegedly stole a yacht and escaped to the nearby Bahamian island of 
Eleuthera. He was spotted by some local teens who, knowing about the $10,000 reward offered for 
his capture, chased him by boat. Police joined in the hunt, and Harris-Moore was finally captured. 
Deported from the Bahamas, he is was returned to the U.S., where he was indicted on federal 
charges for stealing two planes, guns, a boat and flying without a license. He faces ten years behind 
bars. Onscreen graphics: Colton Harris-Moore will be arraigned Thursday in federal court.  He 
faces additional charges in several states.  Colton and his mother have not seen each other since his 
arrest.  She’s had offers to buy Colton’s story and has hired a well-known entertainment lawyer.  
Interviewed: Ashley Martin, childhood friend of Colton; Jessica Wesson, classmate; Paul Ciolino, 
48 HOURS investigator; Bob Friel, Harris-Moore biographer; Jacquie Staggs, friend of Colton’s 
mother; Harley Davidson Ironwing, burglary accomplice; Colleen Armstrong, editor of the local 
newspaper on Orcas Island; Kyle Ater, owner of the Orcas Homegrown Market, allegedly 
burglarized by Colton; Suzanne Vidal, local realtor; Marion Rathbone, operator of Vern’s 
restaurant; Bob Rivers, Seattle radio personality and owner of the first stolen plane; Hi Stickney, 
Kelly Kneifl, Kristen Jones, Gary Martin Sawyer, victims of Colton’s; James Coakley, club owner; 
Kenny Strachan, security guard; Jordan Sackett, American tourist.   Update for the 06-18-11 
Rebroadcast: On June 17, 2011 Colton Harris Moore plead guilty to seven federal criminal charges 
in U.S. District Court in Seattle and could face up to 6 ½ years in prison.  Onscreen graphics: 
Colton Harris-Moore will be sentenced on the federal charges in October.  Interviewed: Jenny 
Durkan, U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Washington; John Henry Browne, Colton’s 
attorney; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS investigator. Addendum for the 07/13/13 rebroadcast: 
Colton has been behind bars for nearly three years. A manager at Boeing has become a mentor, 
encouraging him to pursue his dreams of one day working in aviation.  Addendum includes a brief 
interview with Jonathan Standridge, Boeing executive; and an onscreen text graphic: Colton 
Harris-Moore could be released from prison as early as December, 2016.  He will be twenty-five 
years old.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Paul LaRosa, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 11/13/10; 1st rebroadcast: 
06/18/11 - includes an update.) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
07/13/13 48 HOURS: “Crazy Love” (10:00-11:00p) - A report on the investigation into the 2009 murder 

of millionaire Ben Novack, Jr. in Rye Brook, New York. Novack was the son of Bernice and 
Benjamin Novack, Sr., who once owned the famed Miami hotspot, The Fontainebleau Hotel, 
where the rich and famous came to stay in the 1960s. When the family lost their fortune and the 
hotel in the 70's, Benji was inspired to start his own business planning conferences for corporate 
clients, which earned him millions. Friends described him as a brat who ruled his empire by fear 
and who had a lot of enemies. Police suspected his wife Narcy, but did not have enough evidence 
to charge her; then they received a letter, in Spanish, which stated that Narcy Novack and her 
brother Cristobal Veliz were responsible for the crime. Police believed that Veliz had hired two 
men, Alejandro Garcia and Joel Gonzalez to kill Benji Novack. After arresting the two, Gonzalez 
implicated Novack and Veliz, along with Garcia. They were arrested on murder charges. A year 
later, reporter Julie Brown began looking into the circumstances of  Bernice Novack’s death, said 
to be from a fall. Convinced she had discovered a murder, she took her findings to the Fort 
Lauderdale police department. And as investigators were making a deal with Alejandro Garcia to 
testify against Narcy and Cristobal, he revealed he had also been hired to attack Bernice. Novack 
and Veliz were once again charged with murder. The motive: Narcy Novack knew Benji was 
having an affair and the pre-nuptial agreement only guaranteed her $65,000 in the event of a 
divorce. She had to kill Benji and his mother to get all the money. On screen text graphic: Narcy 
Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz were sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of 
parole. Detective Alison Carpentier retired from Westchester County Police after the arrests. Ben 
Novack’s fortune is still tied up in a Florida probate court. Revised onscreen text graphic for the 
07/13/13 rebroadcast: Narcy Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz were sentenced to life in 
prison without the possibility of parole. They plan to appeal their convictions. Detective Alison 
Carpentier retired from Westchester County Police after their arrests. Ben Novack’s fortune is still 
tied up in a Florida probate court. Interviewed: Joe Mathews, Miami Beach homicide detective; 
Westchester County (NY) Detective Alison Carpentier; Michael Allen, director of tourism, Miami, 
FL; reporter Julie Brown; Charlie Serayder, former Miami, FL police officer and a friend of Ben 
Novack; Det. Sgt. Terry Wilson, Rye Brooke, NY Police; Ben Novack’s aunt Maxine Fiel; 
Novack’s girlfriend Rebecca Bliss; Cristobal Veliz. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck Stevenson, Dena 
Goldstein) (OAD: 01/26/13) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
07/20/13 48 HOURS: “Secrets, Lies and Alibis” (9:00-10:00p) - On August 22, 2004, John and Susan 

Sutton had a family get together in their Coral Gables, Florida home, that included their son 
Christopher, his girlfriend Juliette Driscoll, and Teddy Montoto, John’s law partner and friend.  
Afterwards, when Teddy had left and John and Juliette had gone to a movie, John and Susan 
retired to separate bedrooms -- Susan often slept in the second room because John snored. 
Sometime later in the evening, a gunman entered their bedrooms and shot both of them several 
times.  Susan was killed, but John survived.  Nothing was taken from the house – not money, nor 
jewelry. There was no doubt that this was a premeditated effort to make sure that they were dead. 
Police interrogation of Teddy Montoto revealed that he had been having an affair with Susan, but 
further investigation eliminated him as a suspect.  Interviews with some of John’s closest friends 
suggested that the Suttons’ son, Christopher, should be investigated as a suspect.  He had been sent 
to a behavioral program, Paradise Cove, on the Polynesian islands of Samoa, when he was 16.  He 
claims he was abused there and tried to tell his parents about it, but they didn’t believe him, and he 
was kept there until he was 19.  He became the prime suspect.  After checking his cell phone 
records, authorities noticed more than 300 calls to his friend Garrett Kopp, who had been arrested 
less than 24 hours after the Suttons shooting for attacking someone else with a gun.  That turned 
out to be the same gun that was used to shoot the Suttons.  Kopp told police that he was hired by 
his friend Christopher Sutton to kill his parents.  Christopher’s then-fiancée Juliette Driscoll told 
the police that Christopher had a deep-seated resentment towards his parents for sending him to 
Samoa.  She said he often spoke of how great their lives would be if his parents were dead.  Garrett 
Kopp and Juliette Driscoll testified against Christopher in court. Christopher claimed that Kopp 
had gone to the Suttons’ house to steal marijuana and that Driscoll testified against him because 
she had been threatened by police.  After a day and a half of deliberations, the jury found 
Christopher Sutton guilty of first-degree murder as charged.  He was sentenced to life in prison 
with no possibility of parole.  Onscreen graphics: Christopher Sutton is planning to appeal his 
conviction.  Hit man Garrett Kopp is scheduled to be released in 2035.  John Sutton vows he will 
fight to keep Kopp and his son Christopher behind bars. Onscreen text graphic for the 07/20/13 
rebroadcast: Christopher Sutton’s appeal was denied. Hit man Garrett Kopp is scheduled to be 
released on 2035. John Sutton vows he will fight to keep Kopp and his son Christopher behind 
bars. Interviewed: John Sutton; Melissa Sutton, Christopher’s sister; Mary Marier, Susan Sutton’s 
sister; Rosanna Cordero, Miami-Dade Detective; Larry Belyeu, lead Detective; Christopher 
Sutton; Erik Polk, friend of Christopher; Randy Rogers, who was at Paradise Cove with 
Christopher; Juliette Driscoll, Christopher’s fiancée; Kathleen Hoague and Carin Kahgan, 
prosecutors; Bruce Fleisher, Christopher’s attorney; Mitchell Kopp, Garrett’s father.  (C: Troy 
Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky) (See also: "Tough Love", OAD: 10/15/98; rebroadcast on 09/09/99 
as "Breaking Point")  (OAD: 11/20/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 07/16/11) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
07/20/13 48 HOURS: "Long Island Serial Killer" (10:00-11:00p) - a second followup report to “Long 

Island Serial Killer” (OAD: 07/12/11; 1st rebroadcast: 12/17/11) on the disappearance of 
professional escort Shannan Gilbert, near Gilgo Beach, New York.  The search for Shannan led to 
the discovery of a total of ten bodies in the scrub brush of Gilgo Beach, Long Island, New York, 
leading police to suspect the work of a serial killer. In this report, Suffolk County Police 
Commissioner Richard Dormer appears in his first one-on-one interview with Correspondent Erin 
Moriarty since remains identified as Shannan’s were found this week.  The other identified bodies 
included: Melissa Barthelemy, Amber Costello, Megan Waterman, and Maureen Brainard-Barnes, 
all who had been working as escorts, advertising their services on Craigslist.  After police found 
and identified the previous four women, they discovered more bodies and body parts along the 
beach.  Possible suspects include: Joseph Brewer, who hired Shannan; Michael Pak, Shannan’s 
driver, who took her to Brewer’s house; and Peter Hackett, a retired emergency services doctor 
who called Shannan’s mother a few days after she went missing. Interviewed: Sherre and Sarra 
Gilbert, Shannan’s sisters; Suffolk County Police Commissioner Richard Dormer (new and 
original footage); Attorney Robin Sax who was hired by the Gilbert family to help with the 
investigation of Shannan’s disappearance; Gus Colletti, whose house Shannan ran to for help, 
resident of Oak Beach and neighbor of Joseph Brewer; Lynn Barthelemy, Melissa’s mother; 
Steven Cohen, the Barthelemy family attorney; Vernon Geberth, retired New York City homicide 
commander; Dave Schaller, Amber Costello’s roommate; Lorraine Ela, Megan Waterman’s 
mother; and Melissa Cann, Maureen Brainard-Barnes’ sister.  (Andrew Strickler, a crime reporter 
with Long Island’s Newsday, who had appeared in the original 07/12/11 broadcast, did not appear 
in the 12/17/11 rebroadcast or the 06/23/12 rebroadcast.)  Onscreen graphics: Suffolk County 
Crime Stoppers is offering a cash reward of up to $25,000 for information leading to an arrest in 
the Long Island Serial Killer case. The 06-23-12 followup includes: an interview with John Ray, 
attorney for the Gilbert family. Authorities still believe Shannan was not a victim of foul play. Ray 
put the police’s theory to the test by traveling into the marsh at the same time of year and day on 
what police believe was Shannan’s path. Ray highlights houses nearby where Shannan most likely 
would have traveled to, the harshness of the marsh indicating Shannan would not have taken off 
her clothes, and shallow waters where her body was found making it unlikely for her to have 
drowned. Ray and his team did this to further defend his theory that Shannan was murdered in 
connection with the serial killer and believes her remains were dumped 100 ft. off of Ocean 
Parkway. The 07/20/13 second followup includes: Interviews with Dominick Varrone, former 
Suffolk Country chief of detectives who speaks for the first time on network television, and with 
journalist Bob Kolker, who has written a new book about the Long Island cases called, “Lost Girls: 
An Unsolved American Mystery”. Previous interviews with Robin Sax and Vernon Geberth were 
not included in this rebroadcast. Onscreen text graphic for 07/20/13: Suffolk County Crime 
Stoppers is offering a case reward of up to $25,000 for information leading to an arrest in the Long 
Island Serial Killer case. Please call 1-800-220-TIPS (8477). (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Liza Finley) 
(Producers for the 07/20/13 rebroadcast: Clare Friedland, Liza Finley) (OAD: 06/23/12) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
07/27/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Black Wave” (8:00-9:00p) - In June 2005, John and Jean 

Silverwood of San Diego, California, along with their four children, were sailing around the world 
in their 55-foot catamaran when they struck a hidden reef.  A massive wave then forced the 2,500 
pound mast to fall on John Silverwood, pinning him to the deck and cutting right through his leg.  
Through the resourcefulness of his son, Ben, and his wife, Jean, John’s blood loss was stopped, 
and the family was moved to a coral ledge about a hundred feet away from the boat.  The signal 
from their emergency beacon, held by son Jack, enabled the Coast Guard Station in Alameda, 
California, to pinpoint their location - approximately 350 nautical miles west of Tahiti Papeete. 
They were finally rescued and John was transported to the hospital in Tahiti.  Although his leg had 
to be amputated, John’s life was saved.  Includes individual narrations by Jean and John 
Silverwood and their children: Ben, Amelia, Camille and Jack; Ernie Delli Gatti of Coast Guard 
Search and Rescue. Onscreen text graphic for the 07/27/13 rebroadcast: The Silverwoods have 
written a book about their experiences called “Black Wave”. John Silverwood has bought another 
sailboat. He plans to sail from California to Hawaii with his son Jack. Jean and the rest of the 
family will stay ashore for that one. (Producers: Chuck Stevenson, Chris Young, Gregory F. 
McLaughlin, Doreen Schechter, Joan Adelman)  (OAD: 02/28/09; 1st Rebroadcast: 05/29/10) 

 
BROOKLYN DA 
 
07/06/13 BROOKLYN DA - the sixth and final broadcast of a documentary series focusing on an eclectic 

group of men and women in the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District Attorney’s Office and their 
lives inside and outside of the courtroom. Tonight’s topics include: (1) “Wrongfully Convicted” - a 
look at the unit established to investigate possible/potential mistakes by the criminal justice system 
and correct injustices that may have occurred, focusing on the murder case against David Ranta -- 
who was ultimately released.  Narrators / profiled: Taylor Koss, 1st Deputy Bureau Chief, 
Conviction Integrity Unit; John O’Mara, Deputy District Attorney, Conviction Integrity Unit.  Also 
includes comments by Detective Investigator Patrick Lanigan.  Segment Producer: Chris 
O’Connell.  (2) “Elevator Crush” - the conclusion of the case of the Christmas day elevator 
disaster that almost killed and maimed a woman at a Brooklyn hospital. Narrator/profiled: 
Lawrence Oh, Assistant District Attorney, Bureau Chief, Rackets Division. Segment producer: 
Lisa Freed.  (3) “Animal Abuse” - the process of a building a case against a Brooklyn man who 
had several dogs that were allegedly tortured and trained for illegal fighting.  Narrator / profiled: 
Dianne Malone, Deputy District Attorney, Chief of the Animal Abuse Unit.  Segment Producer: 
Ruth Chenetz. 
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CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 
 
07/07/13 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Night At The Movies” (7:00-8:00p) 

“Hugh Jackman” - an interview / profile of Australian actor Hugh Jackman, known for his “X-
Men” role as Wolverine, and who is now playing the role of Jean Valjean in the film adaptation of 
the musical “Les Miserables”. Also includes comments by actress Deborra Lee Furness, Jackman’s 
wife.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 12/09/12) 
“Lincoln” - an exploration of the character of Abraham Lincoln, the president and the man, as 
seen through the eyes of three members of the team that made the Oscar-nominated film “Lincoln”: 
director Steven Spielberg, actor Daniel Day Lewis, and historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, on whose 
book the movie was based.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 02/10/13) 
“James Bond” - a report on the James Bond movie franchise, on the occasion of Agent 007's 
fiftieth anniversary on screen.  Includes an interview with Barbara Broccoli and Michael Wilson, 
the daughter and stepson of the late Albert “Cubby” Broccoli, producer of the first Bond film. 
They inherited control of the franchise from their father. Also includes an interview with actor 
Daniel Craig, the current (and sixth) actor to play Bond; a tour of the Bond props archive, with 
comments from its curator, Meg Simmonds; and comments by Joss Skatto, firearm instructor.  (C: 
Anderson Cooper - P: Tanya Simon) (OAD: 10/14/12) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * * * 
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FACE THE NATION 
 
08/04/13 Guests: Bob Orr, CBS News Homeland Security Correspondent (1); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign 

Correspondent (2); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (3); 
Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY), Senate Judiciary Committee (4); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, 
Committee on Budget (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (6); David Sanger, The New York Times (6); 
Dan Balz, The Washington Post , author, “Collision 2012: Obama vs. Romney and the Future of Elections in 
America” (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (6); Barton Gellman, TIME magazine, Senior Fellow, 
The Century Foundation, The Washington Post (6) 
1) A report on the terror alert warning of a possible al Qaeda attack throughout the Middle East and North Africa, 

resulting in the closure of twenty-two American diplomatic posts 
2) A report on the current situation in Cairo, Egypt 
3) Topics include: reaction to the terror alert warning of a possible al Qaeda attack / support for President Obama’s 

decision to close American diplomatic posts / reasons why this threat is being given credibility 
4) Topics include: possible impact this terror threat will have on debate regarding the National Security Agency 

(NSA) / reaction and speculation as to why Russian President Vladimir Putin granted asylum to NSA leaker 
Edward Snowden / advice for President Obama on dealing diplomatically with President Putin 

5) Topics include: agreement with Senator Schumer’s advice for President Obama regarding President Putin / 
impact of the terror alert on Representative Ryan’s opinion of the NSA surveillance program and thoughts on 
how to reauthorize and reform the program; goal of House Republicans to repeal and replace Obamacare; how 
to tackle immigration reform and what it should encompass 

6) Topics include: possible impact this terror threat will have on debate regarding the National Security Agency 
(NSA) / reaction to President Putin’s decision to grant asylum to Mr. Snowden / Senator Schumer’s advice to 
President Obama regarding President Putin / Mr. Snowden’s life in Russia; Mr. Balz’s new book on last year’s 
presidential campaign / thoughts on Mitt Romney as a candidate / problems within the Republican Party; call 
from some Republicans to shut down the government if they can’t get the Obama administration to agree not to 
fund Obamacare / House Republicans’ inability to pass immigration reform; possible impact of the sequester on 
the ability of the United States to handle potential conflicts with Iran and North Korea 

 
08/11/13 Guests: retired General Michael Hayden, former Director, National Security Agency (NSA), former Director, 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (1); Representative Peter King  (R-NY), Homeland Security Committee, 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Eric Schmitt, The New York Times (3); Rajiv Chandrasekaran, The 
Washington Post (3); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (3); Len Downie, former 
Editor, The Washington Post (4); Bill Keller, former Editor, The New York Times (4); John Harris, Editor-in-Chief, 
Politico (4) 
1) Topics include: reaction to President Obama’s news conference on Friday, where he addressed the National 

Security Agency (NSA) spy program / proposed changes to the FISA court / lack of public understanding of 
what the NSA actually does / opinion of NSA leaker Edward Snowden / relationship between Congress and the 
NSA 

2) Topics include: reaction to President Obama’s statements regarding the NSA / support for the NSA spy program 
/ proposed changes to the FISA court; support for President Obama’s decision to close twenty-two American 
diplomatic posts based upon the most recent threat from al Qaeda / reasons why the threat was viewed as highly 
credible 

3) Topics include: reopening of the diplomatic posts / speculation as to why this particular threat from al Qaeda 
was taken so seriously; Secretary of State John Kerry’s attempts to restart peace talks between the Israelis and 
Palestinians; diplomatic relations between Russia and the United States; current situation in Syria and Iraq 

4) Topics include: the sale of The Washington Post / the future of newspapers 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
08/18/13 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services 

Committee (2); Representative Jackie Speier (D-CA), House Armed Services Committee (3); Ray Kelly, New York 
City Police Commissioner (4); Representative Bobby Scott (D-VA), House Judiciary Committee (5); Representative 
Bob Goddlatte (R-VA), Chairman, House Judiciary Committee (5); Bobby Ghosh, TIME magazine (6);  Amy 
Walter, The Cook Political Report (6); Kevin Madden, CNN Political Commentator, Republican Strategist (6) 
1) Topics include: a report on the current situation in Cairo, Egypt 
2) Topics include: current situation in Egypt / thoughts on how the United States could assist diplomatically in the 

current conflict / Senator Graham’s recent trip to Egypt with Senator John McCain, where they both spoke with 
Egyptian General Abdel Fatah al-Sissi; recently issued proposals from the Pentagon for changing the way the 
military deals with sexual assaults 

3) Topics include: recently issued proposals for changing the way the military deals with sexual assaults / 
Representative Speier’s work with New York Senator Kirsten Gillibrand on similar reforms; last week’s report 
in The Washington Post detailing more violations by the National Security Agency (NSA) / NSA leaker Edward 
Snowden 

4) Topics include: last week’s ruling by a federal judge that New York City Police Department’s “stop and frisk” 
policy violated the constitutional rights of minorities; rumor that Commissioner Kelly is being considered as a 
replacement for Homeland Security Chief Janet Napolitano 

5) Topics include: New York City Police Department’s “stop and frisk” policy; the NSA surveillance program; 
possibility of an immigration reform bill 

6) Topics include: current situation in Egypt; immigration reform / need of the Republican Party to appeal to 
Hispanic voters; conflicts surrounding the NSA surveillance program; possible frontrunners in the next 
presidential election 

 
08/25/13 Guests: retired General Colin Powell, Former Secretary of State, President George W. Bush Administration (1); 

Representative John Lewis (D-GA) (2); Senator Jack Reed (D-RI), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); 
Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (4); Margaret Brennan, 
CBS News State Department Correspondent (5); David Rohde, Thomson Reuters (5); Marian Wright Edelman, 
Founder and President, Children’s Defense Fund (CDF) (6); Benjamin Jealous, President, NAACP (6); Taylor 
Branch, author, “The King Years: Historic Moments in the Civil Rights Movement” (6) 
1) Topics include: the 50th anniversary of the “March on Washington”; recent Supreme Court decision voiding part 

of the Voting Rights Act; the Trayvon Martin case / President Obama’s recent remarks addressing race; current 
situations in Egypt and Syria 

2) Topics include: Mr. Lewis’ participation in the June 1963 meeting with President John F. Kennedy, informing 
him of the plans to march on Washington, D.C. / insight into the speeches by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Mr. 
Lewis during the March on Washington / organization and participation in the 1965 march on Selma, Alabama / 
praise for President Lyndon Johnson and his introduction – eight days after the march on Selma -- of the Voting 
Rights Act / recent Supreme Court decision voiding part of the Voting Rights Act / speculation as to what Dr. 
King would think of America now 

3) Topics include: suspected chemical weapons attack in Syria / Syrian government’s decision to allow U.N. 
inspectors in to the country / opinion on what President Obama’s response to the crisis in Syria should be / call 
for an international response to the crisis, hopefully one including Russia 

4) Topics include: opinion on what President Obama’s response to the crisis in Syria should be / possibility of an 
attack by cruise missiles / call for an international response to the crisis, hopefully one including Russia 

5) Topics include: latest developments on the current situation in Syria / possibility of U.S. military action using 
long-range missile strikes / Russia’s support for Syrian President Bashar al-Assad 

6) Topics include: the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington / Dr. King’s legacy / speculation as to what Dr. 
King would think of America now / current state of race relations in America 
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60 MINUTES 
 
 
08/04/13 “Counter-Insurgency Cops” - a report on how the counter-insurgency tactics used overseas in the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan to offset terrorist organizations like al Qaeda or the Taliban are helping law enforcement officers take 
back the streets of Springfield, Massachusetts, from criminal gangs. Includes interviews with Mike Cutone, MA state 
trooper and former Green Beret; John Barbieri, Springfield, MA deputy police chief; and Maj. Kit Parker, professor 
at Harvard; and comments by Teddy Cupack, resident in the North End.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andrew Metz) (OAD: 
05/05/13) 
“Africa Mercy” - a report on the Africa Mercy, the world’s largest civilian hospital ship, which takes volunteer 
medical staff to the ports of some of the poorest countries on earth, along the arc of the West African coast, where 
they restore sight to people blinded by cataracts, remove disfiguring facial tumors, and correct cleft palates. This 
rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment. Includes interviews with: Gary Parker, a 
maxillofacial surgeon; Ali Chandra, a nurse; Don Stephens, a Texas philanthropist and founder of the charity he calls 
‘Mercy Ships’; Susan Parker, wife of Gary Parker.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) 
(OAD: 02/17/13) 
“Marfa, Texas” - a profile of the quirky West Texas town of Marfa, where the cattle ranching culture is now co-
existing with a new culture of young artists and sculptors. Includes comments by various Marfa, TX residents; and 
interviews with Mayor Dan Dunlap; Chip Love, town banker; Joe Cabezuela, Hispanic community leader; and Boyd 
Elder, custodian for the art installation “Prada Marfa”. (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Jonathan Schienberg) 
(OAD: 04/14/13) 

 
 
08/11/13 “Lethal Medicine” - an investigation into how tainted pain medication that caused fungal meningitis came to be 

produced and distributed by New England Compounding Center (NECC), a compounding pharmacy in Framingham, 
Massachusetts owned by the family of Barry Cadden. The steroid drug, methylprednisolone acetate, has so far killed 
forty-eight Americans and sickened hundreds more. Includes interviews with: Joe Connolly, an NECC technician; 
David Kessler, Fmr. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Commissioner; Dr. Margaret Hamburg, current FDA 
Commissioner; former NECC salesman -- name undisclosed. Also includes comments by several victims of the drug: 
George Cary, Julie Otto, and Willard Mazure. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael 
Radutzky) (OAD: 03/10/13) 
“China’s Real Estate Mogul” - an interview / profile with Zhang Xin of China, the fifth richest self-made 
billionaire woman in the world. Zhang Xin works with her husband Pan Shiyi and is a developer for SOHO China, 
with her success stemming from a narrow focus: only office buildings in Beijing and Shanghai. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 
Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 03/03/13) 
“China’s Real Estate Bubble” - an examination of the precarious state of the Chinese residential real estate 
industry, where overbuilding and massive investment by the emerging middle class have resulted in a housing bubble 
that may be about to burst. Includes interviews with Gillem Tulloch, Hong Kong-based financial analyst; Wang Shi, 
CEO of Vanke real estate; Anne Stevenson-Yang, managing principal, J Capital Research. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 
Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 03/03/13) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
 
08/18/13 “Morten Storm” - an interview / profile of former Danish spy Morten Storm, who claims to have played a crucial 

role in the controversial CIA drone strike in Yemen last year that killed Anwar al Awlaki, the American-born 
Muslim cleric and Al-Qaeda leader high on the list of wanted terrorists.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Howard L. Rosenberg) 
(OAD: 12/30/12) 
“Robin Hood” - an interview / profile of Wall Street hedge fund manager Paul Tudor Jones, founder of The Robin 
Hood Foundation, a charity that has given over $1.25 billion to New York City’s neediest, becoming the city’s 
largest private backer of charter schools, job training and food programs. Tudor Jones was inspired to start a charity 
after seeing philanthropist Gene Lang on 60 MINUTES. This rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of 
the segment stating how much The Robin Hood Foundation raised at this year’s gala. Also includes interviews with 
Sister Mary Alice Hannan, director of Part of the Solution (POTS); Jabali Sawicki, principal of the Excellence Boys 
Charter School. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) (See also: “Lang’s Gang” (OAD: 
02/23/86); and “I Have A Dream” (OAD: 05/23/04), a followup to “Lang’s Gang”) (OAD: 05/05/13) 
“Free Diving” - a report on the increasingly popular extreme sport called free diving, in which divers, on one breath, 
and without swim fins, descend hundreds of feet down into the sea, and then return to the surface -- still on that same 
one breath. Includes interviews with: William Trubridge, free diver; Tanya Streeter, free diver.  (C: Bob Simon - P: 
Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) See also: “The Deepest Dive”, OAD: 03/06/13 on 60 MINUTES SPORTS (on 
SHOWTIME) (OAD: 01/13/13) 
Update: “Wright Is Wrong?” (OAD: 12/27/87) 
 

 
08/25/13 “40 Million Mistakes” - a report on the incidence of errors in consumers’ credit reports, as issued by Equifax, 

Experian and TransUnion -- the three major credit reporting agencies -- and the difficulties encountered when people 
attempt to have these mistakes expunged. This rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment 
stating that Jon Leibowitz stepped down in February as the FTC chairman. Includes interviews with: Jon Leibowitz, 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) chairman; Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General; Judy Thomas, inaccurate report 
victim; former Experian employees Enzo Valdivia, Carolina Herrera, Rodolfo Carrasco; Sylvia Goldsmith and Len 
Bennett, inaccurate report victims.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: James Jacoby, Michael Karzis) (OAD: 02/10/13) 
“Face in the Crowd” - a report on computer facial recognition technology -- how it is changing the marketing 
landscape and assisting the FBI to keep track of criminals while simultaneously taking away your privacy on the 
Internet. Includes interviews with Carnegie Mellon professors Marios Savvides and Alessandro Acquisti; scientist 
Joseph Atick; David McMullen, CEO of redpepper, a national marketing firm, who created FaceDeals and FBI 
Assistant Director David Cuthbertson. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 05/19/13) 
“The Nile Crocodile” - a report on Africa’s Nile crocodile. Includes an underwater dive in Botswana’s Okavango 
Delta with wildlife filmmakers Brad Bestelink and his wife, Andy Crawford. The crocodiles are experienced up close 
in their natural habitat. Also includes an interview with Dr. Adam Britton, Australian zoologist. (C: Anderson 
Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) (OAD: 03/24/13) 
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48 HOURS 
 
08/03/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Railroad Killer” (9:00-10:00p) - A report on the August 29, 1997 attack on 

two University of Kentucky students as they walked along the railroad tracks in Lexington, Kentucky.  Chris Maier 
was killed by his attacker who then proceeded to stab, beat, and rape Holly Dunn, who miraculously survived her 
injuries.  Fourteen months after Holly’s attack, Dr. Claudia Benton was murdered inside her Houston, Texas area 
home, located near railroad tracks.  Lexington Detective Craig Sorrell received a call from ViCAP, a national crime 
registry database, linking the crimes.  Through fingerprint analysis, they identified Rafael Resendez-Ramirez as the 
suspect.  After his arrest, he was ultimately identified as Angel Maturino Resendiz.  His trial started in May of 2000 
in Houston; he was found guilty of capital murder.  Holly testified in the penalty phase of the trial and identified 
Resendiz in court.  The jury decided he was a future danger to society and the judge sentenced him to death.  He was 
executed in June of 2006.  Holly chose not to attend the execution.  She has dedicated her life to helping other 
victims and founded Holly’s House, a child and adult advocacy center in Evansville, Indiana.  Onscreen graphics: By 
the time of his execution, Resendiz was linked to at least fifteen murders in six states.  Authorities learned he killed a 
teenage couple in Florida, just months before he attacked Chris and Holly. Onscreen text graphic for the 08/03/13 
rebroadcast: By the time of his execution, Resendez was linked to at least fifteen murders in six states. In July 2012, 
Holly and her husband welcomed a baby boy. William Christopher is his name, in honor of Chris Maier. Narrated 
by: Holly Dunn; Heather Dunn Niemeier, Holly’s sister; Chad Goetz, who called 911 to help Holly; Detective Craig 
Sorrell, Lexington Police Department; Drew Carter, Texas Ranger; Devon Anderson, Harris County Prosecutor. (P: 
Lourdes Aguiar) (OAD: 12/11/10; 1st rebroadcast: 09/09/11) 

 
08/03/13 48 HOURS: “Desperate Measures” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about a wealthy married couple, Dennis and Merna 

Koula, who were found shot dead in their Wisconsin home, and the questions that arose surrounding the 
circumstances of their May 2010 murder. Though elderly, both continued to work, Dennis at a pharmacy and Merna 
as a teacher, even after Dennis sold his car dealership and the chain of pharmacies he owned. Eric Koula and his 
sister, Cindy Cowell, each with families of their own, were close to their parents. Both received money from their 
wealthy father: Eric received hundreds of thousands of dollars to start a career as a day trader, but Cindy received 
less compared to her brother. At first, police believed that the couple was targeted for assassination. Days later, 
police received their first clue: neighbor Steve Burgess, the president of a local bank, had received death threats. The 
police initially suspected a case of mistaken identity when, after checking an Internet map site, the Koulas’ house 
was identified as the Burgess residence.  A timeline was established, and a time of death was determined from the 
last keystroke Merna Koula made on her computer. Police kept this information a secret. The lead regarding possible 
mistaken identity turned into a dead end and attention turned to the Koula children. Cindy Cowell and her husband 
had alibis. Then Eric Koula claimed to have received a shocking note in the mail saying “fixed you”. Following 
protocol, police examined bank records and discovered that Eric Koula had received a check from his father and had 
cashed it after their deaths. Investigators started to take a closer look at Eric’s entire story. They discovered that Eric 
was in financial trouble. Helen Van Roo, a co-worker of Dennis, told police that Dennis had told her that he was 
going to stop giving his children money. Eric Koula became the target of the investigation and was eventually 
arrested and charged with two counts of first-degree intentional homicide. In June 2012, the trial began. Eric Koula 
was found guilty of murdering his parents and the additional charge of forging his father’s name on a check. 
Onscreen Text Graphic: Eric Koula received nothing from his parents’ estate. His children have filed suit to claim a 
portion of the money that should have been their father’s. Onscreen text graphic for the 08/03/13 rebroadcast: 
Eric Koula received nothing from his parents’ estate. However, his two children are splitting his seven hundred and 
forty thousand dollars part of the inheritance. Interviewed: Eric Koula and Cindy Cowell, the Koula children; John 
Christophersen, former special agent, Wisconsin Department of Justice; Christine Koula, Eric’s wife and Dexter 
Koula, Eric’s son; Helen Van Roo, Dennis Koula’s co-worker; Tim Gruenke, prosecutor; Gary Freyberg, co-
prosecutor; Jim Koby, lead defense attorney; Keith Belzer, defense attorney.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Susan Mallie) 
(OAD: 02/09/13) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
 
 
08/10/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Hunting Humans” (9:00-10:00p) - On July 29, 2007 Shea McDonough of 

Chelmsford, Massachusetts, returned home and left the back door open for her brother, not knowing he was spending 
the night at a friend’s house.  Hours later, her parents were startled by a sound coming from her room.  They thought 
Shea was having a bad dream.  When her father Kevin went to her room to check on her, he saw a large masked man 
standing over her with a knife at her throat.  He jumped on top of him and they struggled and tumbled to the floor.  
His wife Jeannie came to the room and tried to grab the blade of the knife with her bare hand.  Kevin told Shea to 
call 911.  When the police arrived they were able to apprehend the intruder, Adam Leroy Lane, a trucker from North 
Carolina.  A search of his truck revealed more weapons and a DVD about a serial killer, entitled “Hunting Humans”.  
Police put out an APB to other police departments on the East Coast to see if there were similar incidents.  Seventeen 
days before the attack on the McDonough family, a Pennsylvania woman, Darlene Ewalt, was murdered while 
talking on the phone on her front porch.  Her husband Todd would become the prime suspect.  One day before the 
attack on the McDonough family, Monica Massaro of Bloomsbury, New Jersey was murdered in her home, which 
was in the vicinity of a truck stop.  Detective Sergeant Geoff Noble had seen the APB about Lane and contacted the 
police in Chelmsford.  They told him they had found a receipt in Lane’s truck from Bloomsbury, New Jersey.  When 
Noble arrived in Chelmsford, he and his team inquired about the whereabouts of Lane’s truck and were told that the 
rented truck had been returned to its owner, who threw Lane’s possessions into a dumpster.  They retrieved his 
personal property and sent it back to their forensic lab in New Jersey.  Before they returned home, they questioned 
Lane, who realized they knew he had killed Monica Massaro so he eventually confessed to stabbing her.  Several 
weeks after his knives were submitted to the forensic lab in New Jersey, the results showed that they contained DNA 
from Monica Massaro and Darlene Ewalt.  This information exonerated Todd Ewalt.  Lane reached a plea bargain in 
the McDonough case and was sentenced to 25-30 years in a Massachusetts state prison.  For the murder of Monica 
Massaro, he was sentenced to serve 50 years in a New Jersey state prison.  As part of another guilty plea deal, Lane 
was sentenced to life in prison for killing Darlene Ewalt.  The McDonough family attended all of the sentencing 
hearings to support the other families.  Jeannie McDonough wanted to know what would make someone like Lane 
start killing people and decided to write a book about it.  Onscreen graphics: Adam Leroy Lane was convicted of 
assaulting another woman in Pennsylvania.  He will spend the rest of his life in prison.  Jeannie finished her book, 
“Caught in the Act”. Onscreen text graphic for the 08/10/13 rebroadcast: Adam Lane has been linked to two 
more attacks on women, one in Pennsylvania and one in New York. Both victims survived. New Jersey victim 
Monica Massaro’s birthday is tomorrow. She would have been 45. Narrated by: Shea, Jeannie and Kevin 
McDonough; Detective George Tyros of the Chelmsford Police Department; Todd Ewalt; Ed Marsico, Jr., District 
Attorney from Pennsylvania; Nicole Pogasic, Todd and Darlene Ewalt’s daughter; Kerry Ahern, Assistant District 
Attorney from Massachusetts; Detective Sergeant Geoff Noble of the New Jersey State Police Department.  (P: Chris 
Young, Anthony Venditti) (Updated producer names for the 08/10/13 rebroadcast: Chris Young Ritzen, Anthony 
Venditti) (OAD: 02/26/11; 1st Rebroadcast: 12/03/11) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
 
08/10/13 48 HOURS: “The Perfect Family” (10:00-11:00p) - Bernie Pyne returned home one day in May 2011 with his 

young daughter to find his wife Ruth in the garage, brutally beaten and stabbed to death. To outsiders, the Pyne’s 
appeared to be an all-American family. Bernie Pyne was a successful auto engineer who, with his wife, had raised a 
seemingly happy family in Highland Township, a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. They had two children, the oldest, 
Jeffrey, was his high school’s valedictorian and on his way to college. After Ruth was murdered, police learned the 
Pyne’s were not as perfect as portrayed. The investigation immediately turned to those who lived with Ruth, and they 
learned Ruth had some psychiatric issues, including arguments and confrontations about taking her medications. 
Investigators also learned Ruth and Bernie’s marriage was fractured, and Bernie had had an affair. They also found 
Ruth’s relationship with their son, Jeffrey, was strained. Ruth’s sister Linda Jarvie thought Bernie was responsible 
for the murder, and given his affair, Bernie understood the suspicions, but he had an ironclad alibi backed by his 
boss and four witnesses, ruling him out as a suspect. Five months into the investigation, Jeffrey Pyne was charged 
with his mother’s murder. Police had circumstantial evidence against Jeffrey -- blisters on his hands, lies about 
gardening at his neighbor’s home and his detached demeanor when authorities told him what had happened to his 
mother. In addition, there was no sign of Ruth being sexually assaulted and no sign of a break-in. Before the case 
went to the jury, Prosecutor John Skrzynski asked the judge for another option for the jurors; a charge of second-
degree murder, rather than the original charge of first-degree murder. Skrzynski believed it would make it easier for 
the jury to convict him. Jeffrey’s defense attorney, James Champion, argued against it, but the judge granted the 
motion. After three days of jury deliberations the verdict was announced, and Jeffrey Pyne was found guilty of 
second-degree murder. On Screen Text Graphics: Jeffrey Pyne will be sentenced on January 29th. Under Michigan 
law, he could receive as much as life in prison with parole or as little as a year.  Onscreen text graphic for the 
08/10/13 rebroadcast: Bernie Pyne and his daughter Julia regularly make the five hour round trip to visit Jeffrey in 
prison; A new attorney is working on Jeffrey’s appeal. The plan is to file before the end of the year.  Interviewed: 
Greg Glover, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Dave Hendrick, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Bernie Pyne, father of 
defendant; Linda Jarvie, Ruth Pyne’s sister; James Champion, defense attorney. (C: Tracy Smith - P: Liza Finley, 
Marc B. Goldbaum, Ruth Chenetz) (OAD: 01/12/13) 

 
 
08/17/13 48 HOURS: “Memory of Murder” (9:00-10:00p) - In November 2004, Bethlehem, New York couple Peter and 

Joan Porco were brutally attacked in their bed with an ax. Peter died at the scene. Joan survived and, although 
initially unable to speak because of her wounds, she nodded “yes” when a detective on the scene asked her if her son 
Christopher was their attacker. Afterwards, when she had recovered from the attack, Joan said she doesn’t recall that 
nod and that Christopher is innocent. 48 HOURS follows the police investigation into the case, leading to 
Christopher Porco’s trial and conviction. Includes interviews with: Mike McDermott, chief prosecutor, Albany 
County; Chris Bowdish, detective; Christopher Porco; David Rossi, prosecutor; Laurie Shanks, lawyer; Terry 
Kindlon, lawyer; Dr. Mary Dombovy, neurologist. Onscreen text graphic for the 08/17/13 rebroadcast: 
Christopher Porco is serving a sentence of fifty years to life in prison. Joan Porco frequently speaks to Christopher 
by phone and visits often. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Patti Aronofsky, Katherine Davis) (OAD: 11/04/06; 1st 
rebroadcast: 06/26/07 - Includes an update. 2nd rebroadcast: 03/28/09 - includes a new, brief graphic update.) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
08/17/13 48 HOURS: “Everything to Lose” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the murder of Dana Clair Edwards and the story of 

Edwards’ mother, Deborah Edwards, who believing the alleged killer, Dana’s ex-boyfriend, Jon Thomas Ford (also 
referred to as Thomas Ford) was actually guilty, tormented him with notes and emails marking anniversaries, 
birthdays and holidays; each note including a reference to her daughter. Dana Clair Edwards was found dead in her 
home in San Antonio, Texas just after New Year’s 2009. She was last seen alive leaving a New Year’s Eve party just 
after midnight. Police believed the killer had also murdered her beloved rescue dog, Grit, and dumped his lifeless 
body two miles from the crime scene. Police interviewed friends and acquaintances, including John Thomas Ford. 
Though no longer a couple, they each attended the same New Year’s Eve party. Prosecutors soon believed that he 
was their main suspect, but the investigation dragged on and Ford remained a free man. Deborah Edwards became 
frustrated with the pace of the investigation and started writing to Ford. She sent the notes for months. Finally, a year 
after the murder, a break occurred in the case and Ford was arrested on murder charges. There were many mistakes 
made in the investigation, including lost surveillance footage and evidence, but prosecutors believed they could get a 
conviction despite Ford having hired a famed defense attorney: Dick Deguerin. In fact, one of the prosecutors was a 
former student of Deguerin.  The trial commenced and prosecutors were at first worried, but they used cell phone 
records to map his movements and dispute his alibi. He was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: Thomas Ford is 
appealing his conviction. He will be eligible for parole in twenty years. The remains of Dana Clair and Grit were laid 
to rest one month after the conclusion of the trial.  Onscreen text graphic for the 08/17/13 rebroadcast: Thomas 
Ford has until August 27th to appeal his conviction. The remains of Dana Clair and Grit were laid to rest one month 
after the conclusion of the trial. Interviewed: Darrell J. Edwards and Deborah Edwards (parents of Dana Clair 
Edwards); Tammy Treascher, Darrel J. Edwards girlfriend; Cornelia Sawatzky, close friend of Edwards; William 
McManus, Police Chief; Catherine Babbitt, prosecutor; Kirsta Melton and Kathy Cunningham, co-prosecution 
counsels; Not interviewed: Dick Deguerin. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 12/08/12) 

 
08/24/13  PREEMPTION 
 
08/31/13 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Every Picture Tells a Story” (9:00-10:00p) - On February 15, 2009, Cathy 

McNaughton was stabbed to death in her home in Sharpsburg, Georgia.  The day had started with her husband Alec 
serving her breakfast in bed.  He said he then went to visit his mother in Sandy Springs, Georgia, about an hour 
away.  When he returned home, he says he found his wife in a pool of blood.  As the victim’s husband, he was a 
suspect, but he had an alibi.  Another suspect was Cathy’s former husband, Gary Mendenhall, who had been in town 
that day.  He also had an alibi.  Alec claimed to be at his mother’s house until the evening.  He said that he had called 
Cathy at 2:30PM from his mother’s house, but records showed the call originated from a cell phone tower only two 
miles from his house in Sharpsburg.  He also claimed that he made a 911 call while kneeling down next to Cathy’s 
body, but he had no blood on him.  Alec’s friends and family members started calling police to say they were afraid 
of him and that he was abusive.  Alec’s first wife, Linda, said he had beaten her and that is why they were divorced.  
Police discovered a secret file about Alec that Cathy kept in the closet.  There were disposable cameras with pictures 
of a bruised and battered Cathy.  Alec was arrested, but the prosecutor could not show these pictures to the jury until 
they found the photographer. Their investigation led them to Sandra Harmon, who had been a counselor at Delta 
Airlines where Cathy had worked.  Cathy told her that Alec had attacked and beaten her the day before, and she 
asked Sandra to take pictures of her injuries.  Prosecutors were now able to present these pictures as evidence.  
Another previous wife said that Alec had pulled a shotgun on their daughter and threatened to kill their daughter, her 
and himself.  During the trial Alec took the stand and denied everything his accusers said about him.  The jury found 
him guilty of murder and he was stunned by the verdict.  Onscreen text graphic: Alec McNaughton was sentenced to 
life in prison.  McNaughton is now represented by a public defender and is planning an appeal. Onscreen text 
graphic for the 08/31/13 rebroadcast: Alec McNaughton was sentenced to life in prison. In 2012 the Georgia 
Supreme Court denied McNaughton’s appeal. Interviewed: Criminal investigator Jason Fetner; Michelle and Heather 
Mendenhall, Cathy’s daughters; Alec McNaughton; Prosecutor Kevin McMurry; Linda McNaughton, Alec’s ex-
wife; Sandra Harmon, counselor who took the pictures of Cathy; Michael Kam, Alec’s defense attorney.  (C: Richard 
Schlesinger - P: Paul LaRosa, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 01/29/11; 1st Rebroadcast: 08/06/11) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
08/31/13 48 HOURS: “Collision Course” (10:00-11:00p) - Brittney Brashers, a 21-year-old Air Force member, died while 

driving home with her ex-boyfriend, Robbie Walters in November, 2009. On the surface, her death seemed like an 
accident; however, Robbie had walked away from the car crash unscathed, which posed questions to authorities. The 
Denver, Colorado Police and Detective Troy Bisgard were convinced they had a homicide on their hands and that 
Robbie was responsible-- but they had no way to prove it. All along, Robbie maintained he was a passenger in the 
car and told police he didn’t know what happened since he was falling asleep because the two of them had been 
drinking. Medical Examiner John Carver noticed that Brittney’s injuries did not seem to come from the car accident 
when he saw bruising around her temple and upper right cheek. Instead, Carver thought Brittney was hit on her right 
side and strangled... but he came up short with evidence to prove this was a homicide. A breakthrough in the case 
occurred when Robbie’s wife Elena took a call from Det. Bisgard. Throughout his relationship with Brittney and 
after Brittney died, Robbie Walters had been married.  After Brittney died, and knowing all about their affair, Elena 
took Robbie back. Elena told Det. Bisgard that she had recorded Robbie confessing to murdering Elena more than a 
dozen times. Three days after speaking with Elena, Det. Bisgard flew to California where the couple lived and 
arrested Robbie, charging him with first-degree murder. While awaiting trial, Robbie enlisted a fellow inmate to help 
him arrange to have Elena killed, but the inmate turned out to be a witness for the prosecution.  Robbie was charged 
with soliciting Elena’s murder. At the trial the jury took two days to deliberate and found Robbie guilty of murder. 
Jurors acquitted Robbie of conspiring to murder Elena. Robbie was sentenced to life without parole. Onscreen text 
graphic: Elena Walters now lives in an undisclosed location under a new name. Interviewed: Steve Sanchez, 911 
caller; Barry Brashers, Brittney’s dad; John Brashers, Brittney’s brother; Robbie Walters, Brittney’s ex-boyfriend; 
Detective Troy Bisgard; Ret. Master Sgt. Art Figeroa, Brittney’s boss; Tiffany Peeples, Brittney’s best friend; 
Brittany Austin-Goyne, Brittney’s teammate; Dr. John Carver, Medical Examiner; Elena Walters, Robbie’s wife; 
Phil Geigle and Helen Morgan, Prosecutors; Jonathyn Priest, State Expert.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Gail Abbott 
Zimmerman, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 10/13/12) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * * * 
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FACE THE NATION 
 
 
09/01/13 Guests: John Kerry, Secretary of State (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Senator 

Tim Kaine (D-VA), Senate Armed Services Committee, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (3); Senator Saxby 
Chambliss (R-GA), Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (3); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (4) 

  Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 
1) Topics include: President Obama’s decision to seek Congressional approval for a limited military campaign in Syria due 
to the Assad regime’s supposed use of chemical weapons / reaction of the Syrian opposition to the delay in American 
military action / President Obama’s intent to not have American boots on the ground in Syria 
2) Topics include: support for American military action in Syria / prior criticism of President Obama’s handling of the crisis 
/ reaction to President Obama’s decision to seek Congressional approval for military action in Syria / differences between 
Senator McCain’s plan for military action versus that of President Obama / Senator McCain’s upcoming meeting with 
Senator Lindsey Graham and President Obama regarding Syria / call to oust Syrian President Bashar al-Assad from power 
3) Topics include: President Obama’s decision to seek Congressional approval for a limited military campaign in Syria / 
need to educate the American public and explain the motives and the likely outcome of an engagement in Syria / opinion of 
Senator Chambliss that President Obama’s handling of the Syrian crisis has revealed certain weaknesses to both America’s 
allies and adversaries 
4) A report from Syria on the Syrian opposition’s reaction to President Obama’s intention to seek Congressional approval 
for a limited military reaction to the Assad regime 
 

 
09/08/13 Guests: Charlie Rose, co-host, CBS This Morning (1); Denis McDonough, White House Chief of Staff (2); Representative 

Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Intelligence Committee (3); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (4); 
Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (4); Representative Justin Amash (R-MI) (5); Representative Elijah 
Cummings (D-MD) (5); Bill Kristol, The Weekly Standard (6); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post, author, “The Price 
of Politics” (6); Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise Institute (6); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (6); David Sanger, 
The New York Times (6) 

  1) a preview of Mr. Rose’s interview with Syrian President Bashar al-Assad 
2) Topics include: excerpts of Mr. Rose’s interview with President al-Assad / President Obama’s upcoming address to the 
American people regarding Syria / confidence that Congress will vote to hold the Assad regime accountable for its supposed 
use of chemical weapons 
3) Topics include: criticism of the Obama administration for its handling of the crisis in Syria / President Obama’s poor 
relationship with Congress / opinion that Congress should vote to hold the Assad regime accountable / lack of public 
support for any American military action in Syria 

  4) separate reports on (a) the current situation in Damascus; and (b) with the rebel forces inside Syria 
5) Topics include: overwhelming disapproval from constituents regarding any military action in Syria / the Obama 
administration’s handling of the crisis in Syria / potential impact on the international credibility of the United States should 
Congress vote against military action in Syria  
6) Topics include: upcoming vote seeking Congressional approval for a limited military campaign in Syria / President 
Obama’s poor relationship with Congress / reaction from members in Congress to President Obama’s proposal regarding 
Syria / potential impact on the international credibility of the United States should Congress vote against military action 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
 
09/15/13 Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent 

(2); Senator Carl Levin (D-MI), Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), Senate 
Committee on Foreign Relations (3); Madeleine Albright, former Secretary of State (4); John Miller, CBS News Senior 
Correspondent (5); David Gergen, Harvard University (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6); Susan Page, USA 
Today (6); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (6) 

  1) reaction in Israel to the U.S. - Russian agreement on Syria’s chemical weapons 
  2) reaction in Syria to the U.S. - Russian agreement on Syria’s chemical weapons 

3) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria / Russia’s relationship with Syria / 
United States support for the Syrian rebels / role al Qaeda is playing with the Syrian opposition / Senator Levin’s opinion of 
President Obama’s handling of the crisis in Syria 
4) Topics include: opinion of Russian President Vladimir Putin and the joint agreement to remove chemical weapons from 
Syria / belief that President Obama needs to keep the use of force as a viable option / opinion of President Obama’s 
handling of the crisis in Syria / America’s long-term goal in Syria 
5) a preview of Mr. Miller’s upcoming 60 MINUTES interview with Mike Morell, retired deputy director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency 
6) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria / lack of public support for any 
American military action in Syria / President Obama’s handling of the crisis / keeping  the use of force as a viable option in 
Syria / potential impact that the handling of the Syrian crisis will have on other diplomatic endeavors, such as Iran / Russia’s 
relationship with Syria; other issues facing the Obama administration, such as the debt crisis, immigration reform, and the 
implementation of the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’) 
 

 
09/22/13 Guests: Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK), U.S. Senate 

Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Representative 
Matt Salmon (R-AZ), House Committee on Foreign Affairs (3); Henry Kissinger, former Secretary of State (4); Nancy 
Gibbs, Managing Editor, TIME magazine (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5); David Sanger, The New 
York Times (5); Bobby Ghosh, International Editor, TIME magazine (5) 
1) Topics include: budget passed by the House of Representatives that funds the government, but only if funding for the 
Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’) is cut off / opposition to a government shutdown / importance of getting the financial 
house of the United States in order; gun control movement in light of the recent shootings at the Washington Navy Yard 
2) Topics include: budget passed by the House of Representatives that funds the government, but only if funding for 
‘Obamacare’ is cut off / opposition to the Affordable Care Act; gun control movement in light of the recent shootings at the 
Washington Navy Yard 
3) Topics include: reasons why Representative Salmon voted for the budget passed by the House of Representatives / goal 
of House Republicans not to shut down the government, but ‘Obamacare’; gun control movement in light of the recent 
shootings at the Washington Navy Yard 
4) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria / speculation as to why Russia is 
working with the United States on Syria; upcoming visit of Iran’s new President Hassan Rouhani to the United Nations / 
importance of Iran remaining nuclear-free; America’s place in the world 
5) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria; possibility of a meeting between 
Iranian President Rouhani and President Obama / President Rouhani’s declaration that Iran will remain free of nuclear 
weapons; upcoming New York magazine piece on Hillary Clinton; possibility of a government shut down; America’s place 
in the world 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
 
09/29/13 Guests: Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (1); Senator Richard Durbin (D-IL), Senate 

Committee on Foreign Relations (2); Representative Marsha Blackburn (R-TN), House of Representatives Committee on 
the Budget (3); Representative Chris Van Hollen (D-MD), House of Representatives Committee on the Budget (3); Dr. 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, former National Security Advisor to President Jimmy Carter, Center for Strategic and International 
Studies (4); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); Margaret 
Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (5); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (5); John Dickerson, CBS 
News Political Director (5) 
1) Topics include: most recent budget vote by the House of Representatives to postpone the implementation of the 
Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’) for a year before they will agree to fund the government / impending government 
shutdown / reasons behind Republican opposition to the Affordable Care Act 
2) Topics include: impact of a government shutdown / Senate Republicans refusal to agree to a conference committee with 
Senate Democrats on the budget / Affordable Care Act / budget impasse 
3) Topics include: Affordable Care Act / criticism of the Obama administration by Representative Blackburn / opinion of 
Representative Van Hollen that Republicans only want to repeal ‘Obamacare’, not modify it / expected rejection by the 
Senate to the budget approved by the House of Representatives 
4) Topics include: new diplomacy between the United States and Iran / Iran’s new President Hassan Rouhani / Israeli Prime 
Minister Netanyahu’s reaction to the new diplomacy between the U.S. and Iran / advice to President Obama regarding 
possible negotiations over the future of Iran’s nuclear program 
5) Topics include: new diplomacy between the United States and Iran / possible negotiations over the future of Iran’s 
nuclear program; recently passed U.N. resolution on Syria; possibility of a government shutdown / inability of House 
Speaker John Boehner to lead his Republican members / global perception of the current Congressional turmoil / economic 
impact of a government shutdown 

 
 
60 MINUTES 
 
 
09/01/13 “Costa Concordia” - a report on the progress and challenges of the planned maritime salvage operation to re-float and tow 

away the luxury liner Costa Concordia, which hit a huge rock and capsized off the Italian coast eleven months ago. Includes 
interviews with: senior salvage master Nick Sloane of Titan Salvage, an American company; project director Sergio Girotto 
of Micoperi, an Italian engineering firm; Duane “Monster” Morsner, diving team overseer. This rebroadcast includes a brief 
update at the conclusion of the segment. An attempt will be made to raise the ship later this month. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 
Richard Bonin, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 12/16/12) 
“Teacher to the World” - an interview with educator Sal Khan, who uses his website, “Khan Academy,” to reach over four 
million students across the world each month with his video lectures on various school subjects -- online tutorials which 
feature just his voice and the diagrams he draws.  Also includes comments by: Courtney Cadwell, teacher, Egan Junior High 
School, Los Altos, California: Laurine Forget, student, Egan Junior High School; Alex Hernandez, student, East Side Prep, 
East Palo Alto, California; Shantanu Sinha, Chief Operating Officer, Khan Academy; Eric Schmidt, chairman, Google. (C: 
Dr. Sanjay Gupta - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 03/11/12) 
“The Innovator” - an interview / profile of Jack Dorsey, creator of the popular social medium, Twitter. He discusses his 
separation and reunion with Twitter and introduces his latest innovation, Square, a company which taps into the mobile 
payment industry. (C: Lara Logan - P: Tom Anderson) (OAD: 03/17/13) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 
 
09/08/13 “March of the Machines” - a report on technological advances in automation, especially in robotics, that are both 

revolutionizing the workplace and eliminating more jobs than these advances create.  Includes interviews with: Erik 
Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, professors, MIT; Bruce Welty, CEO, Quiet Logistics; Rodney Brooks, founder, iRobot; 
John Dulchinos, CEO, Adept Technology. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Maria Gavrilovic) (OAD: 01/13/13) 
“The 9/11 Museum” - a report on the progress and challenges of the National September 11 Memorial Museum, and a 
detailed look at what the public can expect to see about a year from now when the doors open at the site of the terrorist 
attack from that day, seven stories below ground where the World Trade Center once stood, now known as Ground Zero in 
New York City. Includes interviews with Alice Greenwald, museum director; Joe Daniels, museum president; museum 
board members Paula Grant Berry, Monica Iken, Anthoula Katsimatide and Tom Roger. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari 
Finkelstein) (OAD: 04/21/13) 
“Michael Jackson” - a report on singer Michael Jackson and how his estate is making more money after his death than he 
did while he was alive. Includes interviews with John Branca, an executor of Michael Jackson’s estate; Zack O’Malley 
Greenburg, editor at Forbes Magazine; Karen Langford, archivist for the Jackson estate and comments by Guy Laliberte, 
CEO of Cirque du Soleil. (C: Lara Logan - P: John Hamlin) (OAD: 05/19/13) 

 
 
09/15/13 “Syria” - in separate interviews, the presidents of Syria and the United States discuss the ongoing negotiations about 

removing and destroying Syria’s chemical weapons in the aftermath of the August 21st chemical weapons attack in the 
Syrian civil war. In his only American interview, President Bashar al-Assad spoke to Charlie Rose in Damascus on Sunday, 
September 8, during which he both denied responsibility for the attack, as well as the existence of chemical weapons in 
Syria, but seemed open to a diplomatic solution. A day later, as the situation was beginning to change, and Russia was 
leading negotiations, President Obama spoke to Scott Pelley at the White House.  (C: Scott Pelley, Charlie Rose – P: Paul 
Needham, Nicole Young) 
“The Briefer” – an interview with Mike Morell, the recently retired deputy director of the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA), who was responsible for briefing President Obama on the situation in Syria, as well as other complex security issues. 
In his first television interview, Morell discusses what needs to be done to prevent Syria from becoming a safe haven for 
terrorist groups, such as al Qaeda; and why the war in Syria should matter to Americans. (C: John Miller - P: Ira Rosen, 
Gabrielle Schonder) 
“Rocky Mountain High” - a report on Colorado’s state-legalized cultivation and sale of medical marijuana, a thriving 
industry -- and an activity still illegal under federal law.  Includes interviews with: Matt Cook, former Colorado narcotics 
officer, now a consultant to the medical marijuana industry; Ean Seeb, owner of Denver Relief, a medical marijuana 
dispensary; Kristi Kelly, investor in a dispensary; Tripp Keber, CEO of Dixie Elixirs, which makes cannabis-laced edibles; 
Sam Kamin, law professor, University of Denver; Stan Garnett, Boulder County district attorney; James Cole, U.S. Deputy 
Attorney General.(C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine) (OAD: 10/21/12) 

 
 
09/22/13  PREEMPTION 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
 
09/29/13  46TH SEASON PREMIERE 

“The Secretary of State” – in a wide-ranging interview conducted during this week’s annual United Nations General 
Assembly, Secretary of State John Kerry discusses a deal negotiated with the help of the Russians, which prevented a 
potential U.S. air strike, for the surrender of Syria’s chemical weapons. Additionally, Iran’s new President Hassan Rouhani 
said last week he would open his nuclear program to U.N. inspection, if the U.N. will lift crippling economic sanctions, 
leading for the first time since the 1979 Iran-Hostage Crisis, to high level negotiations between and the United States. (C: 
Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) 
“Imminent Danger” – an examination of America’s mental health system, which many experts believe is failing those with 
severe mental illnesses. In the last seven years, the shooters in about half of the twenty-three mass shooting incidents in the 
U.S. --  Virginia Tech, Aurora, Colorado, and the recent Washington Navy Yard shooting --  have turned out to be severely 
mentally ill -- not in control of their faculties and not receiving treatment -- and the majority suffered from schizophrenia.   
Includes interviews with: Dr. E. Fuller Torrey, psychiatrist; Dr. Jeffrey Lieberman, Pres. of American Psychiatric 
Association; Mike Robertson, schizophrenic and his mother, Linda Doran; Sandra Luckow, documentary filmmaker; Tom 
Dart, Cook County Sheriff, Chicago; Elli Montgomery, social worker at Cook County Jail. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Coleman 
Cowan, Graham Messick) 
“Killing Jesus” – an interview with Fox News Channel host of “The O’Reilly Factor”, and best-selling author Bill 
O’Reilly. His first two books, “Killing Lincoln” and “Killing Kennedy”, co-authored with Martin Dugard have sold over 
five million copies. His third book, “Killing Jesus” -- also a collaboration with Dugard -- while not a religious book, might 
prove to be his most controversial title yet. Includes an excerpt from “O’Reilly”(C: Mike Wallace - P: John Hamlin; OAD: 
09/26/04) (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Robert G. Anderson) 

 
 
48 HOURS 
 
 
09/07/13 48 HOURS: “The Usual Suspect” (9:00-10:00p) - a report about the death of Tina Caronna, a Memphis, Tennessee 

woman with a doting husband and a garage full of cars who disappeared in 2008 and after two days, was found dead in the 
back seat of her Chevrolet Avalanche. The initial suspicion was carjacking; the only thing certain was homicide. Tina and 
her husband Joe led a charmed life: both with successful finance careers and a lifestyle that included cars, cruises and 
casinos. Joe accompanied Tina everywhere; but that meant less time for Tina with her mother and the two became 
estranged. Law enforcement officials thought the crime scene had been staged; Jerry Hathaway, Joe’s friend and alibi, began 
to suspect that too. His suspicions were raised when he learned that the Avalanche was found on a dead-end street not far 
from where the couple’s automobile storage unit was located and he also noticed one too many cars parked at the Caronna’s 
house. As the investigation continued, financial fraud and a secret affair on Joe’s part were discovered. Investigators asked 
Joe’s mistress, Becky Black, to wear a wire when meeting with Joe, but doubted that the affair was the motive for the crime. 
They learned about a home the Caronna’s were planning to buy. Prosecutors believed that Caronna did not want Tina or the 
bank looking into his finances: his business was a house of cards and he was scamming people, including Tina and his 
closest friends. Joe disappeared, eventually surrendered and was charged with first-degree murder. Four years later, the trial 
commenced: Joe Caronna was found guilty and sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: This week, Joe Caronna 
pleaded guilty to four of the 57 federal charges of fraud, embezzlement and money laundering. Caronna could face an 
additional 50 years for the federal charges added to his murder conviction. On-screen text graphic for the 09/07/13 
rebroadcast: In late February, Joe Caronna pleaded guilty to four of the fifty-seven federal charges against him... 
embezzlement, money-laundering and two counts of fraud. That added seven years to his life sentence for murder. 
Interviewed: Shelby County prosecutor Tom Henderson; prosecution team members Karen Cook and Danielle McCollum; 
Tina Caronna’s son Todd Gray and her mother Clara Murphy; friends of the couple: Cathy and Matt Struna, Gary and Pat 
Hathaway; Joe’s mistress Becky Black; Joe’s friend Patricia Turner; jury members Jeanna, Ron and Amy (no last names 
available). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Ruth Chenetz, Charlotte A. Fuller) (OAD: 03/02/13) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
09/07/13 48 HOURS: “Death Wish” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on questions surrounding the July 2009 death of Jeffrey Locker, 

whose body was found slumped over the steering wheel of his car in Harlem, New York. Initially, it appeared that Locker 
had simply been in the wrong place at the wrong time; however, when authorities tracked Locker’s ATM card to Kenneth 
Minor and questioned him, Minor said Locker had begged Minor to kill him. 48 HOURS MYSTERY interviewed Minor in 
depth and he described how Locker was circling around a block in Harlem and approached Minor about how to find a gun. 
Then, Locker told Minor that he wanted him to shoot him. Minor asked for $60, went to buy drugs, and later called Locker 
and told him he couldn’t find a gun. Minor questioned Locker as to why he needed Minor to kill him and Locker explained 
that he wanted his family to collect millions from his life insurance policies and if he committed suicide, there was no 
payment on the policy. Furthermore he told Minor how he was caught in a Ponzi scheme and had several lawsuits against 
him. Minor was promised money from Locker if he helped to kill him, and Locker gave him his ATM card and PIN. As they 
sat in Locker’s car, Minor was asked to get a knife out of the glove compartment, and Locker asked him to hold it at the 
steering wheel, and Locker lunged at the knife numerous times, killing himself. To help prove Minor’s story, his defense 
lawyer found another man, Melvin Fleming, who said Locker had approached him days prior, with the same request. 
Instead, Fleming decided to con Locker and did not help him. During Minor’s trial, the defense argued that this was a case 
of assisted suicide. Evidence revealed during the trial highlighted Locker’s severe financial troubles, pending lawsuits, and 
most notably, a multimillion-dollar life insurance policy that Locker had purchased months before his death. The 
prosecution challenged the assisted suicide claim and argued that Minor was simply a cold-blooded killer. After hours of 
deliberation, Minor was found guilty of murder and sentenced to 20 years to life. On-Screen text graphics: Locker’s widow 
is suing to get $4 million worth of life insurance from a policy he bought a month-and-a-half before his death. As for the 
other $8 million in policies, the insurance companies refuse to say whether they paid the family. On-screen text graphic 
for the 09/07/13 rebroadcast:  Jeffrey Locker’s widow lost her suit to get the four million in life insurance he bought a 
month and a half before his death. As for the other eight million in policies, the insurance companies refuse to say whether 
they paid the family.  Kenneth Minor is appealing his conviction. Interviewed: Robert Stewart, NYPD detective; Laura 
Italiano, New York Post reporter; Steve D’Annunzio, Locker’s friend; Robert Miller, insurance executive; Al Brodbeck, 
who hired Locker as a business coach; Kevin Flynn and Jeff Hershman, detectives; Kenneth Minor, murder suspect; Dan 
Gotlin, Minor’s defense lawyer; Melvin Fleming, Harlem resident; Murray Weiss, police reporter and CBS News 
Consultant; Peter Casolaro, prosecutor; Michael Barry, investigator; Cyril Wecht, forensic scientist; Kirt Markle, jury 
member. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Patti Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore) (OAD: 04/28/12) 

 
09/14/13 48 HOURS: “Cold as Ice” - a report on a 55-year-old cold case, in which a childhood memory of a friend’s murder was 

the key to solving the case of the death of 7-year-old Maria Ridulph, from Sycamore, Illinois. In 1957, while playing in the 
snow with Maria Ridulph, eight-year-old Kathy Chapman went home for mittens. When she returned, Maria was nowhere to 
be found. Both girls had been talking to a man who called himself “Johnny”; a frantic search failed to locate Maria. The FBI 
took over the case but when her body was found five months later, the Illinois State Police took over the case, but it went 
cold.  Almost fifty years later, Jeanne Tessier’s mother, a Sycamore neighbor, made a shocking deathbed confession: her 
son, John Tessier, was Maria’s killer and she urged her daughter to contact the authorities. Jeanne Tessier contacted the FBI 
and the Sycamore Police. Her brother appeared to have had an alibi and had passed a polygraph test. Both agencies chose 
not to investigate. Ten years later, Jeanne contacted the Illinois State Police. During the course of the investigation, long 
buried sexual secrets of the Tessier family came to light. Maria’s playmate, now a 61-year-old grandmother, identified a 
photo of John Tessier as “Johnny”, who is now a 72-year-old former policeman from Seattle, Washington, and now known 
as Jack McCullough. He was arrested and charged with murder. There was little or no physical evidence in the crime; 
prosecutors chose to charge McCullough with a different crime: the rape of his sister, fifty-five years ago. They felt they had 
a better chance of conviction. But the prosecutor had promised Jeanne Tessier that he would never pursue a rape trial 
without her consent. With no physical evidence to back up her story, Jeanne Tessier felt betrayed by prosecutor Clay 
Campbell and feared her word would not be enough for a conviction. McCullough was found not guilty. Five months later, 
the murder trial commenced. Jack McCullough felt confident he would be acquitted in this mostly circumstantial case too. 
When both sides rested, the judge delivered his decision: guilty. McCullough was sentenced to life in prison. On-screen 
text graphic: Clay Campbell won the case, but in November 2012, he lost his bid for re-election.  Interviewed: Maria 
Ridulph’s childhood friend Kathy Chapman; Maria Ridulph’s brother Chuck Ridulph; Patrick Solar, retired Sycamore 
Police Lieutenant; the sisters of suspect John Tessier/Ray McCullough: Jeanne Tessier and Jan Tessier; Special Agent Brion 
Hanley; suspect Jack McCullough (a.k.a. John Tessier); Prosecutor Clay Campbell; Seattle cold-case detectives Mike 
Ciesynski and Cloyd Steiger; McCullough’s step-daughter Janey O’Connor; Tacoma bartender/former 14-year-old runaway 
Michelle Weinman; defense investigator Crystal Harrole. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Peter Henderson) 
(OAD: 03/09/13) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
09/21/13 48 HOURS: “Honor and Dishonor” - a report on Sgt. Brent Burke, who was court-martialled for the 2007 murders of 

Tracy Burke, his estranged wife and his former mother-in-law, Karen Comer.  Four civilian trials, with no physical 
evidence, had already led to three mistrials and a hung jury; but the military decided to move forward with action under the 
uniform code of military justice. Tracy Burke and Karen Comer were discovered shot to death in Comer’s Rineyville, 
Kentucky home.  When it was discovered that Tracy was in the process of going through a divorce, Sgt. Brent Burke was 
taken into custody and booked for murder. There was little physical evidence and no murder weapon, but during an 
interview, Eion Burke, a young child of four, said that Sgt. Burke was the killer. When charges were dropped and he was 
released from jail, Kentucky State Police spoke to the Army and they came to the same conclusion: a case for murder, this 
time to be tried by the Army’s Judge Advocate Generals Corps (JAG) because Burke on active duty at Fort Campbell when 
the crimes were committed. He would face a court martial trial which is very different from a civilian court trial -- there is 
always a verdict and never a hung jury.  The trial commenced and the JAG prosecution team was able to present physical 
evidence -- a tiny piece of glass taken off of Burke’s coat, which was similar to the shattered glass door at the crime scene.  
The panel decided that Sgt. Burke was guilty and that he would serve a life sentence without parole. He would also be 
dishonorably discharged and stripped of his rank. Onscreen text graphic for the original and 09/21/13 rebroadcast:  
Tracy Burke’s children visit each other regularly. According to military law, Brent Burke will get an automatic appeal. 
Interviewed: JAG prosecution team members: Lt. Colonel Matthew Calarco, Major Sondra Smith, Captain Janae Lepir; U.S. 
Army Defense Attorney Nathan Brown; JAG attorney Major Rebecca Kliem; Kentucky State Police Detective Larry 
Walker; Kentucky State Police Investigator Mark Gillingham; Tracy Burke’s father and step-mother David and Gractia 
Wilburn; Tracy Burke’s sister-in-law Hillary Wilburn; defense attorneys Chris Davenport and David Broderick; Brent 
Burke’s parents Stan and Irene Burke; Master Sergeant Michelle Kerstetter, Karen Comer’s daughter.  (C: Richard 
Schlesinger - P: Marcelena Spencer; Updated producers for the 09/21/13 rebroadcast: Marcelena Spencer, Michelle Feuer) 
(OAD: 02/16/13) 

 
09/28/13 48 HOURS: “The Sweetheart Murders” - a followup to “The Sweetheart Murders” (OAD: 01/27/07), the story of 

sweethearts Sabrina Gonsalves and John Riggins, who in 1980, were brutally murdered in Davis, California. Initially, police 
suspected Gerald Gallego, but he was in jail at the time of the murders. In 1989, police arrested Gallego’s half-brother 
David Hunt, David’s wife Sue-Ellen, Richard Thompson, and Doug Lainer -- calling them The Hunt Group -- and charged 
them with a copycat murder, designed to call into question Gallego’s guilt in other crimes. DNA proved their innocence and 
the charges were dropped, however questions remained. In 2002, using advanced DNA technology -- not available at the 
time of the murders -- police matched samples stored in a FBI database to Richard Hirschfield, a convicted rapist, who was 
released from prison in 1980. Police interviewed Hirschfield’s brother, Joe, who committed suicide the day after the 
interview. Based on information in his suicide note, police assumed that Joe helped his brother. Richard Hirschfield was 
charged in the case. In 2012, 10 years after the DNA hit, and almost 32 years after the murders, the capital murder trial 
began. Time had taken its toll: 63-years-old and confined to wheelchair, Hirschfield was no longer the menacing figure he 
once was. David Hunt, suffering from cancer, hopes to live to hear his name cleared, and the Gonsalves and Riggins 
families hope to put an end to their suffering.  The jury deliberated and Hirschfeld was found guilty and sentenced to death. 
On-screen text graphic: Richard Hirschfield is appealing his conviction. David Hunt did not live to see his name cleared. 
He died during the trial. Interviewed: Detective Carol Daly and Investigator Ron Garverick, both from the Sacramento 
County Sheriff’s Department; family members Andrea Gonsalves-Rosenstein (sister); Dr. Richard Riggins and his wife, 
Kate Riggins (parents); Hunt Group suspects David Hunt and Doug Lanier; prosecutor Dawn Bladet; lead defense attorney 
Linda Parisi. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Clare Friedland) 
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